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Existing Sewers
54 inch Semi-elliptical
Concrete North Outfall Sewer
(NOS). (NOS Rehab Unit 10)

15-foot Easement

Maintenance Hole (MH) No. 515-01-002. Depth is
approx. 28 feet.

Not to Scale

The rehabilitation of the
NOS will require a large pit
due to the sewer curve.
Therefore design of the
proposed maintenance yard
will need to account for this
requirement.
24" Sewers of different material
and construction years.
Outside Yard limits.
48 inch Semi-elliptical
Concrete NOS.
(NOS Rehab Unit 10)
1,425 feet from
MH 515-01-003 to
MH 515-01-001 s/o
10 Freeway

DL-926
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N

MH No. 515-01-003. Depth is approx.
30 feet from surface. The MH is buried
under a huge asphalt pile from the asphalt
plant.

Limits of the
Mission Junction
Maintenance Yard

APNs of properties
to be purchased
by Metro
5410002003
5410002814
5410005001
5410005003
5410005004
5410005005

96" NEIS (In tunnel)

Metro Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2; Draft EIS-EIR
Proposed Mission Junction Maintenance Yard In City of Los Angeles
Tentative Schedules:
Design: Years 2026-2027
Construction: Years 2027-2035

Existing Storm Drains

Legend
!
CatchBasins
!
2

StormDrain
Rivers or Streams
Freeway
Propose Maintenace Yard Locations
Parcels

5410-002-003
5410-002-814
per http://maps.assessor.lacounty.gov/
5410002809

5410-005-005
per http://maps.assessor.lacounty.gov/
5410005800

5410005003
5410005002

5410005001

5410-005-004
per http://maps.assessor.lacounty.gov/
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CITY OF EL MONTE
OFFICE of the CITY COUNCIL

Victoria Martinez
Councilwoman

October 20, 2014
Chairman Eric Garcetti and
Members of the Metro Board
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952
RE: Support Letter for the SR-60 Alignment within the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2
Honorable Chairman Garcetti and Members of the Metro Board:
As a Councilwoman for the city of El Monte, I am urgently requesting your consideration for the
SR-60 Alternative adjacent to the 60 fwy.
I have reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS and am in strong support for the SR-60 Alignment over any
other alternative. My decision was based on the findings in the Draft EIR/EIS that states “the
SR-60 LRT Alternative would have NO UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS or
SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS on the environment. More importantly, the Washington Blvd LRT
Alternative would “have unavoidable adverse effects/significant impacts after implementation of
mitigation measures” upon the community and is environmentally inferior to the SR-60 LRT
Alternative.
Thank you in advance for acknowledging the findings of the Draft EIR/EIS which clearly find
the SR-60 Alternative as the environmentally superior alternative for the Eastside Transit
Corridor Phase 2.
Thank you for your support and respectfully request that you and your colleagues on the board
vote in favor of the SR-60 Alternative over all other alternatives.
Sincerely,

Victoria Martinez
Councilwoman
City of El Monte

11333 VALLEY BOULEVARD, EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA 91731-3293 / (626) 580-2001 / FAX (626) 453-3612
EMAIL: vmartinez@elmonteca.gov WEBSITE: www.elmonteca.gov

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chris Schaefer <CSchaefer@lahabraca.gov>
Friday, October 03, 2014 11:03 AM
EastSidePhase2
La Habra support to Gold Line extension (Whittier route)
LaHabraGP2035 Support for Light Rail (Gold Line).pdf

Good Morning,
I am forwarding to you the excerpt from the recently adopted City of La Habra General Plan 2035 (please see
attached). As per Policy AT 1.10 and AT 1.11, the City of La Habra supports the Gold Line extension assuming that it
would go through Whittier and would eventually be extended eastward along the Union Pacific right of way, possibly
going to the Fullerton Transit Center.
Thanks
Chris

Chris Schaefer, AICP
Senior Planner, Planning Division
City of La Habra • 201 E. La Habra Blvd. • La Habra, CA 90631
Phone: (562) 383-4128 • Fax: (562) 383-4476
Email: cschaefer@lahabraca.gov
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Megan Whalen <megan.whalen@lacity.org>
Tuesday, October 21, 2014 5:52 PM
EastSidePhase2
Carlson, Eric; Carol Armstrong; Michael Affeldt
City of LA, Bureau of Engineering, LA River project Office Comments

To Whom It May Concern:
Please accept our general comments for the MTA Eastside Transit Cooridor Phase 2 Project. Please contact my
supervisor, Carol Armstrong, Carol.Armstrong@lacity.org or myself, Megan.Whalen@lacity.org, if you have
any questions.
1. The interactive map online (http://interactive.metro.net/projects/eastside_phase2/) does not show the location of the
maintenance yard facilities, which can have a significant impact on a neighborhood and its surrounding environment.
Specifically, the proposed maintenance yard south of the 1-10 on the LA River (Mission Yard/LATC) is concerning and is
not in the spirit of the City's efforts to revitalize the LA River Corridor (please see LA River Revitalization Master Plan
(2007) and LA River Ecosystem Restoration Feasibility Study (2013)). This site is also in the footprint of the US Army
Corps' Los Angeles River Ecosystem Restoration Feasibility Study (City of LA is Local Sponsor). Currently, there are
many maintenance facilities like this along the LA River, preventing safe access and views for people and habitat, and
creating dangerous conflicts for humans and wildlife. We ask that Metro does not put a maintenance yard here, or
anywhere along the LA River, as it is already heavily impacted with similar facilities and exacerbates socio-economic
inequity and environmental injustices in this community. Also, please convey the proposed location of the maintenance
yard on all maps and documents, in a consistent manner. Please verify the location of the Mission Junction maintenance
yard, as the map location varies from the description of its location in the draft document.
2. Your review and analysis in the Water Resources and Biological Resources discusses the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel
rivers but not the Los Angeles River; you must also consider the LA River in your analysis, especially if you plan to place a
large, 11-acre maintenance facility adjacent to it. It may be inadvisable to locate any vital facility or structure in the
footprint of the historic floodplain considering the unknown impacts due to climate change.
3. Consider bicycle and pedestrian connections, vistas, and amenities, especially close to the LA River and River
Corridors, as it is anticipated that more people will want to visit in the future and will also want to take advantage of public
transportation to get to there. You may consider providing a ramp for access and maintenance purposes into the LA River
Channel on the east and west banks, which will also support MTA's other efforts to study and create a bike path/access
road into the LA River. Please work with the Downtown LA River Bikeway Technical Advisory Committee on this
partnering opportunity.

Thank you,
Megan
-Megan Whalen
Los Angeles River Project Office
Bureau of Engineering | Department of Public Works
1149 S Broadway, Suite 600
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Mail Stop 939
Office: (213) 485-4560
Megan.Whalen@lacity.org
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RESOLUTION NO.

14- 37

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF MONTEBELLO STATING THE CITY' S
SUPPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY EASTSIDE
TRANSIT CORRIDOR PHASE II

THE

CITY

COUNCIL

OF

THE

CITY

OF

MONTEBELLO

DOES

HEREBY

RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

WHEREAS, the City of Montebello is committed to being a partner in the
Eastside Transit Corridor Phase II projW; and

WHEREAS, the Las Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Metro) conducted the Alternatives Analysis ( AA) phase of the Eastside transit Corridor

Phase II project and presented the results of the AA study to their Board of Directors in
September 2000; and
WHEREAS, the AA identifies ways to provide a transit connection to ches east of

the Metro Gold Line Eastside Eidension that was completed in 2009; and

WHEREAS, the project's intention is to improve mobility within the proposed area
and plan for the projected population growth; and

WHEREAS, Metro is evaluating two (2) alternative light all routes: and
WHEREAS, both alternatives traverse the City of Montebello and will impact the
socioeconomic fabric of the City for decades to come; and

WHEREAS, the CM of Montebello is committed to providing its residents wish
altemative motley of transportation; and

WHEREAS, the City of Montebello will ensure that the Citys Department of
Transportation, Montebello Bus Lines, is not impacted negatively by the transit corridor,
but rather encourage the department to lake advantage of opportunities to enhance its

system in coordination with the final alternative; and

WHEREAS, the City of Montebello Cily Council previously approved Resolution

No. 10-78 on September 22, 2010, acknowledging their support of the SR 60 light all
transit alternative.
NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MONTEBELLO AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1.

That the City Council agrees to collaborate with Metro in bringing

the Eastside Transit Corritlor Phase II to the City.

SECTION 2. That the City Council places its full support behind the SR 60 light
rail transit atemative.

SECTION 3. That the City Council direcla staff to work with Memo, community
stakeholders and neighbodrg cities in garnering support for the SR 60 light rail transit
asemalive.

SECTION 4. That the City Clerk of the City of Montebello shall certify to the
adoption of this Resolution which shall became effective upon its approval by the City
Council.

APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 14a day of May, 3014.

O

ul

fljfs
/

WILLIAM M. MOLINARI, Mayor
ATTEST:

DANIEL KER6Ejq.,CNy Clerk

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

as.

CITY Of MONTEBELLO

I, Daniel Henandez, City Clak of the City of Montebello, do hereby certify that the

foregoing Resolution No. 14- 37 as duly regularly approved and adopted by the Montebello City
Council at a regular mating held on 14th day of May, appmvcd by law by the following vote:
AYES

Councilmember. Marajae,

NOES:

Councilmember.

ABSTAIN:

Councilmember

ABSENT:

Councilmember:

Madjinian

Cortez,

Molinari

Renato

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and affixed the official seal of said
City on the 14th day of May 7014.

Dame

City Clerk

t

Cooperating Agencies

Elected Officials

STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0049
(916) 319-2049
FAX (916) 319-2149

COMMITTEES
CHAIR: HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BANKING AND FINANCE
JUDICIARY
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
RULES

`

DISTRICT OFFICE
1255 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 306
Monterey Park, CA 91754
Tel: (323) 264-4949
Fax: (323) 264-4916

E-MAIL:
assemblymember.chau@asm.ca.gov

SELECT COMMITTEE
CHAIR: PRIVACY

ED CHAU
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, FORTY NINTH DISTRICT

assembl

October 20, 2014
The Honorable Mayor Eric Garcetti
Chairman
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952
Dear Chairman Garcetti:
I am writing to express my strong support for the SR-60 Alignment as the best alternative for the Eastside
Transit Corridor Phase 2 project. I believe that this alignment will satisfy Metro’s goals for further
improving mobility for all commuters in Los Angeles County.
As you may know, the findings in the Draft EIR/EIS for the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 project
found that “the SR-60 LRT Alternative would have NO UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
AFFECTS/SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS” on the environment. For this reason, the communities which I
th
represent in the 49 Assembly District have expressed their strong support for the SR-60 LRT Alternative.
In addition, the SR-60 LRT Alternative:





Creates more Transit Oriented Development opportunities.
Would have a shorter construction period compared to the Washington Blvd. LRT alternative
(four years compared to six years).
Would require no eminent domain of residential units along the SR-60 LRT.
Would have less noise impacts compared to the Washington Blvd. LRT.

In closing, as an advocate for improved transportation infrastructure for my constituents, I enthusiastically
urge Metro to adopt the SR-60 Alternative as the preferred alignment for the Eastside Transit Corridor
Phase 2 project. I look forward to working with you to promote sound transportation solutions for our
region.

Sincerely,

ED CHAU
Assemblymember, 49th District
Cc:
EC: hl

Art Leahy, CEO, Metro
Mayor Eric Garcetti, Chair, Metro Board of Directors
Metro Board of Directors

Federal Agencies

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
Pacific Southwest Region
333 Bush Street, Suite 515
San Francisco, CA 94104
IN REPLY REFER:

(ER 14/0539)

Filed Electronically
21 October 2014
Ms. Laura Cornejo, Director
Countywide Planning
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 922-2885
Mr. Raymond Sukys
Office of Planning and Program Development
Federal Transit Administration, Region IX
201 Mission Street, Suite 1650
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 744-3133
Ms. Mary Nguyen
Environmental Protection Specialist
Federal Transit Administration, Region IX
Los Angeles Metropolitan Office
888 S. Figueroa St., Suite 2170
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 202-3960
Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Section 4f Evaluation; Department of
Transportation (DOT), Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Eastside Transit Corridor
Phase 2, Los Angeles County, CA

Dear Ms. Cornejo, Mr. Sukys, and Ms. Nguyen:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and
Section 4f Evaluation; Department of Transportation (DOT), Federal Transit Administration (FTA),
Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2, Los Angeles County, CA. We have the following comments to assist
your preparation of the Final EIS.

The project as proposed will result in the construction of a light rail transit line to connect to the
Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension, linking communities farther east of Los Angeles to the
regional transit network. The project area is generally bounded by Pomona Boulevard and State
1

Route 60 (SR-60) to the north, Peck Road and Painter Avenue to the east, Olympic and
Washington Boulevards to the south, and Atlantic Boulevard to the west.
The Draft EIS includes conflicting information concerning potential impacts on federally listed
species, sensitive habitat types, and wildlife corridors in the eastern half of the SR-60 Light Rail
Transit (LRT) Alternative. The Draft EIS acknowledges that several species, including the
federally endangered least Bell's vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus), southwestern willow flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii extimus), and Nevin's barberry (Berberis nevinii) and the federally threatened
coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) and yellow-billed cuckoo
(Coccyzus americanus) could occur in the vicinity of the proposed project (page 4.10-2 to 4.104), but concludes that habitat for most of these special status species would not be affected by the
SR-60 LRT Alternative (page 4.10-8).
However, the Draft EIS later states that the SR-60 LRT Alternative would cross the Rio Hondo
at Whittier Narrows, where riparian vegetation occurs, and that impacts to this riparian
vegetation would occur during construction (page 4.10-10). The Draft EIS identifies a high
potential for the least Bell’s vireo to occur in the project area and states that the species is known
to breed in riparian habitat within the project area (Appendix U page 23). The Draft EIS also
states that Nevin’s barberry has the potential to occur in scrub habitat south of SR-60, but that
focused surveys for special-status species were not conducted (Appendix U, page 31). We
recommend that focused surveys for these species occur within the project alignment and that the
results of these surveys be provided for our review. Importantly, if the presence of any specialstatus species is confirmed, measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate impacts to these species
should be incorporated into the project and addressed in the Final EIS.
The Draft EIS also states that the SR-60 LRT Alternative would be constructed along existing
roads in an aerial configuration, which would avoid creating a barrier to wildlife movement
through the Puente-Chino Hills Wildlife Corridor (page 4.10-10). Potential impacts to listed and
migratory birds from construction of an elevated rail line powered by electrified overhead wires
within a known wildlife movement corridor are not adequately addressed in the Draft EIS. We
recommend that the potential effects of the project on bird movement within the Puente-Chino
Hills Wildlife Corridor be analyzed and that the project incorporate appropriate measures, such
as fine mesh fencing along the elevated rail line, to minimize bird mortality in this area.
Information to address this concern should also be included in the Final EIS.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS and to participate in the
transportation planning process. If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact
Sally Brown of the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office at 760-431-9440, extension 278.
Sincerely,

Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Environmental Officer

2

cc:

OEPC OEPC-Staff Contact: Lisa Chetnik Treichel, (202) 208-7116; Lisa_Treichel@ios.doi.gov
Sally Brown, Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife, (760) 431-9440 extension 278, Sally_Brown@fws.gov
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Local Agencies

October 21, 2014

Ms. Laura Cornejo, Director
Countywide Planning
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Ms. Cornejo:
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT / ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT (DRAFT EIS/EIR)
EASTSIDE TRANSIT CORRIDOR PHASE 2 PROJECT
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS COMMENTS
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIS/EIR associated with the Eastside
Transit Corridor Phase 2 project. The overall goal of the project is to improve mobility,
accessibility, and connectivity to the regional transit system by extending the Metro Gold
Line Eastside Extension (MGLEE) to the east by 6.9 to 9.5 miles. Alternatives studied in
the Draft EIS/EIR include a No Build Alternative, a Transportation System Management
(TSM) Alternative, and two light rail transit (LRT) build alternatives: the State Route 60
(SR 60) LRT Alternative and the Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative. The proposed
build alternatives would terminate near SR60/Peck Road or Washington Boulevard and
Lambert Road. The project covers over 50 square miles to the east and southeast of
downtown Los Angeles. It includes portions of the cities of Commerce, Los Angeles,
Montebello, Monterey Park, Pico Rivera, Rosemead, Santa Fe Springs, South El Monte,
Whittier, and portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County, which include East Los
Angeles and West Whittier-Los Nietos.
The following County of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works comments are
for your consideration and relate to the environmental document only:

Ms. Laura Cornejo
October 21, 2014,
Page 2

For specific revisions, additions, or deletions of wording directly from the project
document, the specific section, subsection, and/or item along with the page number is
first referenced then the excerpt from the document is copied within quotations using
the following nomenclature:
Deletions are represented by a strikethrough.
Additions are represented by italics along with an underline.
Revisions are represented by a combination of the above.
1.

It is requested that the project proponent continue exploring ways to mitigate
significant impacts at the impacted intersections. If no further mitigations are
feasible, we would like the opportunity to review the project’s Statement of
Overriding Considerations when available.

For questions regarding comment No. 1, please contact Andrew Ngumba of Public
Works’ Traffic and Lighting Division at (626) 300-4851 or angumba@dpw.lacounty.gov.
2.

Depending on the LRT Alternative selected, the proposed project may have impacts
to unincorporated County Communities of East LA, South San Gabriel and West
Whittier-Los Nietos. As indicated in chapter 2, Alternatives Considered, the
alternative analysis process included an initial technical analysis and community
and public agency feedback gathered at meetings and public workshops. Appendix
I, Agency Coordination and Public Involvement, details the extensive outreach that
has taken place over the years at different cities’ forums; however none of these
public meetings/workshops have taken place in East Los Angeles or West WhittierLos Nietos. We request additional outreach be conducted to include residents of
these three unincorporated area communities before a preferred alternative is
selected.

3.

As proposed, the Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative is to operate in an aerial
configuration with columns located in the roadway median or sidewalks, as well as
an at-grade street running configuration, where the streets widths are sufficient to
accommodate the alignment and proposed six stations. Five of the proposed
stations include supporting park-and-ride facilities; except one at Garfield Avenue
north of Whittier Boulevard. Whittier Boulevard is a business district; loss of parking
leads to loss of business revenue. We request consideration of a park-and-ride
facility for this proposed station to mitigate the loss of on-street parking.

4.

The Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative proposes a station east of Norwalk
Boulevard. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss and explore the need for a signal at
the intersection at Boer Avenue as it will serve as a passenger landing area.

Ms. Laura Cornejo
October 21, 2014,
Page 3

5.

Noise intensity tests need to be completed to include all schools, churches and
other community centers adjacent to the proposed alignment along Washington
Boulevard in Unincorporated West Whittier-Los Nietos. We noticed that the Santa
Fe Kids Company located at 11304 Washington Boulevard was not a receptor
included in the noise intensity assessment and needs to be.

6.

Both build alternatives would have unavoidable adverse effects/significant impacts
on visual and aesthetic resources. The EIR/EIS should identify measures that will
partially if not fully mitigate the aesthetic and visual impacts.

7.

A small portion of the County’s El Sol bus route is affected by the two possible build
alternatives. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss the impacts of the LRT Alternatives
on the operations of the El Sol route and identify mitigation as necessary. In
addition, Public Works needs to be contacted during construction so that
coordination can occur and any impacts to the El Sol bus route can be
eliminated/minimized.

8.

The County has several active projects along both proposed LRT alignments. All
projects are in the design phase and are scheduled to start construction at the
beginning of Fiscal Year 2016-2017. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss all active
Public Works projects that the Gold Line Extension Project will need to take into
account. Please contact Ms. Bella Hernandez of Public Works’ Programs
Development Division at (626) 458-5926 or bhernan@dpw.lacounty.gov to obtain a
list of active projects and the scope of work associated with each one. Please note
that if either LRT Alternative is selected, design plans should include all currently
contemplated road improvement projects, including proposed bike lanes, built after
certification of the EIR.

9.

The SR60 LRT Alternative will cross over the Rio Hondo Bike trail. We understand
that with the employment of mitigation measures there will only be temporary
construction impacts that will be less than significant. Public Works needs to be
contacted during construction so that coordination can occur and any impacts to the
bike trail and/or channel can be eliminated/minimized.

10. The Washington Blvd LRT Alternative will cross through two existing class III bike
routes crossing Washington Blvd at Norwalk Blvd and Broadway Avenue. We
understand that with the employment of mitigation measures there will only be
temporary impacts to these bikeways. Public Works needs to be contacted during
construction so that coordination can occur and any impacts to the bikeways can be
eliminated/minimized.

Ms. Laura Cornejo
October 21, 2014,
Page 4

For questions regarding the comment Nos. 2 through 10, please contact Bella
Hernandez of Public Works’ Programs Development Division at (626) 458-5926
or bhernan@dpw.lacounty.gov.
11. An evaluation of the project alternatives utilizing the Institute of Sustainable
Infrastructure (ISI) Envision Rating System should be completed and disclosed in
the document so that reviewers can evaluate the sustainability of each option and
add/suggest features to enhance the benefits of the project.
12. The Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative involves having the light rail train
alignment cross over the San Gabriel River using the existing bridge. The bridge
currently consists of four lanes, with a double yellow line running down the middle.
The bridge may need to be widened and its load-carrying and seismic capacities
upgraded in order to accommodate the light-rail vehicles and associated
infrastructure (rails, ballast, power poles and lines, etc.). Discussion in this regard
should be included in the Draft EIS/EIR.
13. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss the need for and the associated impacts of any
required storm drain relocation along the various affected roadways as a result of
the proposed project. Please note that some of the existing storm drains are located
along the center of the affected roadways.
14. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss the need for track drainage and the intended
method to be used to prevent storm runoff concentrated flow from being conveyed
across intersections. Please note that intersections may need to be reconstructed
to meet the intended design criteria for grade breaks and cross slopes.
15. The Draft EIS/EIR should discuss the need for cross slopes to be evaluated to
determine if roadway pavement reconstruction is required to achieve intended cross
slopes. An alternative to pavement reconstruction would be to replace any existing
8-inch curb faces with 6-inch curb faces, similar to what was performed for the
ELRT-Phase 1 project. Under this scenario, pavement resurfacing and sidewalk
reconstruction would be required.
16. The document should indicate approximately how much roadway reconstruction will
be necessary to accommodate station locations along Washington Boulevard at
Norwalk Boulevard and Lambert Road. The construction footprint for roadway work,
at MTA’s cost, should encompass a significant length of roadway along Washington
Boulevard.
17. The document should discuss the need for tree removals in existing medians and/or
along parkway areas and disclose that replacement trees will be provided.

Ms. Laura Cornejo
October 21, 2014,
Page 5

For questions regarding the comment Nos. 11 through 17, please contact Dave
Diotalevi
of
Public
Works’
Design
Division
at
(626)
458-7802
or ddiotale@dpw.lacounty.gov.
18. Executive Summary, Introduction, page ES-1: The wording of the first paragraph
gives the false impression to the reader that the metro gold line will be extended to
the cities of Santa Monica, Culver City, and the University of Southern California. A
suggested modification for this paragraph is shown below:
“The Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project is a vital public transit
infrastructure investment that would provide a transit connection to the
existing Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and link communities on the
eastern side of the County of Los Angeles. With the implementation of the
Regional Connector Transit Corridor project, the Metro Gold Line Eastside
Extension will directly connect to the Metro Expo Line and will be
operating light rail trains between provide users with options to connect to
Santa Monica, Culver City, University of Southern California (USC),
downtown Los Angeles, and the Eastside by 2020, improving mobility
within the project area and offering more sustainable transit alternatives.
Figure ES-1 shows the regional Metro Rail lines expected to be
operational by the year 2035, and illustrates how the Eastside Transit
Corridor Phase 2 Project would extend the existing Metro Gold Line
Eastside Extension.”
19. Executive Summary, Table ES-2, Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for
each of the Project Alternatives, page ES-65: A typo exists on this page and should
be corrected as follows:
“However, the downtown Los Angeles skyline is only visible form from
Washington Boulevard on clear days. Vistas of the San Gabriel Mountains
and Puente Hills to the north and east, respectively, would not be
substantially obstructed during construction. Construction activities may
temporarily alter the visual character along the corridor of the corridor for a
limited duration.”
20. The two column format of the Draft EIS/EIR is not conducive nor ergonomically
optimized for a paper-less review. One needs to scroll up and down in order to read
each page. It is recommended that the Draft EIS/EIR be reformatted for better
readability.

Ms. Laura Cornejo
October 21, 2014,
Page 6

21. Metro is reminded to engage in early and frequent consultation with the Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works regarding any and all specific real
estate transactions involving Los Angeles County Flood Control District and/or the
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works necessitated by the proposed
project(s), including but not limited to permits, construction easements,
ingress/egress easements, alternative easement rights, drainage easements, road
easements, slope easements, sight and air rights, and other impacts to public rights
of way owned by either of the two noted entities.
For questions regarding comment Nos. 18 through 21, please contact Robin Phillips of
Public Works’ Survey/Mapping and Property Management Division at (626) 458-7048
or rphillip@dpw.lacounty.gov.
22. The environmental document should note that any construction, demolition, or
grading projects in the County’s unincorporated areas are required to recycle or
reuse a minimum of 50 percent of the construction and demolition debris generated
by weight per the County’s Construction and Demolition Debris Recycling and
Reuse Ordinance. A Recycling and Reuse Plan must be submitted to and approved
by the Environmental Programs Division of the County of Los Angeles Department
of Public Works before a construction, demolition, or grading permit may be issued.
For questions regarding comment No. 22, please contact Chris Sheppard of Public
Works’
Environmental
Programs
Division
at
(626)
458-5163
or csheppard@dpw.lacounty.gov.
23. The document should disclose the amount of earthwork (cut fill, over-excavation)
proposed for each of the considered alternatives. In addition, the amount of any
proposed import or export would need to be stated along with the intended haul
routes.
If you have questions regarding comment No. 23 or require additional information,
please contact Matthew Dubiel of Public Works’ Land Development Division at (626)
458-4921 or mdubiel@dpw.lacounty.gov.
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Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority

One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952
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Thank you for your continued involvement in the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project
(Project). The Federal Transit Administration(FTA)in cooperation with the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority(LACMTA)has prepared a Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report(EIS/EIR)for the proposed project in accordance with
the National Environmental Policy Act(NEPA)and the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). We are now seeking comments on the Draft EIS/EIR for the Project and have provided
instructions below.
The overall goal ofthe project is to improve mobility, accessibility and connectivity to the
regional transit system by extending the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension(MGLEE)to the east
by 6.9 to 9.5 miles. Alternatives studied in the Draft EIS/EIR include a No Build Alternative, a
Transportation System Management(TSM)Alternative, and two light rail transit(LRT)build
alternatives: the State Route 60(SR 60) LRT Alternative and the Washington Boulevard LRT
Alternative. Depending on which alternative is selected, the proposed project would implement an
LRT project that would extend the MGLEE from the existing Atlantic Station to the east by 6.9 to
9.5 miles. The proposed build alternatives would terminate near SR 60/Peck Road or Washington
Boulevard and Lambert Road. The Project area covers over 50 square miles to the east and
southeast of downtown Los Angeles. It includes portions of the cities of Commerce, Los Angeles,
Montebello, Monterey Park, Pico Rivera, Rosemead, Santa Fe Springs, South El Monte, Whittier,
and portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County, which include East Los Angeles and West
Whittier-Los Nietos.
Enclosed is the Notice of Availability(NOA)announcing that the Draft EIS/EIR is available for
your review. You are invited along with the public to submit comments on the Draft EIS/EIR in
writing or electronically by e-mail during the 60-day comment period from August 22, 2014
through October 21, 2014. Written and electronic comments may be submitted to:
Ms. Laura Cornejo
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012

or via e-mail to eastsidephase2(4metro.net. You are also invited to submit comments in person
at one offour public hearings or the public agency meeting, which will be held at the following
times and locations:
•Public Agency Meeting: Monday, September 8, 2014, 10am — 12pm, Metro Headquarters, Union
Station Room, 3rd Floor, One Gateway Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90012
*Saturday, September 27, 2014, 9am -11:30am, Open House 9am, Public Hearing 9:30am to
11:30am, Pico Rivera Senior Center, 9200 Mines Ave,Pico Rivera, CA 90660
•Monday, September 29, 2014, 5:30pm — 8pm, Open House 5:30pm, Public Hearing 6pm to
8:00pm, Quiet Canon Banquet Center, 901 Via San Clemente, Montebello, CA 90640
•Tuesday, September 30, 2014, 5:30pm — 8pm, Open House 5:30pm, Public Hearing 6pm to
8:00pm, Uptown Whittier Senior Center, 13225 Walnut Street, Whittier, CA 90602
•Wednesday, October 1, 2014, 5:30pm — 8pm, Open House 5:30pm, Public Hearing 6pm to
8:00pm, South El Monte Senior Center, 1556 Central Avenue, South El Monte, CA

If you have questions regarding this letter or the enclosed NOA,please contact Ms. Laura
Cornejo at the address listed above.
Sincerely,

Diego Cardoso
Executive Officer
Enclosure:
Notice of Availability
cc:

Federal Transit Administration

LOS ANGELES COUNTY
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
(METRO)
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY
FOR THE EASTSIDE TRANSIT CORRIDOR PHASE 2 PROJECT
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

To comply with the National Environmental Policy Act(NEPA) and the California
Environmental Quality Act(CEQA)Section 15087,the Federal Transit Administration(FTA)
and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority(Metro) have prepared a
Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report(EIS/EIR). This Notice of
Availability serves as a notice to the public regarding the availability ofthe environmental
document and seeks public opinion and comment. FTA is the lead agency for the purposes of
NEPA,and Metro is the lead agency for the purposes of CEQA.
Project Description and Location
The Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project(Project) area covers over a 50 square mile area to
the east and southeast ofdowntown Los Angeles. It includes portions ofthe cities of Commerce,
Los Angeles, Montebello, Monterey Park, Pico Rivera, Rosemead, Santa Fe Springs, South El
Monte, Whittier, and portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County, including East Los
Angeles and west Whittier-Los Nietos. An optional maintenance yard is located in the city of
Los Angeles.
The Draft EIS/EIR discusses the purpose and need for the project and identifies and evaluates
proposed transit improvement alternatives. The following four alternatives were evaluated in the
Draft EIS/EIR: No Build, Transportation Systems Management(TSM), and two build
alternatives utilizing Light Rail Transit(LRT)technology: the State Route 60(SR 60)LRT
Alternative and the Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative.
Depending on the selected alternative , the Project would extend the existing Metro Gold Line
Eastside Extension(MGLEE)LRT system from its current terminus at the Atlantic Station to the
east by 6.9 to 9.5 miles to either Peck Road in the city of South El Monte or Lambert Road in the
city of Whittier.
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The SR 60 LRT Alternative would extend the MGLEE approximately 6.9 miles east to Peck
Road. The majority ofthis alignment would operate in an aerial configuration, primarily within
Caltrans right-of-way(ROW)along the southern portion ofthe SR 60 Freeway. This alternative
includes the following four stations, each with supporting park-and-ride facilities: Garfield
Avenue station at Garfield Avenue and Via Campo; Shops at Montebello station located on the
west end of currently private property adjacent to the Shops at Montebello; Santa Anita Avenue
station located on the south side ofthe SR 60 Freeway to the east of Santa Anita Avenue; and the
Peck Road station located within Caltrans ROW to the east ofPeck Road.
This LRT system would also include traction powered substation(TPSS)sites, pocket tracks,
switches, tail tracks, and other ancillary facilities. One potential new maintenance site location
the Mission Junction Maintenance Yard Option, is located in the city of Los Angeles northwest
of Cesar Chavez Avenue and Mission Road. A maintenance yard currently under construction in
the city of Monrovia is also an option to be the maintenance yard that would service this line.
The SR 60 North Side Design Variation, is an option for this alternative. With this variation, the
LRT alignment would transition from the south-side to the north-side ofthe SR 60 Freeway just
west of Greenwood Avenue,continue east along the north-side ofthe SR 60 Freeway within
Caltrans ROW,and return to the south-side ofSR 60 Freeway approximately one-quarter mile
west ofParamount Boulevard.
The Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative would extend the MGLEE approximately 9.5 miles
east to the city of Whittier at Lambert Road. This alternative is proposed to operate in an aerial
configuration with columns located in the roadway median or sidewalks, as well as in an at-grade
street running configuration, where the street widths are sufficient to accommodate the alignment
and proposed stations. The proposed alignment would use Pomona Boulevard,the south-side of
the SR 60 Freeway within Caltrans ROW,Garfield Avenue, and Washington Boulevard, and
include six new stations located at: Garfield Avenue and Via Campo; Whittier Garfield Avenue
and Whittier Boulevard; Washington Boulevard and Greenwood Avenue; Washington Boulevard
and Rosemead Boulevard; Washington Boulevard and Norwalk Boulevard; and Washington
Boulevard and Lambert Road. All ofthese stations, except the Whittier Boulevard station,
include supporting park-and-ride facilities.
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This LRT system also includes TPSS sites, pocket tracks, switches, tail tracks, and other
ancillary facilities. Three potential sites have been identified for the location ofa new
maintenance yard: Mission Junction Maintenance Yard Option (adjacent to the existing Mission
Junction maintenance facility); Commerce Maintenance Yard Option in the city of Commerce;
and the Santa Fe Springs Maintenance Yard Option in the city of Santa Fe Springs. Another
maintenance yard currently under construction in the city of Monrovia, is also an option to be the
maintenance yard that would service this line.
Two design variations are also being considered for the Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative.
Under the first design variation, the alignment would be grade separated at Rosemead Boulevard.
The second design variation would include an aerial crossing over the San Gabriel River/I-605
and a grade separation at Pioneer Boulevard compared to the original street running
configuration in this area.
Public Review and Comment Period

The public review and comment period for the Draft EIS/EIR shall begin on August 22,2014
and last for 60 days, ending on October 21,2014. All public comments must be received by
5:00PM on October 21, 2014. During this time, agencies and members ofthe public may submit
comments on the Draft EIS/EIR to:
Ms. Laura Cornejo, Director
Countywide Planning
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012
e-mail: eastsidephase2@metro.net
Comments may also be submitted at public hearings, which will be held at the following times
and locations:
• Saturday, September 27, 2014; Open House 9am, Public Hearing 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
at the Pico Rivera Senior Center, 9200 Mines Avenue, Pico Rivera, CA 90660
• Monday, September 29, 2014; Open House 5:30pm, Public Hearing 6:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at the Quiet Cannon Banquet Center,901 Via San Clemente, Montebello, CA 90640
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• Tuesday, September 30, 2014; Open House 5:30pm, Public Hearing 6:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at the Uptown Whittier Senior Center, 13225 Walnut Street, Whittier, CA 90602
• Wednesday, October 1, 2014; Open House 5:30pm,Public Hearing 6:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at the South El Monte Senior Center, 1556 Central Avenue, South El Monte, CA
91733
The buildings used for the public hearings are accessible to persons with disabilities. Any
individual who requires special assistance, such as a sign language interpreter, to participate in
the scoping meeting should contact Mr. Dave Hershenson, Community Relations Manager,
Metro, at(213) 922-1340, or hershensond@metro.net.
For more information regarding the Draft EIS/EIR or to request a copy, please contact Ms. Laura
Cornejo at the address above or:
Ms. Mary Nguyen, Environmental Protection Specialist
Federal Transit Administration
888 South Figueroa Street, Suite 2170
Los Angeles, CA 90017
e-mail: mary.nguyen@dot.gov
Upon conclusion ofthe selection of the locally preferred alternative(LPA),the Metro Board may
select to initiate a Final EIR. Initiation of a Final EIS or the FTA's participation is contingent
upon having funding in place. The Final EIS/EIR will include and address all ofthe comments
received during the Draft EIS/EIR public review period. Issuance ofthe Final EIS/EIR will
depend on Metro's ability to develop a constrained financial plan which demonstrates
construction initiating within three years after issuance ofthe Record ofDecision(ROD),the
time frame by which information within an EIS/EIR is still valid. The project is currently
included within the constrained component of Metro's Long Range Transportation Plan and the
2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan, which commit funding to the project starting in 2026
with construction anticipated between 2027 and 2035 and operations in 2035.
Significant Environmental Effects
The Draft EIS/EIR addresses the existing conditions and environmental setting in the project
area. Based on guidance contained in NEPA and CEQA,the Draft EIS/EIR studied the potential
4

environmental consequences associated with construction and operation ofthe project
alternatives. After implementation of mitigation measures, the SR 60 LRT Alternative would
have no unavoidable adverse effects under NEPA and no unavoidable significant impacts under
CEQA. After implementation of mitigation measures, the Washington Boulevard LRT
Alternative would have unavoidable adverse effects/significant impacts in the following four
areas: visual and aesthetic resources(NEPA and CEQA), community and neighborhoods(NEPA
only), surrounding intersections(NEPA and CEQA),and cumulative impacts(NEPA and
CEQA).
Section 4(f) Findings

In compliance with 23 CFR 774 this notice also serves as a public notice and an opportunity for
public review and comment concerning the effects on the protected activities, features, or
attributes ofthe Section 4(f) resources (recreational ,natural, and historic resources) potentially
affected in the project area. The LRT alternatives would not result in the use of any historic
properties protected by Section 4(f). As discussed in Chapter 5, Section 4(f) Evaluation ofthe
Draft EIS/EIR, the LRT alternatives would result in de minimis impacts that would not
substantially affect the recreational activities, features, or attributes that make the property
eligible for Section 4(f) protection.
Ways to Obtain the Draft EIS/EIR
The Draft EIS/EIR will be distributed on Metro's website at
http://www.metro.net/projects/eastside_phase2/. CDs and paper copies ofthe Draft EIS/EIR may
be requested from Ms. Laura Cornejo at the address shown above. Paper copies ofthe Draft
EIS/EIR will also be available for public viewing at the public hearings and at the following
depositories:
Commerce Public Library

Pico Rivera Public Library

Los Nietos County Library

5655 Jillson Street

9001 Mines Avenue

11644 East Slauson Avenue

Commerce, CA 90040

Pico Rivera, CA 90660

Whittier, CA 90606

East Los Angeles County Library

Rivera County Library

Sorensen County Library

4837 East 3rd Street

7828 Serapis Avenue

6934 Broadway Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90022

Pico Rivera, CA 90660

Whittier, CA 90606
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Chet Holifield County Library

Rosemead City Library

Whittier Public Library

1060 South Greenwood Avenue

8800 Valley Boulevard

7344 Washington Avenue

Montebello, CA 90640

Rosemead, CA 91770

Whittier, CA 90602

Montebello Public Library

Santa Fe Springs Public Library

Whittwood Branch Library

1550 West Beverly Boulevard

11700 Telegraph Road

10537 Santa Gertrudes Avenue

Montebello, CA 90640

Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

Whittier, CA 90603

Monterey Park Public Library

South El Monte City Hall

South El Monte Library

318 South Ramona Avenue

Reception Desk

1430 North Central Avenue

Monterey Park,CA 91754

1415 N. Santa Anita Avenue

South El Monte, CA 91733

South El Monte, CA 91733

Sites Enumerated Under Section 65962.5 ofthe Government Code

The Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project is located on sites enumerated under Section
65962.5 ofthe Government Code (which requires identifying certain hazardous sites). The
following sites enumerated under Section 65962.5 ofthe Government Code are located within
the boundaries ofthe LRT alignments and stations, as specified below.
Sites within Both LRT Alternative Alignments
• Texaco Service Station: 892 Garfield Ave, Montebello, CA 90640; LUST;two cases both
completed - cases closed.
Sites within SR 60 LRT Alternative and/or North Side Design Variation Alignment
• San Gabriel Valley Superfund Site — South El Monte and Whittier Narrows Operable
Units(OU); city ofSouth El Monte and Whittier Narrows; EnviroStor and CERCLIS;
Region-wide USEPA Superfund site with volatile organic compound (VOC)-impacted
groundwater beneath the SR 60 Freeway.
• Semou Shallow-Zone Extraction: SR 60 Freeway at Rosemead Blvd., South El Monte,
CA 91733, cleanup program site; open site assessment.
• Mobil #18-EQO; 1220 N.Peck Rd., South El Monte, CA 917334524; LUST; completed
and case is closed.
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• Former Shell Station #204-7389-0232: 1130 N. Peck Rd., South El Monte, CA 91733;
LUST, HIST, and Cortese; gasoline and diesel leak affecting groundwater; open case
remediation; a second case with gasoline leak affecting groundwater is a closed case.
Sites within Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative Alignment
• AMPT Montebello Inc.:500 Garfield Ave., Montebello, CA 90640; LUST; case is closed
• California Target #100: 869 Washington Blvd., Montebello, CA 90640; LUST, HIST,
and Cortese; gasoline leak affecting groundwater; open site assessment.
• Chevron #9-7441: 12376 Washington Blvd., Whittier, CA 90606; LUST; completed case
is closed.
• American Medical Enterprises: 12508 E. Lambert Rd., Whittier, CA 90606; LUST,
HIST,and Cortese; waste oil leak affecting groundwater; case is open and under
remediation.
• Omega Chemical Superfund Site: 12504 E. Whittier Blvd., Whittier, CA 90606;
EnviroStor; USEPA Superfund site with VOC impacted groundwater beneath
Washington Blvd.
Sites within the Santa Fe Springs Maintenance Yard
• Delta Industries: 8137 Allport Ave., Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; cleanup program site;
completed and case closed.
• Sur Lite Corp.: 8124 Allport Ave., Santa Fe Spring, CA 90670; DTSC Site Type: HAZ
WASTE — RCRA;non-operating status.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Janet Cappellanti-Adams <JCappellanti-Adams@dmh.lacounty.gov>
Thursday, October 02, 2014 1:06 PM
EastSidePhase2
ms.giannetta@gmail.com
Comment(s) / Enquiries

Good afternoon, Ms. Cornejo:
After reading, studying and going over the MTA pamphlet entitled, ‘Help Us Plan More Transit Near
You’, my enquiries would be as follows, listed below:
•
•

Is MTA planning to extend the Gold Line further south into East Los Angeles and beyond that or
what else??
Since the MTA pamphlet is entitled as such, what about other areas i.e. further eastward past
the last Gold Line station stop at Sierra Madre Villa?
Villa? ? Is that MTA project still going on, how
far eastward will it go, where will it end and what is the status of it right now as I am emailing
this communication??

Comment(s):
Comment(s): I hope that MTA does not raise its fares again when these projects are completed since
MTA just recently raised its fares anyway/anyhow. In addition, I regret that I will not be able to
attend any of the public hearings since I commute via MTA public transportation. Even though the
closest public hearing for me is located
located in the city of South El Monte, it would still not be conducive,
let alone convenient, being that I reside in the city of Pasadena; by the time that the hearing would be
(city
y of
concluded, I would be returning home too late by the time that I arrived there, (cit
Pasadena). However, if MTA can inform me where I can go on its website to view the results of the
public hearings, I would appreciate it; thanks.
Sincerely,
Ms. J. CappellantiCappellanti-Adams
Janet CappellantiCappellanti-Adams
Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health
Health
Central Business Office
695 South Vermont Avenue, Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 9000590005-1349
Telephone: (213) 480480-3477
Fax: (213) 252252-8880
Email: JCappellantiJCappellanti-Adams@dmh.lacounty.gov
County of Los Angeles - Department of Mental Health
Statement of Confidentiality: The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are confidential, proprietary or privileged and
may be subject to protection under the law, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The message
is intended for the sole use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified
that any use, distribution or reproduction of this transmission is strictly prohibited and may subject you to criminal or civil
penalties. Please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message and its attachments, if any.
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A Resolution in Support of the SR-60 Alignment as the preferred
alignment for the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2
WHEREAS, the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project is a vital transit infrastructure investment that
would provide a transit connection to the existing Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and
link communities on the eastern side of the County of Los Angeles with two stops in the
cities of Montebello and South El Monte; and
WHEREAS, with the implementation of the Regional Connector Transit Corridor project, the Metro
Gold Line Eastside Extension will directly connect to the Metro Expo Line and will be
operating light rail trains between Santa Monica, Culver City, University of Southern
California (USC), downtown Los Angeles, and the Eastside by 2020, improving mobility
within the project area and offering more sustainable transit alternatives; and
WHEREAS, in addition to mobility benefits, the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project would
provide the project area with transportation, economic, land use, and environmental
benefits. Improved mobility to and from the project area has the potential to boost
economic development in the project area and improve social justice by providing better
access to employment, educational opportunities, and activity centers; and
WHEREAS, improved transit connectivity would increase transit ridership, which would also generate
environmental benefits through reduced vehicle trips, less roadway congestion, and
improved air quality; and
WHEREAS, these proposed projects would create over 15,000 permanent new jobs for the region to add
to the existing 241,500 employees within a 10 minute drive shed of these stations, and
would create 2 million square feet of new development; and
WHEREAS, the purpose of the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project is to provide area residents,
businesses, and transit-dependent populations with a transit alternative connecting them to
the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and the regional rail system, serving the large
number of transit-dependent and low-income populations in the project area and increasing
access to major employment centers, activity centers, and destinations in the project area
and Los Angeles County;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Valle Lindo School District Board of Education
supports the SR-60 Alignment as the preferred alignment for the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2, and
the SR-60 coalition including the 6 cities (Monterey Park, Montebello, Rosemead, El Monte, South El
Monte and City of Industry) whose goal is to promote the future alignment of the Gold Line Eastside
Extension along the 60 freeway. Adopted this 8th day of October, 2014.

Ruth E. Gonzales, President

Gloria Olmos, Clerk

Richard Angel, Vice President

Veronica Lauria, Member

Rudy Martinez, Member

Nseir, Jacqueline
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Janet Cappellanti-Adams <JCappellanti-Adams@dmh.lacounty.gov>
Thursday, October 02, 2014 1:06 PM
EastSidePhase2
ms.giannetta@gmail.com
Comment(s) / Enquiries

Good afternoon, Ms. Cornejo:
After reading, studying and going over the MTA pamphlet entitled, ‘Help Us Plan More Transit Near
You’, my enquiries would be as follows, listed below:
•
•

Is MTA planning to extend the Gold Line further south into East Los Angeles and beyond that or
what else??
Since the MTA pamphlet is entitled as such, what about other areas i.e. further eastward past
the last Gold Line station stop at Sierra Madre Villa?
Villa? ? Is that MTA project still going on, how
far eastward will it go, where will it end and what is the status of it right now as I am emailing
this communication??

Comment(s):
Comment(s): I hope that MTA does not raise its fares again when these projects are completed since
MTA just recently raised its fares anyway/anyhow. In addition, I regret that I will not be able to
attend any of the public hearings since I commute via MTA public transportation. Even though the
closest public hearing for me is located
located in the city of South El Monte, it would still not be conducive,
let alone convenient, being that I reside in the city of Pasadena; by the time that the hearing would be
(city
y of
concluded, I would be returning home too late by the time that I arrived there, (cit
Pasadena). However, if MTA can inform me where I can go on its website to view the results of the
public hearings, I would appreciate it; thanks.
Sincerely,
Ms. J. CappellantiCappellanti-Adams
Janet CappellantiCappellanti-Adams
Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health
Health
Central Business Office
695 South Vermont Avenue, Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 9000590005-1349
Telephone: (213) 480480-3477
Fax: (213) 252252-8880
Email: JCappellantiJCappellanti-Adams@dmh.lacounty.gov
County of Los Angeles - Department of Mental Health
Statement of Confidentiality: The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are confidential, proprietary or privileged and
may be subject to protection under the law, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The message
is intended for the sole use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified
that any use, distribution or reproduction of this transmission is strictly prohibited and may subject you to criminal or civil
penalties. Please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message and its attachments, if any.
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Regional Agencies

October 21, 2014
OFFICERS
President
Mary Ann Lutz
1st Vice President
Gene Murabito
2nd Vice President
Teresa Real Sebastian
3rd Vice President
Tim Spohn
MEMBERS
Alhambra
Arcadia
Azusa
Baldwin Park
Bradbury
Claremont
Covina
Diamond Bar
Duarte
El Monte
Glendora
Industry
Irwindale
La Cañada Flintridge
La Puente
La Verne
Monrovia
Montebello
Monterey Park
Pasadena
Pomona
Rosemead
San Dimas
San Gabriel
San Marino
Sierra Madre
South El Monte
South Pasadena
Temple City
Walnut
West Covina

Mayor Eric Garcetti, Chair
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, California 90012-2952
RE: SR-60 Light Rail Transit (LRT) Route
Dear Mayor Garcetti:
The San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments (SGVCOG) supports the SR-60 Light
Rail Transit (LRT) Route as the preferred route for the proposed Gold Line Eastside
Extension Phase 2. Since January 2009, the SGVCOG has supported the SR-60
alignment and requests that the Measure R funding be allocated for this project.
Thank you for your consideration of the SGVCOG’s position. If you have any questions
or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Mary Ann Lutz
President
cc

MTA Board of Directors
Art Leahy, Chief Executive Officer

First District, LA County
Unincorporated Communities

Fourth District, LA County
Unincorporated Communities

Fifth District, LA County
Unincorporated Communities

SGV Water Districts

.

San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments
1000 South Fremont Avenue, Unit #42 ♦ Alhambra, California 91803

State Agencies

Nseir, Jacqueline
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Esguerra, Margarita@Wildlife <Margarita.Esguerra@wildlife.ca.gov>
Friday, October 17, 2014 11:06 AM
EastSidePhase2
Pert, Ed@Wildlife; Wilson, Erinn@Wildlife; Schmoker, Kelly@Wildlife; Harris, Scott P.
@Wildlife; Rains, Sarah@Wildlife; state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov; Duarte,
Dolores@Wildlife
Eastside Corridor Expansion Phase 2 DEIR SCH No. 2014031051
EastsideCorridorExpansionPhase2DEIRSCHNo.2014031051.pdf

Ms. Cornejo,
Copy of Comment Letter sent to your end. Original will follow.
For questions, please contact Kelly Schmoker at (949) 581-1015.
Thank you.

Margarita Esguerra, OT
Department of Fish & Wildlife
South Coast Region
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego CA, 92123
T (858) 467-4253 F (858) 467-4239

New Work Schedule: 7:30am-5:00pm (Off every 2nd & 4th Mondays of the month)
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Marissa Castro-Salvati
Local Public Affairs
1000 Potrero Grande Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754

October 20, 2014
Ms. Laura Cornejo, Director Countywide Planning
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-02
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Eastsidephase2@metro.net
RE: Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project Draft EIS/EIR
Dear Ms. Cornejo:
Southern California Edison (SCE) appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) for the Eastside Transit
Corridor Phase 2 Project. The proposed project would implement a light rail transit (LRT) project that
would extend the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension from the existing Atlantic Station to the east by 6.9
to 9.5 miles. The proposed build alternatives would terminate near State Route 60 (SR 60)/Peck Road or
Washington Boulevard and Lambert Road. The Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 project area includes
portions of the cities of Commerce, Los Angeles, Montebello, Monterey Park, Pico Rivera, Rosemead,
Santa Fe Springs, South El Monte, Whittier, and portions of unincorporated Los Angeles County, which
include East Los Angeles and west Whittier-Los Nietos.
SCE’s Electrical System within Project Area
Within the project area, SCE maintains and operates a transmission system, which includes 500 kilovolt
(kV), 220 kV, and 66 kV transmission lines, distribution lines, and communication facilities. SCE is
concerned that the proposed light rail system may impose constraints on SCE’s ability to access,
maintain, and operate its current and future facilities. Figure 2-4 SR 60 LTR Alternative and Figure 2-8
Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative were modified with numbers illustrating the potential crossings of
SCE’s transmission lines (greater 50 kV) for each alternative.
The Draft EIR/EIS Page 2-11 mentions that the “SR 60 LRT Alternative would travel beneath
transmission lines at two locations.” The Draft EIR/EIS should be corrected to state that the SR 60 LRT
Alternative may cross up to six SCE transmission line corridors and is in very close proximity to our Mesa
Substation (a critical facility within SCE’s electrical system). SCE is especially concerned about Crossings
#2, #3, and #4, as well as the LRT’s proximity to the Mesa Substation. At Crossing #2, SCE has a
number of 66 kV and 220 kV transmission lines. Crossings #3 and #4 are major utility corridors that
contain 66 kV, 220 kV, and the recently constructed Tehachapi Renewable Transmission Project (TRTP)
500 kV transmission lines. In addition, the North Side 60 Design Variation’s close proximity to SCE’s
existing Mesa Substation and transmission lines are of concern.
The Washington Alternative crosses four SCE transmission line corridors and the proposed Commerce
Maintenance Yard would be located within an existing transmission corridor. SCE is especially concerned
about Crossings #2 and the Commerce Maintenance Yard. Crossing # 2 contains 66 and 220 kV
transmission lines. The proposed Commerce Maintenance Yard contains existing 66 kV and 220 kV
transmission lines and Metro's track allocation procedures may interfere with the accessibility of SCE's
facilities and land during routine maintenance and emergency situations.
Safety Concerns
SCE considers the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) standards and General Order
(GO) 95 Rule 13 and Rule 31.1 when engineering transmission lines. The California Public Utilities
Commission’s (CPUC) GO 95 establishes rules and regulations for the overhead line design,
construction, and maintenance which will ensure adequate service and secure safety to persons engaged
in the construction, maintenance, operation or use of overhead lines and to the public in general. NERC
Standard FAC-008-3 (Facility Ratings) requires that transmission lines are designed with future operating
conditions or upgrades in mind. SCE established its own minimum vertical and radial clearance from the
top of light rail contact wire to the bottom of SCE’s lowest conductor, which is a minimum of 10 feet for 66
kV transmission lines, 14 feet for 220 kV transmission lines, and 19.7 feet for 500 kV transmission lines.
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In addition, GO 95 has established minimum vertical clearance requirements for the railroad track to the
lowest transmission line conductor—30 feet for 66 kV and 220 kV transmission lines, and 36.25 feet for
500 kV transmission lines. Please note, depending on the nature of the conflict, SCE may require
additional clearances beyond the measurements mentioned above.
Page 2-11 of the Draft EIR/EIS states that “a minimum 12 feet of clearance would be provided between
the LRT structure, including the overhead catenary service, wires, and the lowest point of the
transmission lines.” The proposed LRT build alternatives (SR 60 and Washington Boulevard) would cross
below multiple 66 kV and 220 kV transmission lines and the SR 60 Alternative would also cross under
500 kV transmission lines. SCE has concerns regarding the application of the minimum required
clearance between SCE’s high voltage transmission lines and Metro’s LRT system. Metro must consider
GO 95 and SCE’s minimum vertical and radial clearances discussed in the paragraph above when
designing the proposed LRT system as these may result in significant safety impacts.
Concerns with Modification and Relocation of High Voltage Transmission Lines
As discussed in our comment letter dated April 14, 2010, SCE is concerned about the significant cost
associated with modification and relocation of our existing 200 kV and 500 kV transmission lines, as well
as impacts to existing access roads. SCE prefers that our existing transmission lines operate in place
instead of relocation.
The Draft EIR/EIS briefly mentions utility relocations; however, it does not discuss the modification or
relocation of existing SCE transmission lines and potentially significant environmental impacts related to
relocation and modification, which may include aesthetics, biological, cultural, hazardous materials, noise,
and water resources. The proposed LRT would increase the ground elevations and may require the
modification of our existing transmission lines, which may require increased tower heights and may result
in impacts to aesthetics/visual resources and air traffic circulation. [It should be noted that Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Part 77 requires notification of construction of a structure more than 200
feet above ground level.]
The SR 60 LRT Alternative would cross existing 500 kV transmission lines at least once at Crossing #4
(Paramount Boulevard) and possibly again at Crossing #5 (Peck Road). If the LRT alignment cannot be
lowered in these locations, SCE may need to increase the tower heights of the 500 kV transmission lines
to accommodate the LRT system. Crossing #4 is already congested with SR 60 and numerous SCE
transmission line crossings, which will make accommodation of the LRT system and modification of the
transmission line towers difficult. Increasing the 500 kV tower heights would trigger an FAA Aeronautical
Study and filing with the FAA. SCE is concerned that the Aeronautical Study may result in a
“Determination of Presumed Hazard” and the transmission line tower heights may be restricted. (On
another project, FAA issued SCE a “Determination of Presumed Hazard” and required SCE to redesign
the 500 kV towers to a lower overall height.) The Draft EIR Section 4.6.3 (Environmental
Impacts/Environmental Consequences) does not address the visual impacts associated with the
modification or relocation of SCE existing transmission facilities. SCE is concerned that Crossing #4 may
result in significant visual impacts.
The Draft EIR/EIS does not specify if specific transmission lines would be placed underground; however
page 4.6-14, Mitigation Measure 4.6-xv, discusses placing existing wires underground, where
appropriate. Undergrounding existing 66 kV, 200 kV and 500 kV transmission lines may result in
significant environmental impacts. If Mitigation Measure 4.6-xv is applied to transmission lines, the Draft
EIR/EIS should be revised to discuss potentially significant impacts.
Cumulative Projects--Mesa 500 kV Substation Project
Section 4.19 (Cumulative Impacts) of the Draft EIR should include SCE’s proposed Mesa 500 kV
Substation Project located in the City of Monterey Park, south of Potrero Grande Drive, west of
Greenwood Avenue, east of Markland Drive, and directly north of SR-60. The new 500/220/66/16 kV
substation will serve the western Los Angeles Basin. The existing 200/66/16 kV Mesa Substation would
expand by approximately 40 acres to accommodate the new 500/220/66/16 kV substation for a total of
approximately 67 acres; SCE owns approximately 86 acres of land within the substation area (see
enclosed Mesa 500 kV Substation Project map).
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The proposed North Side Design Variation is in close proximity to SCE’s existing Mesa Substation and
has the potential to impact SCE’s Mesa 500 kV Substation Project.
CPUC Regulatory Requirements [General Order 131-D]
Please be advised that the construction, modification, and relocation of transmission lines or electrical
facilities that are designed to operate at or above 50 kilovolts (kV) may be subject to the CPUC’s General
Order 131-D1, which contains rules relating to the planning and construction of electric generation,
transmission/power/distribution line facilities and substations. If the construction, modification, or
relocation of transmission lines results in significant environmental impacts, they should be identified and
discussed in the Final EIR/EIS. If significant impacts resulting from SCE’s scope of work are not
adequately addressed in the Final EIR/EIS, SCE may be required to pursue a separate, mandatory
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review through the CPUC, which could delay approval of the
SCE transmission line portion of the project for two years or longer.
Real Properties Review
As discussed above, SCE is concerned that the proposed project may impact SCE’s existing 66 kV, 220
kV, and 500 kV transmission lines, as well as the Mesa Substation (existing and proposed 500 kV
substation). The proposed LRT should not impose constraints on SCE’s ability to access, maintain, and
operate its current and future facilities. SCE requests more detailed project information, including location
maps, surveyed drawings, elevations and profile details of the proposed LRT alignments alternatives and
facilities, including LRT stations, and points of proposed crossings with SCE’s existing transmission and
distribution lines. Please forward six (6) sets of plans depicting SCE's facilities and associated land rights
to the following location:
Real Properties Department
Southern California Edison Company
2131 Walnut Grove Avenue, G.O.3 – Second Floor
Rosemead, CA 91770
SCE will review project plans on a case-by-case basis. Approvals or denials will be in writing based upon
review of the maps provided by Metro and compatibility with SCE right-of-way constraints and rights. The
impacts will need to be consented to and addressed by SCE prior to finalizing the plan of development.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me at
marissa.casto@sce.com or (323) 720-5213.
Regards,

Marissa Castro-Salvati
Local Public Affairs Region Manager
Southern California Edison Company
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Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP
Direct Dial: (310)312-4386
E-mail: BMcShane@manatt.com

Cliem-Malter: 45860-031

VIA E-MAIL
Ms. Laura Cornejo
Director, Countywide Planning
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, MS 99-22-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re:

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Report for the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project fSCH No. 2010011062)

Dear Ms. Cornejo:
This firm represents the SR-60 Coalition of Cities, consisting of the cities of Monterey
Park, Montebello, Rosemead, El Monte, South El Monte, and City of Industry (the "SR-60
Coalition"). On behalf of the SR-60 Coalition, thank you for providing us with the opportunity
to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report ("Draft
EIS/EIR") for the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project (the "Project"). The proposed
Project contemplates the extension of the existing Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension light rail
transit ("LRT") system from its current terminus at the Atlantic Station to either (i) Peck Road in
the City of South El Monte by way of aerial tracks primarily within California Department of
Transportation ("Caltrans") right-of-way along the SR 60 Freeway (the "SR 60 Alternative"), or
(ii) Lambert Road in the City of Whittier by way of a combination of at-grade and aerial tracks
primarily through Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard (the "Washington Boulevard
Alternative").
This Project has the potential to transform an entire region, improving traffic congestion,
air quality, access to major employment and activity centers, and the overall economic vitality of
nearby communities. With that said, however, there are material differences between the SR 60
and Washington Boulevard Alternatives. In the case of the Washington Boulevard Alternative,
these differences lead to greater and more intense environmental impacts that negatively affect
those living and working in the cities and jurisdictions along the Washington Boulevard
Alternative. The Draft EIS/EIR recognizes this, concluding that the SR-60 Alternative is the
environmentally superior alternative because it would not cause any unavoidable adverse effects
or significant impacts under the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") or California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). By comparison, the Draft EIS/EIR determines that the
Washington
Boulevard
Alternative
would
worsen
traffic, causing
unavoidable
adverse/significant impacts at sixteen local intersections, and irretrievably degrade the social and
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physical community character as well as visual aesthetics of the residential neighborhoods along
Garfield Avenue in Montebello due to the imposing aerial tracks and seven-foot wide concrete
support columns that would literally split a community in half and cloak nearby homes, schools,
and businesses in darkness during daytime hours.
.
This is meaningful; however, it does not fully illustrate the clear superiority of the SR 60
Alternative. There are countless additional advantages associated with the SR 60 Alternative
that must be understood prior to making a decision on the Project. The Washington Boulevard
Alternative also causes numerous additional direct and indirect environmental impacts that are
not identified in the Draft EIS/EIR that must be more particularly analyzed and disclosed,
including with respect to traffic, safety, noise, aesthetics, air quality, urban decay, historic
resources, and loss of privacy.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the City of Montebello. Both the SR 60 and
Washington Boulevard Alternatives pass through the City of Montebello's jurisdiction, but it is
the Washington Boulevard Alternative that will irretrievably harm the community by erecting
social and physical barriers in the middle of residential neighborhoods, degrading aesthetics and
community character, demolishing local businesses and homes, and causing numerous
significant and unavoidable traffic impacts. For these and other reasons, the City of Montebello
and its residents are intensely opposed to the Washington Boulevard Alternative. These
deleterious impacts are not just limited to Montebello; they would occur throughout the
Washington Boulevard Alternative alignment.
Accordingly, the SR 60 Coalition strongly urges the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority ("Metro") to select the SR 60 Alternative as the Locally Preferred
Alternative ("LPA") and recommends that Metro and the Federal Transit Administration approve
the Project consistent with the SR 60 Alternative alignment. As described below, the SR 60
Alternative: (1) more fully satisfies the Project's stated purpose and objectives, including
increasing access to major employment and activity centers in the area and throughout Los
Angeles County, and providing regional transit connectivity with the Metro Gold Line Eastside
Extension and Measure R projects; (2) is far superior from an environmental perspective; (3) will
take significantly less time and money to construct, (4) is a faster and more direct route to Union
Station and the central Los Angeles business district, a major work center, and other major
employment and activity centers; (5) provides direct access to the Whittier Narrows Recreation
Area, a 1,492-acre regional recreational asset that receives over two million visitors per year; (6)
has far greater transit-oriented development ("TOD") growth potential due to the availability of
underutilized and vacant land; (7) best meets Metro's stated goals of future eastward expansion
to the Inland Empire, Ontario Airport and Palm Springs; and (8) ultimately will result in greater
opportunities for increasing ridership.
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I.

SUPERIOR BENEFITS OF THE SR 60 ALTERNATIVE.
A.

The SR 60 Alternative Best Meets the Project's Purpose and Objectives.

The stated purpose of the Project is to "provide area residents, businesses, and transitdependent populations with a transit alternative connecting them to Metro Gold Line Eastside
Extension and the regional rail system." (Draft EIS/EIR, p. l-l)(Emphasis added.) The Project
is further intended to meet the following objectives:
•

Serve the large number of transit-dependent and low-income populations in the
project area;

•

Increase access to major employment centers, activity centers, and destinations in the
project area and Los Angeles County;

•

Provide regional transit connectivity with the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension
and Measure R projects; and

•

Provide transit alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion, improve mobility options
for enhanced quality of life, and provide a convenient and reliable alternative to the
automobile. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 1-2.)

Through a comprehensive analysis of various Project alternatives, the SR 60 Alternative
has been found to fully meet all of the Project's objectives while resulting in the fewest
environmental impacts.
Specifically, through an Alternatives Analysis ("AA") process
conducted by Metro, an initial list of 47 conceptual Project alternatives was narrowed down to
the two build alternatives considered in the Draft EIS/EIR.1 In selecting the SR 60 and
Washington Boulevard Alternatives as the two most viable build alternatives to analyze in the
Draft EIS/EIR, Metro performed a comparative analysis between the two options, with the
following notable results: (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix G: AA Report Addendum, pp. ES-13:14.)

1

•

Superior rankings for the SR 60 Alternative in the areas of Ridership: Access by
Park-N-Ride Riders; Capital Cost; Travel Time; Operations & Maintenance Costs;
Community and Neighborhood Impacts (Environmental Justice); Air Quality; and
Noise and Vibration Sensitive Land Uses.

•

Equal ranking between SR 60 and Washington Boulevard Alternatives in the

The Draft EIS/EIR also includes analysis of a No-Build Alternative (i.e., no construction of a new LRT extension
would occur) and a Transportation System Management ("TSM") Alternative (i.e., enhancement of both east-west
and north-south bus service along the same corridor as the proposed SR 60 and Washington Boulevard Alternatives,
but no new LRT construction).
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important areas of Ridership: Boardings per Station; Catalyst for Public/Private
Economic Revitalization; and Community Support.
And even for several areas that the Washington Boulevard Alternative was initially
identified as having an equal ranking during the AA process, subsequent analysis performed as
part of the Draft EIS/EIR changed those equivalent rankings, and identified the superior
characteristics of the SR 60 Alternative. For example, the AA presumed that the Washington
Boulevard Alternative would share the same favorable ranking as the SR 60 Alternative in the
area of Visual Compatibility and Aesthetic Impacts; however, the Draft EIS/EIR has concluded
that the Washington Boulevard Alternative will result in multiple significant unavoidable
aesthetic impacts, therefore preventing it from being considered the environmentally superior
alternative.
Furthermore, as analyzed by Metro, both the SR 60 Alternative and the Washington
Boulevard Alternative would have a beneficial effect on the Project area by reducing vehiclemiles traveled ("VMT"), vehicle-hours traveled ("VHT"), and the number of peak hour vehicle
trips. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix II: Travel Demand Modeling Technical Memorandum, Table
4.7, p. 32.) However, an important distinguishing characteristic of the SR 60 Alternative is its
higher level of user benefits2 as compared to the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
Specifically, despite the fact that Metro estimated the Washington Boulevard Alternative to have
slightly higher boarding numbers, the SR 60 Alternative is forecast to have the greatest user
benefits of the studied build alternatives, equivalent to 21.9 minutes per project boarding. The
user benefits for the Washington Boulevard Alternative are lower, and expected to be
approximately 21.3 minutes per project boarding. (Id.) The SR 60 Alternative also outperforms
the Washington Boulevard Alternative on a per route mile basis, producing more riders, greater
transit performance benefits (including daily linked trips), and greater percentage reductions in
VMT and VHT.
The Draft EIS/EIR also concluded that both the SR 60 Alternative and Washington
Boulevard Alternative would produce regional benefits through their reductions in peak hour
vehicle trips. As discussed in greater detail below, the SR 60 Alternative would have a strategic
advantage in effectuating even greater regional transit benefits, as it presents a tangible masstransit alternative to the regional single-passenger vehicle commuters currently driving the SR
60, which is anticipated to handle increasingly more vehicular traffic between the eastern
communities of Los Angeles County and the Los Angeles central business district. The
2

As defined by Metro, "user benefits" is a system-wide measure of the Project's benefits derived by travelers. "This
statistic is expressed as person-hours of equivalent in-vehicle time savings when the project is compared to the TSM
alternative. Although the key benefit of a new fixed guideway project is expected to be faster running times (i.e., invehicle time), fixed guideway projects may also include improved access, egress, frequencies and costs and all of
these elements are embedded in the User Benefit measure." (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix II: Travel Demand Modeling
Technical Memorandum, p. 21.)
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Washington Boulevard Alternative cannot provide a similar mass-transit alternative to these
existing regional commuters, and therefore does not hold the same promise of region-wide
transportation benefits.
'
Finally, and as detailed below, the SR 60 Alternative provides greater benefits to Metro,
Project-area residents and businesses, and regional commuters due to its higher safety, greater
economic benefits, and more feasible TOD opportunities. In summary, the SR 60 Alternative is
superior to the Washington Boulevard Alternative, and should be selected by Metro as the LPA.
B.

The SR 60 Does Not Result in Any Significant Environmental Impacts.

The SR 60 Alternative would result in no unavoidable adverse effects under NEPA, and
no significant impacts after implementation of mitigation measures under CEQA. In contrast,
the Washington Boulevard Alternative would produce both unavoidable adverse effects under
NEPA and significant unavoidable impacts, even after mitigation measures, under CEQA in the
following environmental impact areas:
•

Transportation: The Draft EIS/EIR concludes that 17 intersections along the
Washington Boulevard Alternative route would be significantly impacted by
operation of the proposed LRT. Furthermore, the impacts at only one of these 17
intersections could be feasibly mitigated, leaving 16 intersections with significant
unavoidable impacts.

•

Community and Neighborhood: The Washington Boulevard Alternative would
adversely alter the social and physical character of the existing community along
Garfield Avenue in the City of Montebello between Via Campo and Whittier
Boulevard. It would adversely affect the area between Via Campo and Beverly
Boulevard due to the removal of community resources (i.e., the Chinese Garden
Restaurant, as well as mature trees on the west side of Garfield Avenue) and
construction of significant aerial transit infrastructure in close proximity to existing
residences along Garfield Avenue. The physical changes to the existing character of
this area would remain adverse under NEPA, even after implementation of mitigation
measures.

•

Visual and Aesthetics: The Washington Boulevard Alternative would substantially
change the visual character of Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and Whittier
Boulevard and result in both adverse effects under NEPA and significant impacts
under CEQA. The aerial guideway and support beams and columns would straddle
Garfield Avenue, permanently changing the visual scale and character of the area.
The visual alteration of the community along Garfield Avenue, including shading and
shadows, would be prominent and would result in an adverse and unavoidable effect
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under NEPA and a significant and unavoidable impact under CEQA, even after
mitigation.
•

Cumulative Impacts: Even with incorporation of mitigation measures, operation of
the Washington Boulevard Alternative would result in a considerable contribution to
cumulative visual impacts along Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and Whittier
Boulevard, as well as cumulative traffic impacts on 16 intersections along the route of
the Washington Boulevard alignment.

The contrast between the SR 60 Alternative and the Washington Boulevard Alternative
could not be more evident - as the Draft EIS/EIR makes clear, the only build alternative that
results in no significant environmental impacts is the SR 60 Alternative, which is why the SR 60
Alternative has been identified as the environmentally superior option.
C.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides Greater Economic and Fiscal Benefits.

Unquestionably, the construction and operation of LRT build alternatives tend to generate
significant economic benefits, from construction-related economic impacts resulting from the
employment of workers to construct the project, to operation-related economic impacts tied to
job and housing growth and other investment spurred by a new transit line. Notably, the Draft
EIS/EIR concludes that the job and earnings benefits associated with the construction of the SR
60 Alternative would be higher than those same benefits for the Washington Boulevard
Alternative. Specifically, the construction of the SR 60 Alternative would result in the creation
of 14,540 jobs in Los Angeles County, which is the equivalent of $667.3 million in earnings.3
These figures apply to impacts that would last for the duration of the project's construction, or
four years. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-5.)
In contrast, construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative would result in the
creation of fewer jobs (14,320 in Los Angeles County) and lower earnings ($656.8 million),
despite the fact that the Washington Boulevard Alternative is several miles longer, includes two
additional stations, and would take two additional years to construct. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-9.)
In fact, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's construction-related economic impacts can only
match the SR 60 Alternative's benefits when two major aerial crossings are proposed to be built
for the Washington Boulevard Alternative. Even under this scenario, despite the fact that the
Washington Boulevard Alternative line is 38 percent longer and has 50 percent more stations, its
construction-related economic benefits only exceed the SR 60 Alternative's equivalent benefits
by a paltry two percent (and again, these benefits would be spread across a construction period of
six years, instead of the four-year construction time period for the SR 60 Alternative). In terms
of construction-related economic benefits, the SR 60 Alternative is the superior option.
3

With the North Side Design Variation, these numbers would be 14,191 jobs and $651.2 million in earnings.
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The estimated direct and indirect economic impacts associated with the operations and
maintenance spending for the SR 60 Alternative, measured over the life of the Project, are
equivalent to 4,498 jobs and $132 million in earnings for Los Angeles County. (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix AA: Economic and Fiscal Impacts Evaluation Technical Memorandum, p. 31.) In
comparison, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's operations and maintenance economic
impacts (again, measured over the entire life of the Project) are only slightly higher, and
equivalent to 4,810 jobs and $141 million in earnings for Los Angeles County. (Id., p. 45.)
However, despite this marginally higher operational economic impact over the life of the Project,
the Washington Boulevard Alternative fails to realize the annual travel time and cost savings of
the SR 60 Alternative. Specifically, the SR 60 Alternative would generate annual time savings
for its riders valued at just over $128.9 million, and annual travel cost savings of just under $26.1
million in 2035, compared to the No Build Alternative. (Id., p. 33.) In contrast, the Washington
Boulevard Alternative generates both lower time savings ($125.5 million) and lower travel cost
savings ($25 million) in 2035 as compared to the No Build Alternative.4 (Id., p. 46.)
Therefore, whether looking at the beginning of the Project (construction-related
economic impacts) or the end of the Project (resulting savings in travel time and costs), the SR
60 Alternative is economically superior to the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
D.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides a Superior Option for Travel to the Los
Angeles Central Business District.

The Draft EIS/EIR states that in 2006, only approximately 26 percent of transit trips that
originated in the Project study area remained in the area. The most popular destination for the
remaining 74 percent of transit trips destined outside the Project study area was central Los
Angeles (which includes the central business district); such trips accounted for more than 30
percent of transit trips outside the Project study area, producing a major east-west travel pattern
that the Project would be able to serve. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 1-12.)
This major east-to-west travel pattern is facilitated by the SR 60, which accommodates
significant automobile and bus commuter traffic, especially in the morning peak commute hours.
If built, the SR 60 Alternative would be uniquely well situated to serve these existing travel
patterns, and to provide a compelling alternative for commuters, for it provides the shortest and

4 Please note that these travel time and cost savings numbers are described in the Draft EIS/EIR's Economic and
Fiscal Impacts Evaluation Technical Memorandum, and are supported by detailed charts and narrative descriptions
of the assumptions and methodologies utilized by Metro. The Draft EIS/EIR, on page 6-9, presents different and
slightly higher annual time savings and travel cost savings for the Washington Boulevard Alternative, but provides
no explanation of how or why these numbers differ from the Technical Memorandum. As such, the numbers
presented in the Technical Memorandum, which demonstrate relatively higher travel time and cost savings numbers
for the SR 60 Alternative as compared to the Washington Boulevard Alternative, appear to be more adequately
supported by substantial evidence.
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most direct route for travelers heading to Central Los Angeles. Specifically, the average peak
auto travel time from Peck Road in South El Monte to Union Station in downtown Los Angeles
is over 43 minutes, while the peak train travel time on the SR 60 Alternative would be less than
37 minutes. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 6-9.) This represents a time savings of over 14 percent. In
contrast, the peak train travel time from Lambert Road in Whittier to Union Station on the
Washington Boulevard Alternative is estimated to be 41.5 minutes, or a time savings of less than
10 percent when compared to the average peak auto travel time of 46 minutes. (Id.)
Moreover, by virtue of the locations of its stations next to the SR 60, the SR 60
Alternative provides a more viable alternative for existing commuters traveling to the central Los
Angeles business district to access this shorter and more direct route to their destination. As
stated in the Draft EIS/EIR, "[t]he location of the project adjacent to a freeway would promote
its visibility to commuters as a viable alternative to solo driving." (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-16.) In
comparison, the Washington Boulevard Alternative does not share this freeway adjacency, and
therefore cannot provide the same level of visibility to an existing large population of
commuters. Furthermore, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's relatively limited park and
ride facilities will not facilitate similar shifts in commuting mode choices (from solo driving to
taking the train) as the SR 60 Alternative will. As a result, for solo drivers looking to reduce
travel times to downtown Los Angeles and points west, the SR 60 Alternative offers significantly
more compelling benefits.
E.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides the Greatest Opportunities for Significant
Regional Transportation Benefits.

As the government agency responsible for long-range transportation planning efforts
pertaining to the SR 60, Caltrans prepared an updated Transportation Concept Report for the SR
60 in June, 2014 (the "TCR").5 The puipose of the TCR is to evaluate current and projected
conditions along the route in question and communicate the vision for the development of each
route during a 20-25 year planning horizon. (TCR, p. 1.) The TCR is developed by Caltrans
with the goals of increasing safety, improving mobility, providing excellent stewardship, and
meeting community and environmental needs along the selected route. (Id.)
The TCR found that the SR 60 is a major east-west state route that traverses Los Angeles
County and is used for interstate, interregional and intraregional travel and shipping through an
urbanized corridor, serving the four major import-export terminals of Long Beach Municipal
Airport, Los Angeles International Airport, and the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles. In
addition, it is used as a commuter route, and provides an important access link to the Los
Angeles central business district. (Id., pp. 5 and 8.) Traffic volume is forecasted to increase on

5

Available at http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist07/divisions/planning/cm/ROUTE60TCRFINAL.pdf, accessed October 13,
2014.
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SR-60 in 2035, which will require additional lanes to achieve the acceptable concept level of
service. (Id., p. 5.) This finding correlates to the Draft EIS/EIR's projected population and
employment growth that will occur in the Project area.
The TCR further found that there are limited alternative transit options for users of the
SR 60 - Metrolink only has two stations in the Project area, and bus services are traveling the
same congested roadways and freeways as commuters in their personal vehicles. However, as
Caltrans recognizes, it is critical that mobility be maintained and improved on the SR 60 in order
to sustain the economic growth that is expected in the region. (Id., p. 31.) Due to this
anticipated growth, and the limited existing transit options, the TCR specifically identifies the
construction of the SR 60 Alternative as part of an overall comprehensive plan to maintain and
improve mobility along the SR 60. (Id., p. 30.)
Caltrans also recognizes the importance of TODs along existing key transportation
corridors, and the TCR approvingly cites the SR-60 Coalition's TOD report prepared with
funding from the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG") in 2011 (the "SR
60 TOD Report"). (Id., p. 31.) Specifically, Caltrans recognizes that a mix of residential,
employment and shopping opportunities designed for pedestrians, in proximity to a major transit
stop, can increase the number of trips made by transit, walking and cycling, thus reducing the
number of car trips and improving air quality by reducing exhaust emissions. (Id., p. 32.)
Therefore, as evidenced by the TCR, the SR 60 currently plays a critical role in providing
mobility for the region, but is at risk of contributing to decreased mobility due to population and
employment growth, as well an anticipated growth in vehicular traffic. Completing the SR 60
Alternative will facilitate Caltrans' efforts to preserve mobility along this route, and will also
provide opportunities for future TOD development that will lead to greater shifts from vehicular
traffic to LRT ridership.
F.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides Greater Opportunities for Increasing
Ridership By Expanding Park and Ride Capacity.

The Draft EIS/EIR states that a total of approximately 3,165 off-street parking spaces
would be provided at the SR 60 Alternative's four proposed stations. As stated in the Draft
EIS/EIR, the parking supply at the proposed park and ride facilities was determined largely by
the geometric constraints of the property, and is "conceptual" in nature. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3
35.) The Draft EIS/EIR goes on to state that, in the final design phase of the Project,
reconfiguration of the parking lots and spaces may be conducted to create more stalls, or
additional parking levels may be added to proposed garages. (Id.)
The above language acknowledges that a greater number of spaces could feasibly be
added to existing stations. And as the number of available parking spaces at LRT stations is
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increased, the number of riders boarding from that station can directly increase as well. This
causal connection is demonstrated by Metro's own studies showing that one of the biggest
barriers to attracting new riders to LRT trains is not the price of fares or the frequency of service
- it's the lack of parking. (Los Angeles Times, "Lack of Parking Drives Many Away From Mass
Transit," October 21, 2014.)6 Several studies in other U.S. cities show a direct link between
parking availability and ridership numbers, suggesting that full lots discourage some people from
riding the train. (Id.) This appears to be borne out in Los Angeles County - for example, in
North Hollywood, where the Red Line subway ends, Metro estimates that it loses as many as
1,500 riders a day because the North Hollywood station existing parking lot fills up by 7:30 a.m.
(Id.) If parking shortages continue to exist at current and future LRT stations, Metro's goal of
shifting hundreds of thousands of additional drivers to public transit could be significantly
hindered. (Id.)
Given the connection between parking availability and ridership numbers, the SR 60
Alternative, which is anticipated to carry a high percentage of riders who drive to and park at the
proposed stations, is very well positioned to increase ridership through the addition of parking
spaces. Moreover, each of the proposed station locations for the SR 60 Alternative offer a wide
range of options for adding parking spaces. Most notably, the Santa Anita station is to be located
on a very large, vacant 30-acre site, and a significant increase in the Draft EIS/EIR's assumed
number of park and ride spaces could feasibly be achieved at this location. In addition, the Peck
Road station location, at the terminus of the SR 60 Alternative, also offers numerous
opportunities to feasibly add additional park and ride spaces either at the location currently
proposed for the station, or immediately adjacent to it. Therefore, through the relatively simple
reconfiguration of one or more of the proposed SR 60 Alternative stations to include
significantly more parking spaces, additional park and ride users could access the LRT, and the
projected ridership numbers for the SR 60 Alternative could easily be increased.
In contrast, the Washington Boulevard Alternative does not offer similar opportunities for
increasing ridership through the addition of more park and ride spaces. First, due to space
constraints, the Whittier Boulevard station is not proposed to include any park and ride spaces,
indicating that the addition of such spaces in the future will likely be infeasible. Second, at other
station locations along the Washington Boulevard Alternative, any proposed park and ride
facilities are to be constructed in close proximity to existing residential uses, and expanding the
number of spaces proposed by the Draft EIS/EIR presents numerous challenges. Expanding
these facilities outwards (i.e., increasing the footprint of the proposed park and ride facilities)
will necessitate even more condemnations, on top of what is already proposed for the
Washington Boulevard Alternative by the Draft EIS/EIR. And expanding these facilities
upwards (i.e., constructing additional levels of parking atop the proposed facilities) will create
6

Available at http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-california-commute-20141021-story.html, accessed on
October 21, 2014.
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environmental impacts pertaining to land use, traffic, and aesthetics/shade/shadow impact areas,
due to these facilities' close proximity to existing land uses, including sensitive residential
receptors.
Therefore, the SR 60 Alternative provides a significant and feasible opportunity to
increase its projected ridership through the addition of more park and ride spaces at the stations.
The Washington Boulevard Alternative does not enjoy this same opportunity due to the
"landlocked" nature of its alignment, as well as the developmental constraints of its particular
station locations. As shown by Metro's experiences with its other rail lines, a lack of available
parking spaces at stations will discourage riders from taking the train. By increasing the number
of parking spaces at the SR 60 Alternative's stations, the projected ridership numbers for the SR
60 Alternative can be increased significantly, thereby increasing the regional transportation
benefits of the SR 60 Alternative, including travel time and cost savings and reductions in
VMT/VHT. The Washington Boulevard Alternative does not offer these same opportunities to
increase ridership, a fact that the Draft EIS/EIR does not sufficiently recognize.
G.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides More Opportunities for Increasing
Ridership Due to Greater Transit-Oriented Development Opportunities.

The Draft EIS/EIR correctly notes that multiple opportunities exist for future TOD on
underutilized or vacant sites in the vicinity of the stations proposed for the SR 60 Alternative.
Metro has extensive experience with TOD projects, and has operated a TOD-focused Joint
Development Program for many years, which promotes the following goals:
•

Encourage comprehensive planning and development around station sites and along
transit conidors, and

•

Reduce auto
development.

use and

congestion

through

encouragement of

transit-linked

The types of development that Metro seeks for its Joint Development Program are
projects that promote and enhance transit ridership, enhance and protect the transportation
corridor and its environs, enhance the land use and economic development goals of surrounding
communities and conform to local and regional development plans, and generate value to Metro
based on a fair market return on public investment. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix N: Land Use and
Development Opportunities Technical Memorandum, p. 42.)
With funding from SCAG, the SR-60 Coalition has taken the initiative to engage in a
growth and development visioning exercise regarding potential TOD projects at the station areas
for the SR 60 Alternative, and in 2011, prepared the very detailed SR 60 TOD Report.
Significantly, the SR 60 TOD Report demonstrates the feasibility of significant TOD
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opportunities along the SR 60 Alternative alignment, and demonstrates the strong interest by the
SR-60 Coalition's member jurisdictions in bringing these development opportunities into
existence. Exhibit A to this letter consists of a chart detailing the type and scale of stationrelated development that is contemplated along the SR 60 Alternative by the Draft EIS/EIR, the
development characteristics of each station site identified by the Draft EIS/EIR, and the feasible
TOD opportunities envisioned by the SR-60 Coalition member cities, and detailed in the SR 60
TOD Report.
As Exhibit A makes clear, significant opportunities for TOD projects exist at each of the
SR 60 Alternative station locations. Moreover, this chart helps to rebut the Draft EIS/EIR's
unsupported claim that "the potential for TOD at the proposed stations along the SR 60 LRT
Alternative alignment would be less compared to the Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative
alignment, given the number of stations proposed under this alternative compared to the
Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative and the development restriction at the Santa Anita
Avenue station site." (Id., p. 47.) First, the "development restriction" at the approximately 30acre Santa Anita Avenue station refers to a United States Army Corps of Engineers flood control
easement which encumbers the site. However, this easement does not limit or preclude the type
or scale of development other than prohibiting residential uses. Accordingly, the SR 60 TOD
Report contemplates significant nonresidential development, as well as a significant park and
ride facility, for this large vacant site, which would be consistent with the site's applicable land
use controls. Moreover, it is important to recognize that the Washington Boulevard Alternative
possesses no equivalent large multi-acre vacant station site that can accommodate a significant
TOD project.
Second, aside from the non-issue of the Santa Anita Avenue station flood control
easement, the Draft EIS/EIR's conclusion that the Washington Boulevard Alternative possesses
greater TOD opportunities appears to be based only on the fact that the Washington Boulevard
Alternative has six stations, while the SR 60 Alternative has four stations. This conclusion is not
well-reasoned, for it fails to take into account that the SR 60 Alternative's vacant 30-acre Santa
Anita Avenue station site has tremendous development potential, which is unmatched by any
station site along Washington Boulevard. The Draft EIS/EIR also fails to take into account the
more limited TOD opportunities at each of the stations along the Washington Boulevard
Alternative. In fact, as confirmed by the Draft EIS/EIR itself, nearly all of the Washington
Boulevard stations have greater development constraints when compared to the SR 60
Alternative station sites. (Id., pp. 63-67.) Specifically:
•

The Whittier Boulevard station site is so constrained that Metro is required to acquire
numerous commercial properties in order to construct the station and required access
facilities, and is not even proposing to construct a park and ride facility. The singlefamily residential zoning to the south of the station acts as a further development
constraint.
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•

The Greenwood Avenue station's most promising sites for redevelopment, located to
the north and south of the proposed station, need to be acquired by Metro in order to
construct the station itself and its related access facilities. And as the Draft EIS/EIR
acknowledges, "[t]he potential for development of land uses in the vicinity of this
station would be limited to redevelopment of existing uses," and "improvements to
the built environment are needed to create a transit oriented, pedestrian-friendly
environment." (Id., pp. 63-66.)
-

•

At the Rosemead Boulevard station site, once again, the most promising sites for
redevelopment (again to the north and south of the proposed station) need to be
acquired by Metro in order to construct the station itself and related access facilities.
Moreover, most of the area adjacent to the station has already been recently
redeveloped, thereby discouraging a second round of reinvestment and redevelopment
by property owners. (Id., p. 66.)

•

At the Norwalk Boulevard station site, only a small degree of development is
anticipated for several vacant parcels along Norwalk Boulevard adjacent to the station
site and along Broadway north of Washington Boulevard, as well as surface parking
lots in the area. (Id., p. 66.)

•

The Draft EIS/EIR identifies the Fred C. Nelles California Youth Authority site as a
potential development area 0.5 mile to the north of the Lambert Road station site;
however, any development of this site would involve obtaining control of the site
from the California Department of Corrections, and complying with the development
limitations imposed by the site's historical landmark status. Moreover, while this site
is identified as being located 0.5 miles away, that distance is measured as the crow
flies, and would require cutting through the campus of Presbyterian Intercommunity
Hospital. The distance between this potential development site and the Lambert Road
station site is closer to one mile via the existing roadways of Washington and Whittier
Boulevards. This would represent a significant walking distance away from the
station, which can impede the success of a proposed TOD project.

In summary, each of the SR 60 Alternative's station locations appear to present greater
and more feasible TOD opportunities than the corresponding Washington Boulevard Alternative
station locations. As a result, the Draft EIS/EIR's conclusions regarding the superior
development opportunities along the Washington Boulevard Alternative do not seem to be
supported by substantial evidence.
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H.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides Significant, and Possibly Unaccounted-For,
Ridership Opportunities To and From One of the Region's Largest
Recreational Destinations, as Well as Other Unaccounted-For Recreational
Assets.

The SR 60 Alternative alignment travels along, and stops at, the Whittier Narrows
Recreation Area ("Recreation Area"), a 1,492-acre park located in the City of South El Monte,
which is one of Los Angeles County's largest and most popular recreation areas.7 The
Recreation Area is part of the Whittier Narrows Dam Basin, which is owned by the Federal
government and operated and managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which leases the
Recreation Area to the County. (Visioning Whittier Narrows: Whittier Narrows Dam Basin
Recreation Area Master Development Plan Input, October 2010, p. 1.)
The Recreation Area is a unique community asset, which offers a multitude of amenities
for visitors, including three lakes with boating and fishing opportunities, golfing, a nature center,
multiple sports fields, tennis courts, picnic areas, shooting and archery ranges, walking trails, an
equestrian center and equestrian trails, and community gardens. (Id.) In addition, the Recreation
Area hosts a number of special events and performances, ranging from carnivals, to spring and
autumn fairs, to large outdoor music festivals. Data compiled by the Los Angeles County
Department Parks and Recreation show that the number of visits to the Recreation Area has
varied between 2.0 and 2.5 million visits per year since 2006, which is equivalent to between
approximately 5,500 and 6,800 visitors per day. (Id., pp. 17-18.) Importantly, the County's
figures underestimate the actual number of visitors, as they do not include visitors to the
Recreation Area's golf course, tennis center, or nature center. (Id.)
However, the Draft EIS/EIR does not discuss these significant visitor numbers in
connection with its projected ridership numbers for the SR 60 Alternative. Moreover, the Draft
EIS/EIR's ridership projections only used average weekday ridership estimates, and did not
include weekend riders. This decision would likely significantly depress the ridership numbers
for the SR 60 Alternative, as most trips to the Recreation Area will be made on weekends,
instead of on a weekday. In addition, although it is difficult to determine from a review of the
Draft EIS/EIR's travel demand modeling technical memorandum (contained in Appendix II of
the Draft EIS/EIR), the Draft EIS/EIR may have used a general annualized region-wide
recreational trip-factor to estimate travel demand for the SR 60 Alternative and the Washington
Boulevard Alternative, instead of looking at the unique characteristics of the Recreation Area
relative to its size, breadth of recreational opportunities, very large number of annual visitors,
and immediate adjacency to the SR 60 Alternative's Santa Anita Avenue station. These unique

7

Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation,
http://parks.lacountv.gov/wps/portal/dpr/Parks/Whittier Narrows Recreation Area, accessed on October 13, 2014.
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characteristics would drive increased travel demand numbers for the Recreation Area, and
increased ridership numbers for the SR 60 Alternative.
In addition to failing to account for the significant visitor traffic to and from the
Recreation Area, the Draft EIS/EIR also fails to discuss the visitor traffic to and from other
significant recreational assets located along the SR 60 Alternative, including the Montebello
Country Club Golf Course and the Pico Rivera Bicentennial Park. Similar to the Recreation
Area, these assets draw visitors from across the region, often on weekends, which the Draft
EIS/EIR does not capture. Were these recreational assets properly included in the Draft
EIS/EIR's travel demand modeling, the projected potential ridership numbers for the SR 60
Alternative would very likely increase significantly. In turn, the SR 60 Alternative's projected
performance measures, including VMT/VHT reductions, travel time and cost savings, and user
benefits, would increase as well. Omitting consideration of these significant recreational assets
as important trip generators results in the Draft EIS/EIR significantly undercounting the SR 60
Alternative's ridership figures.
I.

The SR 60 Alternative Provides Superior
Opportunities for Underserved Communities.

Access

to

Recreational

As noted above, the SR 60 Alternative would provide significant new transit access to the
Recreation Area, a unique 1,500-acre park and recreational asset for the surrounding region.
Providing additional public transit connections to the Recreation Area would be a tremendous
public benefit, as the cities immediately surrounding the Recreation Area, including South El
Monte, Montebello, and Pico Rivera, face challenges in providing adequate park resources for
many of their residents. On average, these cities provide 1.5 to 2.5 acres of green space for each
1,000 residents — below Los Angeles County's level of service standards of 4 acres per 1,000
people for local parks and 6 acres per 1,000 for regional parks. (Id., p. 18.) While the facilities
at the Recreation Area serve a regional population, they are an equally important component of
these local cities' opportunities for both active and low-impact recreation. (Id.) Furthermore,
due to its large size, breadth of recreational opportunities, and status as a regional attraction, the
Recreation Area accommodates recreational demands that cannot otherwise be accommodated in
neighborhood or community parks. (Id., pp. 23-24.) While the SR 60 currently provides direct
access to the Recreation Area for automobile drivers and bus riders, providing additional direct
transit connections to the Recreation Area could make a significant difference in residents'
ability to access and utilize these recreation facilities. (Id., p. 18.) Bringing additional transit
connectivity to this important recreational asset would be consistent with the Recreation Area's
visioning plan, which advocates for improving community connections to the Recreation Area,
adding connections to transit nodes and stops, and completing "missing links" in regional
connections where they exist. (Id., pp. 24 and 32.)
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Finally, enhancing regional access to significant recreational assets will promote
important health-related benefits for the residents of the region, as people living in park-deficient
communities will be able to travel to the Recreation Area, or other recreational assets adjacent to
the SR 60 Alternative, by train, and then be able to walk, run, golf, play tennis, or participate in a
multitude of other fitness options that are unavailable where they reside. Recognizing the
importance providing access to recreational opportunities in order to enhance public health, and
in order to reduce obesity, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health recommends
increasing public transit options between transit stations and surrounding communities.8 By
providing direct access to the Recreation Area at the Santa Anita Road station, as well as access
to other recreational assets at its other station locations, the SR 60 Alternative would directly
promote this important health-related goal.
J.

The SR 60 Alternative Requires Fewer Expensive and Time-Consuming
Property and Right of Way Acquisitions.

The SR 60 Alternative would result in 23 full or partial acquisitions of privately owned
property (and 24 acquisitions if the North Side Design Variation was constructed). (Draft
EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-6.) The Draft EIS/EIR correctly concludes that the total assessed value of these
acquisitions ($9.77 million, in 2010 dollars) does not rise to level of significance, as it is well
below the one percent threshold for determining the significance of tax base changes. (Id.) The
Draft EIS/EIR also concludes that 69 jobs would be displaced or relocated due to these property
acquisitions. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-7.)
In contrast, construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative would result in 65 full
or partial acquisitions. While the total assessed value of these acquisitions would also likely not
rise to the level of significance, the Draft EIS/EIR concludes that an estimated 633 jobs would be
displaced or relocated due to the property acquisitions needed for the Washington Boulevard
Alternative. (Draft EIS/EIR p. 4.4-9:10.) However, the Draft EIS/EIR's conclusion that these
job displacement impacts would be less than significant does not appear to be adequately
supported. For starters, the Draft EIS/EIR makes the exact same conclusory statement regarding
the loss of 69 jobs under the SR 60 Alternative as it does regarding the loss of 633 jobs under the
Washington Boulevard Alternative, namely that: "[Jjobs could be retained with relocation and
reestablished in other available locations in the jurisdiction or the project area [and therefore]
there would be no net loss of jobs overall." (Draft EIS/EIR, pp. 4.4-7 and 4.4-10.) This is an
entirely unsatisfactory rationale for concluding that these job displacement impacts will not be
significant. Fifty-eight of the 65 acquisitions proposed for the Washington Boulevard
Alternative (nearly 90 percent) will result in a loss of jobs at businesses such as restaurants,

8 County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health, "Obesity and Related Mortality in Los Angeles County,"
September 2011, p. 10. Available at http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/wwwfiles/ph/hae/ha/Obesity_201 IFs.pdf,
accessed on October 20, 2014.
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medical offices, banks, retail stores, and warehouses. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix O: Real Estate
Acquisition - Displacement and Relocation Technical Memorandum, pp. 32-37.) No job is easy
to replace, but these types of service industry jobs are particularly hard to replace in an economy
that is struggling to recover.
As opposed to the numerous local businesses impacted by the acquisitions required by
the Washington Boulevard Alternative, only eight of the 23 acquisitions proposed for the SR 60
Alternative (or only one-third) will result in a loss of jobs at such similar businesses, and the vast
majority of the anticipated acquisitions are of vacant or undeveloped properties, which further
limits the number of displaced jobs. (Id., pp. 23-25.) The difference between the two
alternatives in relation to their job displacement impacts is real and significant.
The Draft EIS/EIR also unnecessarily restricts its analysis of the economic impacts of
these acquisitions to the amount of lost property tax revenue. But there are many other economic
impacts that result from partially or fully displacing a small business, such as a loss in sales tax
revenues, business license fees, and other such revenues. Moreover, given the high number of
acquisitions required for the Washington Boulevard Alternative, there is a very real likelihood of
both cost overruns and time delays that often accompany condemnation actions, which will
depress the Draft EIS/EIR's estimated benefits of this alternative. Without assessing these
additional potential economic impacts, or the high likelihood of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative's costs increasing while its benefits decrease due to condemnation-related
negotiation and litigation, the Draft EIS/EIR's conclusion that acquisition-related impacts of the
Washington Boulevard Alternative are less than significant cannot be supported.
Finally, although the Washington Boulevard Alternative would operate in an aerial
configuration above Garfield Avenue and portions of Washington Boulevard, where the tracks
will be supported either by columns straddling both sides of the street or by single columns (Id.,
p. 11.), there is no discussion of potential acquisitions or street/sidewalk widenings required in
conjunction with this aerial configuration and the placement of the required infrastructure. As
the Draft EIS/EIR notes, "permanent aerial easements are used for the operation of an elevated
transit line," (Id., p. 17.), but no such permanent easements are discussed in connection with the
Washington Boulevard Alternative. In contrast, the Draft EIS/EIR discusses and specifically
identifies the acquisition of easements that will be required to accommodate the aerial
configuration of the SR 60 Alternative at certain locations in the City of Montebello. (Id., p. 25.)
This omission does not make sense, as the Washington Boulevard Alternative will operate in an
aerial configuration for a significant portion of its route, and additional aerial segments (e.g.,
over the Union Pacific railroad ("UPRR") tracks south of Montebello, possibly over the 1-605
freeway, etc.) are considered by the Draft EIS/EIR. The Draft EIS/EIR must identify and
analyze all necessary easements, vacations, and/or condemnations that the Washington
Boulevard Alternative will require in order to provide assurance that all potential acquisition and
dislocation impacts have in fact been identified and analyzed.
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K.

The SR 60 Alternative Enhances Mobility, Connects Existing Community
Resources, and Does Not Create Significant Community Divisions.

As the Draft EIS/EIR notes, the SR 60 Alternative does not produce adverse or
significant impacts upon the social or physical character of the project area, nor will it negatively
affect the existing character of the neighborhoods where the SR 60 Alternative would be routed.
(Draft EIS/EIR p. 4.5-13.) The SR 60 Alternative will also contribute important benefits to
existing communities along its alignment by providing enhanced transportation connections to
surrounding communities. Key community resources that would benefit from the SR 60
Alternative and its enhanced transit opportunities include East Los Angeles College, the
restaurants on Garfield Avenue, the Shops at Montebello, and the Whittier Narrows Recreation
Area. (Draft EIS/EIR p. 4.5-15.)
In addition, businesses and residents would find it attractive to relocate to the areas
around the SR 60 Alternative stations, as these stations would provide new transit connections to
other major destinations served by the Metro system such as LA Live, Grand Avenue, the
University of Southern California, the University of California Los Angeles, Culver City, and
Los Angeles County museums. (Id.) Importantly, the SR 60 Alternative would not cause any
adverse or significant impacts to mobility in existing communities, as its routing would not block
any existing crosswalks or signalized intersections, nor would it alter traffic movements within
or between communities. (Draft EIS/EIR p. 4.5-16.) The Draft EIS/EIR further finds that the
SR 60 Alternative would increase mobility and access for bicyclists and pedestrians within the
Eastside and across the region by introducing new light rail service to the project area, and that
the location of the project adjacent to a freeway would promote its visibility to commuters as a
viable alternative to solo driving. (Id.) Finally, the SR 60 Alternative would provide a new way
to traverse the Rio Hondo and Whittier Narrows Recreation Area, both of which currently act as
barriers to movement between the surrounding communities. As such, the Draft EIS/EIR
concludes that the SR 60 Alternative would reduce the dividing effects of the SR 60 Freeway,
the Rio Hondo, and the Whittier Narrows Recreation Area, which would be a beneficial impact.
(Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-17.)
In contrast, the Draft EIS/EIR concludes that the Washington Boulevard Alternative will
produce adverse and significant impacts upon the social or physical character of the project area,
and will alter the existing character of the neighborhoods where the Washington Boulevard
Alternative would be routed. Specifically, substantial transportation infrastructure, consisting of
new aerial tracks supported by concrete columns and bents spaced between 100 and 200 feet
apart, would be constructed through a low-rise residential neighborhood along Garfield Avenue
in the City of Montebello. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-20.) This new infrastructure would visually
separate the landscaped areas on the west side of Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and
Beverly Boulevard from the residential structures on the east side. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-21.)
These aerial structures would also introduce a significant visual barrier to the existing
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community. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-24.) Furthermore, construction of the Garfield Avenue
station would require the removal of multiple street-fronting restaurants along Garfield Avenue
that have been identified as valued community resources. Together, the construction of the
immense aerial transit infrastructure and the removal of multiple existing buildings would
constitute an unavoidable adverse alteration of the physical and social character of the area along
Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and Whittier Boulevard. (Draft EIS/EIR p. 4.5-21.) The
SR 60 Alternative does not result in any such equivalent adverse impacts, and represents the
superior option.
L.

The SR 60 Alternative More Closely Aligns with Metro's Goal of Linking
Eastern Los Angeles County Residents to Transit.

Metro, as Los Angeles County's transportation agency, is responsible for planning,
coordinating, designing, building, and operating transit systems to serve Los Angeles County
jurisdictions and residents.9 Metro's Long Range Transportation Plan ("LRTP"), last adopted in
2009, serves as the primary transportation-planning tool to guide future transportation
investments in Los Angeles County through 2040. (LRTP, p. 18.) The LRTP reflects the
transportation infrastructure development opportunities created by the passage of Measure R,
which imposed a half-cent sales tax increase within Los Angeles County, and which will provide
up to $40 billion in new funding for transit projects and improvements. (Id., p. 22.) In short,
Metro is tasked with planning for Los Angeles County's transportation needs, and spending the
funds committed by Los Angeles County's voters to achieve these plans.
The SR 60 Alternative follows the alignment of the SR 60, which as discussed above, is a
critical east-west travel corridor for Los Angeles County and the larger regional transportation
network. The proposed terminus of the SR 60 Alternative, at Peck Road, is proximate to the 605
freeway, another critical regional transportation route. The Peck Road station, then, provides
significant connectivity to regional travelers along two major Los Angeles County transportation
routes. Future extension of the Project from Peck Road to the east would provide even greater
ridership opportunities, by connecting to jobs-rich communities such as the City of Industry, and
by continuing to provide a viable LRT alternative to solo automobile commuting along the SR
60. Further extension east would also provide the benefits of LRT transit to additional Los
Angeles County jurisdictions and residents, and facilitate future connections to other important
transit infrastructure such as Ontario Aiiport.
In contrast, the Washington Boulevard Alternative terminates at Lambert Road, just short
of the central business district of Whittier. Further extension along Washington Boulevard into
downtown Whittier cannot be easily accomplished, due to the massive dislocation that would be
necessary to bring this alignment through an existing built-up commercial downtown area.
9

Metro website, http://www.metro.net/about/agency/iTiission, accessed October 13, 2014.
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Furthermore, from Lambert Road, there are fewer equivalent densely populated, jobs-rich Los
Angeles County communities for the Washington Boulevard Alternative to connect to in the
future. As a result, bringing LRT to Lambert Road would leave Metro with limited options for
extending the route to additional Los Angeles County communities, as the greatest ridership
potential would require extending the line south into Orange County. And while transit
connectivity between Orange and Los Angeles Counties is an important regional goal, Metro, as
a Los Angeles County transportation authority, should prioritize the travel needs and demands of
Los Angeles County jurisdictions, residents, and employers. The SR 60 Alternative best meets
these goals, and provides the greatest opportunities for Metro to further extend LRT to large
communities in need of transit alternatives in Los Angeles County.
M.

The SR 60 Alternative's Potential Environmental Contamination Issues Have
Been Thoroughly Studied and Can Be Fully Avoided or Mitigated, in
Contrast to the Washington Boulevard Alternative's Potential
Contamination Issues.

A portion of the SR 60 Alternative alignment, immediately to the south of the SR 60 right
of way, would pass alongside a former municipal landfill in the City of Monterey Park that is a
current Superfund environmental cleanup site. The landfill is protected by a clay cover which is
designed to encapsulate the contents of the landfill. According to the Draft EIS/EIR, residual
landfill material may be present within the Caltrans ROW on the south side of SR 60; therefore,
when constructing the columns for the aerial guideway for the SR 60 Alternative, these columns
could encounter this landfill material, and/or the integrity of the clay cover could be
compromised.
(Draft EIS/EIR Appendix V: Geotechnical/Seismic/Hazardous Materials
Technical Memorandum, pp. 49-50.) However, the Draft EIS/EIR concludes that any potential
construction-related impacts resulting from such disturbance of landfill materials or the
protective cover can be mitigated to a level of insignificance. Furthermore, in the unlikely event
that construction of the SR 60 Alternative's columns is deemed to pose greater than anticipated
hazards, the Draft EIS/EIR fully analyzes the North Side Design Alternative, which would have
the SR 60 Alternative cross to the north side of the SR 60 in order to avoid placing columns in
the landfill area. As a result, the Draft EIS/EIR includes substantial evidence demonstrating the
potential impacts pertaining to environmental contamination issues for the SR 60 Alternative,
and also clearly describes the feasibility of fully mitigating any such impacts.
In contrast, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's entire Lambert Avenue station
facility would be placed directly atop another environmental contamination site, resulting in both
construction and operational impacts pertaining to contamination issues. Specifically, this
portion of the Washington Boulevard Alternative would be constructed at-grade within the
Omega Chemical Corporation OU2 groundwater plume, creating the potential for intrusion of
vapors from the groundwater plume into at-grade structures. (Id., p. 56.) Therefore, further
investigations would be required prior to the construction of any buildings at-grade to determine
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if conditions are such that vapor intrusion could occur and create a public health risk. (Id., p.
58.) Based on these investigations, vapor barriers or other design elements would need to be put
in place to ensure potential impacts from vapor intrusion would remain less than significant.
While the SR 60 Alternative includes two distinct options for eliminating risk from
environmental contamination issues, the Washington Boulevard Alternative cannot provide a
design alternative to the proposed placement of Lambert station, and it instead requires extensive
additional site investigations as well as the incorporation of station design elements (e.g.,
sensors, blowers, etc.) that are designed to preserve the safety of riders occupying the station
facilities. These issues represent an increased level of uncertainty, and a higher level of risk, for
the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
N.

The SR 60 Alternative is Safer Due to Fewer Potential Conflicts with
Pedestrians and Other Vehicles.

More than 94 percent of the SR 60 Alternative would operate in an aerial configuration,
primarily within the southern portion of the SR 60 freeway's right-of-way. (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix BB: Safety and Security Technical Memorandum, p. 6.) As a result, with the
exception of a very small at-grade portion of track to the east of the existing Atlantic Station, the
SR 60 Alternative's alignment would be separated from close proximity with existing pedestrian
or local vehicular traffic, allowing for less chance of conflicts between the operation of the LRT
and this pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
In contrast, the guideway infrastructure for both the at-grade and aerial portions of the
Washington Boulevard Alternative are placed either directly above or down the middle of busy
local arterial streets such as Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard. (Id., pp. 8-9.)
Specifically, for the aerial configuration along Garfield Avenue and portions of Washington
Boulevard, the Washington Boulevard Alternative alignment is supported at various locations
either by columns straddling both sides of the street or by single columns. Then, at Montebello
Boulevard along Washington Boulevard, the alignment transitions to a street running
configuration with a dedicated trackway located in the center of Washington Boulevard, and with
only signalized intersections allowing for cross traffic. (Id., p. 10.)
Accordingly, the Draft EIS/EIR recognizes that construction activities associated with the
SR 60 Alternative, and related potential impacts to pedestrian, bicycle, and motorist safety,
would be less than those associated with the Washington Boulevard Alternative. (Id., p. 41.)
Moreover, the operation of the SR 60 Alternative would result in lesser impacts to the pedestrian
and bicyclist environment, motorist safety, and response times for emergency service responders
compared to those associated with operation of the Washington Boulevard Alternative. (Id., p.
43.) These conclusions derive from fact that at-grade LRT operations inherently produce greater
impacts in these areas. With regard to pedestrian safety, collisions between pedestrians and
trains are often elevated at or near station locations as a result of large numbers of persons that
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may be crossing at-grade rail tracks, or running to catch a train at station platforms. (Id., p. 51.)
And with regard to motorist safety, the single-most frequent cause for motor vehicle accidents
with light rail transit vehicles at intersections is when motorists turn left in front of a train, with
the train traveling in the same direction. (Id., p. 53.)
To mitigate potential pedestrian and motorist safety impacts, the Draft EIS/EIR discusses
proposed design features and traffic controls along the Washington Boulevard Alternative,
including channelization techniques to direct pedestrians to designated crossings, use of active
"Train Approaching" signs for motorists, and review of proposed crossing designs by both the
California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") and local agencies. (Id., pp. 51-54.)
However, the effectiveness of these controls will have to be assessed in light of the significant
and unavoidable traffic impacts that will be created by the Washington Boulevard Alignment.
Specifically, at each location where the proposed pedestrian and motorist controls will be
implemented, traffic will already be incredibly backed up, with long delays for vehicles
attempting to make left turns, and for pedestrians attempting to cross streets to catch a bus or
train. These significant delays - at sixteen affected intersections - greatly increase the
possibility of drivers and/or pedestrians attempting to beat the light, or beat the train, in order to
either get through the intersection, or make it to the station. The results, unfortunately, are likely
to lead to accidents and injuries along the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
Although the Draft EIS/EIR examines to a certain degree the possibility of motorist
conflicts and accidents along the at-grade portions of the Washington Boulevard Alternative,
these potential conflicts would also exist along the aerial portions of this alignment. Both
Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard are significant truck routes, providing access to and
from the SR 60, as well as the 1-5 and 1-605 freeways for a significant number of trucks traveling
between the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, the multiple truck terminals located in
Montebello and Commerce, and inland logistics facilities that are accessed via the 1-605 freeway.
With this heavy truck traffic comes increased chances for traffic accidents along both Garfield
Avenue and Washington Boulevard. If a truck were to crash into one of the over eighty columns
lining both sides of Garfield Avenue, it could seriously impair the structural integrity of the LRT
guideway. Similarly, along Washington Boulevard, the roadway medians that have been used
for years by trucks to make turns into and out of industrial sites and terminal facilities will now
be occupied by pylons supporting the aerial guideway. In addition to impairing these trucks'
turning ability, the placement of the aerial guideway above the median of Washington Boulevard
gives rise to a significant possibility of trucks crashing into the required supporting pylons,
thereby causing significant damage to the LRT infrastructure.
II.

THE EASTSIDE TRANSIT CORRIDOR PHASE 2 DRAFT EIS/EIR

The SR 60 and Washington Boulevard Alternatives are materially different from each
other with respect to their environmental surroundings, proposed design, anticipated construction
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schedule, and operational requirements and activities. The following is a representative list of
significant differences that result in environmental impacts along the Washington Boulevard
Alternative.
•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Reduces Critical Roadway Capacity and
Includes At-Grade Crossings Along An Already Congested Major Arterial
Street. The Washington Boulevard Alternative will eliminate a traffic lane on both
Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard, which already experience unacceptable
levels of congestion, and introduce ten at-grade crossings along Washington
Boulevard, creating significant and unavoidable traffic impacts at sixteen local
intersections that were studied. Given that only intersections directly on the
Washington Boulevard Alternative alignment were studied, it is likely that additional
intersections and street segments will also be impacted, further exacerbating traffic
gridlock in the project area. The SR 60 Alternative, by comparison, will not reduce
roadway capacity, does not include any at-grade crossings (with the exception of two
that are shared with the Washington Boulevard Alternative near the Atlantic station),
and does not cause any significant and unavoidable traffic impacts.

•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative's At-Grade Crossings Increase the Risk
of Serious Accidents and Fatalities. The Washington Boulevard Alternative would
include twelve at-grade crossings, including ten such crossings on Washington
Boulevard. By comparison, the SR 60 Alternative does not have any at-grade
crossings (with the exception of two that are shared with the Washington Boulevard
Alternative near the Atlantic station). Minimizing the number of at-grade crossings is
critical, as at-grade crossings are inherently dangerous, resulting in numerous car and
pedestrian accidents every year in California, some of which are fatal. Recognizing
this, the Draft EIS/EIR concluded that "[ojperation of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative would result in relatively greater impacts to the pedestrian and bicycle
environment, motorist safety, and emergency response times for emergency service
compared to those associated with the operation of the SR 60 LRT Alternative. This
is predominantly due to the presence of a substantial portion of the Washington
Boulevard LRT Alternative alignment being at-grade for the latter third of the
alignment."
(Draft EIS/EIR Appendix BB: Safety and Security Technical
Memorandum, p. 50.)

•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative is Proposed Along a Major East/West
Freight Truck Corridor that is Wholly Incompatible with Light Rail Use.
Washington Boulevard is one of the most congested corridors in the region, due in
part to high volumes of freight truck traffic from the BNSF Railway intermodal
facility, numerous distribution centers and warehouses located along Washington
Boulevard, and its direct access to the 1-605 and other major arterial streets. Notably,
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between Downey Road and 1-710, Washington Boulevard runs along the large BNSF
intermodal facility in the City of Commerce. Further east, around the 1-710, there are
a series of distribution centers located one block south of Washington Boulevard.
Washington Boulevard then connects with 1-5 before passing through another stretch
of industrial operations. Between Paramount and Rosemead Boulevards, Washington
passes a large shopping center, behind which are a number of distribution centers and
industrial operations. For the remainder of the corridor, Washington Boulevard
passes through residential neighborhoods; however, trucks continue to travel this
route to access the 1-605. The Draft EIS/EIR fails to adequately describe the extent of
the freight truck corridor, but one only needs to drive along Washington Boulevard to
understand that these trucks are massive and they are everywhere.
Adding a pedestrian-oriented light rail line to an already congested freight truck
corridor that will further deteriorate with additional project traffic and at-grade
crossings is a serious safety hazard. This may also lead to a change in truck traffic
patterns to avoid the light rail line that will create new traffic, noise, safety and other
impacts along other streets in the area. Given the above, the light rail line most
certainly will significantly interrupt and have a negative economic impact on the
regional goods movement that is so critical to Southern California's economy. The
SR 60 Alternative is a better option because it would be developed as an aerial
structure along the SR 60 within Caltrans right of way, with no possibility for traffic,
pedestrian or freight truck conflicts.
•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Has A Significantly Greater Number of
Sensitive Receptors Which Are Located Much Closer to Construction Activities
and Operations. According to the Draft EIS/EIR, there are over 2,100 sensitive
receptors within the area of impact of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, the
closest of which are mere footsteps away from a line that will be under construction
for six years and then operating continuously seven days a week, from 4 a.m. to 1:30
a.m.
The majority of these sensitive receptors are located in residential
neighborhoods that will literally be divided in two should the Washington Boulevard
Alternative be built. For example, in the City of Montebello along Garfield Avenue,
the proposed aerial rail line will pass right in front of second-story bedroom windows
at residences and classroom windows at the Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary High
School. Noise, shade/shadows, loss of privacy, and physical and social separation
and interruption are just a few of the resulting consequences.
In contrast, the SR 60 Alternative will be constructed primarily within Caltrans rightof-way immediately adjacent to the SR 60 freeway. Light rail operations would be
entirely consistent with the existing transportation-related character of the SR 60, and
there are significantly fewer sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the SR 60
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Alternative that are, on the whole, located much farther away from the right of way.
The Draft EIS/EIR recognizes this, noting that "[t]he land uses [along the Washington
Boulevard line] become increasingly residential and commercial farther east along the
corridor, in the cities of Montebello, Pico Rivera, Santa Fe Springs, and Whittier,"
whereas the SR 60 Alternative is "a freeway corridor with limited adjacent residential
land uses. The corridor is largely defined by large-scale commercial development
projects and recreation centers near the freeway." (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix EE:
Construction Impacts Technical Memorandum, p. 48.)
•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative's Aerial Tracks and Concrete Support
Columns on Garfield Avenue Will Split Communities in Half, Forever Disrupt
Community Cohesion, and Create Permanent Shade/Shadow and Other Impacts
On/Around Sensitive Receptors. The Washington Boulevard Alternative would
require the construction of an elevated aerial guideway, supported by over eighty
bents and columns straddling a major thoroughfare passing through a low-rise
residential neighborhood.
Because of this, it would create significant and
unavoidable changes in the existing visual character of Garfield Avenue in
Montebello, including significant and unavoidable shade and shadow impacts. The
SR 60 Alternative, on the other hand, is located within Caltrans right of way along the
SR 60 freeway. It is substantially removed from most sensitive receptors and would
not otherwise cause any of these impacts. In fact, the Draft EIS/EIR concluded with
respect to the SR 60 Alternative that it would actually improve the dividing effects of
the SR 60 Freeway, Rio Hondo, and Whittier Narrows Recreation Area, stating that
"[t]he SR 60 LRT Alternative would retain existing freeway crossings and pedestrian
crosswalks. Some freeway crosswalks and freeway crossing areas would be
enhanced through station area urban design. The new light rail service would also
provide a new way to traverse the Rio Hondo and Whittier Narrows Recreation Area,
both of which act as barriers to movement between the surrounding communities. As
such, the SR 60 LRT Alternative would reduce the dividing effects of the SR 60
Freeway, the Rio Hondo, and the Whittier Narrows Recreation Area. This would be a
beneficial impact." (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.5-18.)

•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Will Acquire and Demolish Significantly
More Buildings, Including Existing Homes and Business. The Washington
Boulevard Alternative requires the acquisition of 65 parcels. A total of 58 businesses
and approximately 633 employees would be displaced, as well as nine residences and
the 30 people who live there. And although the Draft EIS/EIR is unclear on this
point, it appears that this alternative would demolish at least 49 existing buildings.
The SR 60 Alternative, on the other hand requires the acquisition of only 23 parcels,
consisting of eight businesses (69 employees) and zero residences. This is a
considerable difference. The Washington Boulevard Alternative would lead to
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greater economic impacts and the potential for urban decay due to lost businesses and
jobs, substantial reduction in local property and sales tax revenue, and overall
economic slowdown during the six-year construction period.
Moreover, the
significantly greater amount of demolition activities will create, among other things,
higher construction noise levels and hazardous air emissions.
•

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Will Be Under Construction for Six
Years. The Draft EIS/EIR describes that construction of the Washington Boulevard
LRT Alternative will last for approximately six years due to its additional length and
substantial on-street construction activities. The construction includes significantly
more parcel acquisitions via eminent domain, building demolition, street
reconstruction, utility relocation and other street work as compared to the SR 60
Alternative. By comparison, the SR 60 Alternative would take an entire two years
less to construct, minimizing economic interruption and environmental effects.

While the Draft EIS/EIR identifies some impacts caused by the Washington Boulevard
Alternative, there are other areas which require additional analysis and disclosure in order to
fully satisfy CEQA's informational mandates.10 The importance of fully disclosing the potential
for environmental impacts cannot be overstated. "An EIR is an 'environmental "alarm bell"
whose purpose is to alert the public and its responsible officials to environmental changes before
they have reached ecological points of no return.' [Citations.] The EIR is also intended "to
demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry that the agency has, in fact, analyzed and considered
the ecological implications of its action.' [Citations.] Because the EIR must be certified or
rejected by public officials, it is a document of accountability.'" (San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife
Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713, 721.)
A.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate and Disclose Critical
Construction and Operational Transportation Impacts Caused By the
Washington Boulevard Alternative.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that operation of the Washington Boulevard Alternative will
create adverse/significant and unavoidable project-specific and cumulative impacts at sixteen
local intersections along Washington Boulevard. In fact, the Washington Boulevard Alternative
is anticipated to create more local traffic problems than it would actually remedy. (Draft
EIS/EIR, p. 3-49 [Washington Boulevard Alternative would improve the level of service
("LOS") at only one intersection when compared to the no-build alternative].) By comparison,
10 A

Draft EIR must identify and disclose reasonably foreseeable significant direct and indirect physical changes in
the environment which may be caused by the Project. (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15126(a), 15126.2(a), 15064(d).) A
discussion of impacts is only acceptable if it provides "sufficient information and analysis to allow the public to
discern the basis for the agency's impact findings." {California for Alternatives to Toxics v. Department of Food
and Agriculture (2005) 136 Cal.App.4th 1, 13.)
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the SR 60 Alternative would not create a single significant and unavoidable traffic impact and
would actually further improve the LOS at two intersections. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-33.)
The majority of Washington Boulevard already operates at a deficient LOS along the
Washington Boulevard Alternative. (See Draft EIS/EIR Appendix GG: Sunnyvale Analysis
[describing, for example, that Garfield/Washington, ParamountAVashington, Rosemead/
Washington all operate at LOS E or F under existing 2010 Conditions].) The Washington
Boulevard Alternative would further exacerbate these conditions by adding project traffic,
eliminating a traffic lane on both Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard, adding ten atgrade crossings delaying north- and south-bound traffic across Washington Boulevard, and
restricting left turns from and onto Washington Boulevard and Garfield Avenue.
The combined impact of adding project traffic onto already deficient roadways that have
reduced capacity and at-grade crossings results in unavoidable impacts at sixteen intersections
studied under the Washington Boulevard Alternative. This alone makes the SR 60 Alternative a
superior option from a transportation impact and safety perspective. However, the Washington
Boulevard Alternative causes other transportation impacts that should be further evaluated and
considered, as described below.
1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Evaluate Potentially Significant Traffic
Impacts at Major Arterial Street Segments and Intersections In Close
Proximity to the Washington Boulevard Alternative, Near Proposed
Transit Stations and Park and Ride Facilities.

The Draft EIS/EIR unduly limits its analysis to intersections directly on the Washington
Boulevard Alternative along Garfield Avenue, Washington Boulevard and Lambert Road. It
inexplicably fails to study major arterial streets and intersections within close proximity to the
Washington Boulevard Alternative that feed into the proposed transit stations and park and ride
facilities, or that are otherwise near the sixteen unavoidably impacted intersections. This critical
oversight results in a failure to disclose the full extent of traffic impacts caused by the
Washington Boulevard Alternative.
In particular, the Draft EIS/EIR should analyze busy street segments and intersections
north and south of the line that feed into the proposed stations and parking facilities, where
traffic will be highly concentrated. For example, the intersection of East Washington Boulevard
(west of Garfield Avenue) and Garfield Avenue (south of Washington Boulevard) draws traffic
directly from the 1-5 that feeds into the proposed Whittier station. The Draft EIS/EIR determined
that this intersection (i) operates at a deficient LOS F under existing 2010 conditions without the
project; and (ii) will be significant and unavoidably impacted by the Washington Boulevard
Alternative in year 2035. Given the close proximity, it is likely that street segments south of the
intersection also will be impacted by traffic from the Washington Boulevard Alternative. This
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should be analyzed and disclosed. Greenwood Avenue is similar, as it draws traffic from the 1-5
and feeds directly into the proposed Greenwood Avenue station and park and ride facility.
Lastly, major arterial intersections such as Slauson at Rosemead, Slauson at Paramount, Slauson
at Norwalk, Santa Fe Springs at Lambert, and Broadway at Norwalk were not analyzed but can
be expected to experience significant project traffic. Most of these street segments/intersections
experience substantial existing traffic and feed directly into the intersections that the traffic study
has determined will be significantly impacted by the Washington Boulevard Alternative. Thus,
not only will project traffic likely create addition traffic impacts, but the spillover effects from
the sixteen significant and unavoidably impacted intersections likely will further exacerbate
these conditions.
The same reasoning also applies to nearby busy street segments and intersections north of
the Washington Boulevard Alternative, that are not only impacted by project traffic and the
spillover effects from impacted intersections along the line, but also experience significant
additional delays caused by trains on the UPRR tracks which currently block traffic when
traveling at-grade across Vail, Maple, and Greenwood Avenues, as well as Montebello
Boulevard. It is simply unreasonable to assume that traffic impacts occur only along the line
itself; additional intersections must be studied to determine the full extent of the traffic impacts.
2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Evaluate the Potential for Additional and More
Severe Traffic Impacts Caused By the Washington Boulevard
Alternative's Restriction on Left-Hand Turns from and onto Garfield
Avenue and Washington Boulevard.

The traffic study did not meaningfully assess the likely impacts that would result from
prohibiting (1) mid-block left-hand turns from Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard; and
(2) left-hand turns from Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard and from the side streets to
Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard when trains are approaching the intersection from
either direction. This has a number of implications that must be analyzed and disclosed.
During peak operations, trains cross each street segment every five minutes, and with two
sets of tracks this presumably would equate to every 2 1/2 minutes as trains are unlikely to pass
each other at exactly the same time. That means just about every 2 1/2 minutes all cars and
trucks at a particular at-grade intersection on Washington Boulevard will be prohibited from
making left hand turns. This delay would be in addition to typical traffic signal delays. More
than likely, these additional delays will cause trucks and cars to queue beyond the capacity of the
left turn pockets and into oncoming traffic on Washington Boulevard. A single tractor trailer
that is prohibited from making a left hand turn may take up an entire pocket by itself or even
spill out into oncoming traffic. The Draft EIS/EIR must analyze the very real potential that the
prohibition of left hand turns will create significant queuing impacts on Washington Boulevard,
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especially in light of the heavy truck traffic in the area that will regularly be making left hand
turns to access area warehouses and distribution centers.
Should these delays prove substantial, they likely will compel cars and trucks to reroute
around Washington Boulevard and instead use other nearby arterials and local residential streets.
For example, a semi-truck traveling westbound on Washington Boulevard would no longer be
able to easily access the Menasha Packaging Plant at 8110 Sorenson Avenue in Santa Fe Springs
by taking a left turn on Sorenson Avenue. Instead, they may attempt to avoid this segment of
Washington Boulevard altogether by taking Slauson Avenue to the south, which was not studied
in the Draft EIS/EIR. Trucks attempting to access the large distribution facilities just off of
Washington Boulevard, behind Walmart, on Paramount and Rosemead Boulevards, will engage
in similar cut-through patterns to access their centers, by either taking Slauson Avenue to the
south or potentially Whittier Boulevard to the north, and then cutting down Rosemead or
Paramount Boulevards, both of which are primarily residential in character. Rio Vista
Elementary School and Ruben Salazar High School are located on Rosemead Boulevard and
Plaza de la Raza Child Development Service is located on Paramount Boulevard along these
potential cut-through routes. This pattern of cutting through neighborhoods to ultimately arrive
at a particular destination would be repeated for a number of locations throughout the
Washington Boulevard Alternative, resulting in longer traffic trips, and additional safety
concerns and noise impacts at nearby schools and homes.
3.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Evaluate the Consequences of Traffic Delays
Caused by the At-Grade Crossings on Intersections and Roadway
Segments Near Washington Boulevard and Garfield Avenue.

The Draft EIS/EIR fails to account for traffic delays and impacts north and south of the
Washington Boulevard Alternative from motorists waiting for trains to cross a given intersection
at grade level and for crossing gates to rise, particularly with trains crossing each street segment
every five minutes during peak periods. (With two sets of tracks, this presumably would equate
to every 2 1/2 minutes during peak periods as trains are unlikely to pass each other at exactly the
same time.) The impact of these delays, in combination with the significant and unavoidably
impacted intersections throughout the Washington Boulevard Alternative, must be assessed and
disclosed. This includes any potential for back-ups and delays impacting other nearby roads and
intersections. Again, it is simply unreasonable to assume that traffic impacts occur only along
the line itself given the identified significant and unavoidable impacts; additional intersections
must be studied to determine the full extent of the traffic impacts.
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4.

The Draft EIS/EIR Unduly Limits its Analysis of Freeway Impacts to Two
Off-Ramps on the SR-60 Freeway.

The Draft EIS/EIR limits its analysis of freeway impacts to just two offramps on the SR
60 at Atlantic Boulevard. In order for this to be supportable, please substantiate that: (1) drivers
to the Washington Boulevard Alternative would not access the project from either the 1-5 or I605; and (2) that drivers would not use a different exit off the 1-60, further east of Atlantic
Boulevard to access the Washington Boulevard Alternative. For example, 1-605 exits directly
onto Washington Boulevard near both Norwalk and Rosemead stations. Moreover, while we
believe it is unlikely that drivers on the SR 60 would ever use the Washington Boulevard
Alternative, to the extent that the Draft EIS/EIR model makes such assumptions, it is unclear
why project traffic would access the Washington Boulevard Alternative by way of the Atlantic
Boulevard exit. Instead, they would simply use the existing Atlantic station.
5.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Analyze the Potential for Cut-Through Traffic
on Residential Streets.

Given the sixteen significant and unavoidably impacted intersections and the very real
possibility that additional nearby roadway segments and intersections are also significantly
impacted, the Draft EIS/EIR must analyze the potential for neighborhood intrusion impacts,
including whether project traffic would cut through local residential streets to access park and
ride facilities. For example. Miller Grove Drive behind Pioneer High School, and in the middle
of a residential neighborhood, will be one of the most efficient ways of accessing the Norwalk
station from Slauson Avenue, a busy arterial street. Several other likely cut-through routes have
not been identified and necessitate further study. Moreover, as explained above, the inclusion of
at-grade crossings and prohibition of left-hand turns also will force more cars and semi-trucks
onto local roadways near homes and other sensitive uses.
6.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Analyze the Washington Boulevard
Alternative's Impacts on the Surrounding Community Arising From the
Lack of a Park and Ride Facility at the Whittier Boulevard Station.

The Draft EIS/EIR states that the Whittier station will not have a park and ride facility
due to space constraints, but claims that this will not create significant parking impacts because
(i) drivers will use other stations with park and ride facilities, and (ii) "[a]ny unmet parking
demand would need to find available on-street parking in the surrounding neighborhoods, which
currently has some availability." (Draft EIS-EIR, p. 3-54.) We submit that this is wishful
thinking without any real support. Transit riders will drive to the Whittier station and park on
nearby residential streets precisely because they can avoid park and ride traffic - the path of least
resistance. It is simply not credible to assume that drivers will not park near the Whittier station
and board the light rail. Moreover, on-street parking in the surrounding neighborhoods should be
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prioritized for local residents and businesses, not transit users who will create additional
neighborhood intrusion and operational transportation impacts, as described below.
Here, it is clear that the failure to provide any parking at the Whittier Boulevard station
could create a parking shortage. This station is anticipated to have 2,068 total daily station
boardings, 1,490 of which would be during peak hours. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix II: Travel
Demand Modeling, p. 25.) However, parking in the area would be extremely limited because:
(i) construction of the Whittier station would require the removal of approximately 75 existing
off-street parking spaces in the immediate area, and (ii) on-street parking near the proposed
station is prohibited on Washington Boulevard and very limited on Lambert Road. This
immediate parking shortage therefore must be satisfied in the dense residential neighborhoods
that are located within a short walk of the station.
Although project parking deficits in and of themselves arguably may not be a CEQA
issue, secondary impacts which could result from such shortages are impacts requiring CEQA
analysis. And "regardless of whether parking is considered a primary or secondary impact of a
project, a project's impact on parking generally should be studied for any potential impact on the
environment." (See Taxpayers For Accountable School Bond Spending v. San Diego Unified
School Dist. (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 1013, 1052.) Accordingly, the Draft EIS/EIR should more
fully analyze the availability of parking in the area to determine whether there will in fact be a
parking shortage. To the extent there is a parking deficit, the environmental impacts foreseeably
resulting from such a parking deficit should be analyzed and mitigated. For example, the Draft
EIS/EIR should analyze whether a parking shortage would: (1) result in illegal parking that
would impair visibility on narrow streets and from cross streets, blocking driveways, crosswalks,
and access to fire hydrants; (2) result in spillover parking and traffic into the nearby residential
neighborhoods, creating hazards, causing traffic congestion and noise impacts, and preventing
parking for area residents; and/or (3) displace customer parking for local businesses creating
economic hardships. Importantly, the trickle-down impacts from the residents and local
businesses lacking parking will create traffic congestion and noise impacts on area streets.
Moreover, parking controls, like load zones, time limits, and restricted parking zones should be
required as mitigation to help keep parking available for local residents, customers, and service
providers rather than "hide-and-ride" transit users.
7-

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Impose All Feasible Mitigation for the
Project's Significant and Unavoidable Traffic Impacts.

The Draft EIS/EIR determined that the Washington Boulevard Alternative would
adversely and significantly impact seventeen intersections. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-49.) It: (i)
describes "potential improvements" that were applied to the impacted intersections, consisting of
optimization of signal splits and manually altered green times, increasing cycle length, updated
signal phasing, and lane configuration changes including restriping; (ii) concludes that, after
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implementation of this mitigation, there would be adverse/significant and unavoidable impacts at
sixteen of the seventeen intersections; and (iii) sets forth Mitigation Measure 3.0-xviii, which
requires that the intersection of Montebello Boulevard and Washington Boulevard optimize
signal splits and provide additional green time. (Id., pp. 3-60-61.) The Draft EIS/EIR, however,
fails to require feasible mitigation for the other sixteen significantly impacted intersections,
notwithstanding that it appears to assume such mitigation will be implemented. (Id., Table 3-5,
pp. 3-16-17.)
CEQA requires implementation of all feasible mitigation to reduce or avoid significant
impacts. (Pub. Res. Code § 21100(b)(3).) The Draft EIS/EIR cannot satisfy its CEQA
obligations simply by considering the traffic impacts of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, it
must go further. The California Supreme Court has emphasized that CEQA contains a
substantive mandate that public agencies not approve a project with significant environmental
impacts if "there are feasible alternatives or mitigation measures" that can substantially lessen or
avoid those effects. (Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish & Game Commission (1997) 16 Cal.4th
105, 119, 134.) At a minimum, optimization of signal splits, increasing cycle length, updated
signal phasing and lane configuration changes must also be required for each of the other
impacted intersections.
Moreover, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to substantiate why additional capacity-increasing
mitigation such as lane configuration changes or restrictions in allowable turning movements are
not feasible. It simply states without further explanation that they "were considered infeasible
due to ROW constraints or secondary effects to upstream and downstream locations." (Draft
EIS/EIR, p. 3-61; Appendix M: Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum, p. 187.) A
description that amounts to nothing more than "take our word for it" does not constitute
substantial evidence, given the significant and unavoidable impacts at sixteen intersections along
the Washington Boulevard Alternative. "Feasible" means capable of being accomplished in a
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic,
environmental, legal, social, and technological factors. (CEQA Guidelines § 15364.) We submit
that more information is required to substantiate the infeasibility of this additional mitigation.
Thus, for each significant and unavoidably impacted intersection, please describe whether and to
what extent necessary right of way constraints and/or the "secondary effects to upstream and
downstream locations" preclude implementation.
8.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Consider Pedestrian Safety and Circulation
Impacts Caused By the Reduction or Removal of Sidewalks to
Accommodate Over 80 Concrete Support Columns Straddling Garfield
Avenue.

The Washington Boulevard Alternative will require the construction of over eighty
concrete columns straddling both sides of Garfield Avenue in the City of Montebello. According
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to the Draft EIS/EIR, these columns will measure at least seven feet in diameter and will be
constructed on sidewalks on both sides of the street. Thus, they have the potential to
substantially impair pedestrian circulation and safety, as well as ADA accessibility. However,
the Draft EIS/EIR makes no attempt to analyze whether adequate sidewalk width is even feasible
at this location given the size and number of these large concrete columns. Moreover, can bike
lanes feasibly be installed along this segment given the size, number and placement of the
concrete columns? Lastly, will these large columns substantially impair pedestrian circulation
along Garfield Avenue, including endangering the safety and welfare of students walking to, for
example, the Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary High School or Miraculous Medal School for
class? Please fully analyze the pedestrian circulation, accessibility, and safety impacts of placing
these large support columns on public sidewalks.
9.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Substantiate Whether the Washington
Boulevard Alternative Would Satisfy CPUC Requirements for Light Rail
Transit.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that all grade crossings are required to be designed in
consultation with the CPUC. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-50.) The Draft EIS/EIR's Safety and Security
Technical Memorandum provides a cursory overview of some of CPUC's requirements for light
rail transit, including right of way standards, operational requirements like braking, lighting and
operating speeds, and requirements for grade crossings. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix BB: Safety
and Security Technical Memorandum, p. 14.) However, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to substantiate
whether the Washington Boulevard Alternative can feasibly meet such requirements. Does the
Washington Boulevard Alternative as currently designed comply with such CPUC requirements?
And if not, what design specifications and other operating assumptions must be changed and
how does that impact the environmental analysis?
10.

The Draft EIS/EIR Determination that Construction Traffic Impacts Are
Less Than Significant is Not Supported by Substantial Evidence.

Notwithstanding the numerous local intersections and street segments that will be
severely constrained and/or closed during the prolonged six-year construction period, the Draft
EIS/EIR summarily concludes that the Washington Boulevard Alternative's traffic impacts
during construction would be less than significant because (i) they are temporary, and (ii) they
will be mitigated by a traffic management plan. This poses a number of problems including but
not limited to the following:
•

Neither the Draft EIS/EIR nor its Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum
(Draft EIS/EIR Appendix M) implement a measurable threshold of significance
against which to determine whether area traffic will be significantly impacted during
the prolonged construction period. Because of this, it is entirely impossible to
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determine whether there are any significant traffic impacts during the six year
construction period. In light of the identified sixteen significant and unavoidable
intersection impacts during operation, it is patently unreasonable to assume that the
prolonged construction activities which close and/or severely constrain project street
segments and intersections (some of the very same intersections which are
significantly and unavoidably impacted during operations), eliminate traffic lanes,
redirect traffic, and add construction traffic including large trucks hauling equipment
would not result in similar or more intense traffic impacts at those same intersections.
Importantly, the construction contemplated for the Washington Boulevard Alternative
is not "temporary," as it will be pervasive and ongoing for six years. Area traffic will
continue to use Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard on a daily basis during
this period, and the resulting impacts should be disclosed.
•

The Draft EIS/EIR does not assign traffic trips from constmction workers to the street
system to determine whether construction traffic when added to existing traffic
conditions would exceed LOS thresholds, creating significant impacts.

•

The contemplated construction management plan mitigation is impermissibly vague
and defers mitigation by leaving determinations on "detour routes," necessary
"restriping of roadways" (where feasible), "remov[mg] on-street parking" (where
feasible), "minimize construction activity during weekday AM and PM peak hours,"
and other important aspects of mitigation to an undetermined future point in time. As
such, there is no way to determine whether traffic impacts will actually be mitigated
and to what degree.
11.

The Construction Mitigation Measures Required are Inappropriate and
Ineffectual to Mitigate the Washington Boulevard Alternative's
Construction Traffic Impacts.

The Draft EIS/EIR applies the same construction mitigation measures for both the SR 60
and Washington Boulevard Alternatives. This is inappropriate. For example. Mitigation
Measure 3.0-ii describes that the traffic plan should "schedule a majority of construction-related
travel (i.e., deliveries, hauling, and worker trips) during the off-peak hours, and that
"construction activities would be minimized during weekday AM and PM peak hours (typically
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and 4:00 to 6:00 PM)." Given that the Washington Boulevard Alternative
involves considerably more sensitive receptors that are much closer to the right of way where
construction will occur, the mitigation required must be more specific and protective of the
general public. At a minimum, mitigation pertaining to the Washington Boulevard Alternative
should: (1) detail the length of time construction vehicles can idle and that noise blankets should
be required to muffle equipment nose; (2) limit construction activities to daytime hours from
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Friday due to the anticipated long duration of
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construction activities (six years); and (3) ensure hauling does not occur during school arrival
and dismissal times when children are walking to and from school.
12.

The Draft EIS/EIR Defers Analysis and Mitigation of Parking Impacts
Caused by the Removal of Parking Spaces to Accommodate Construction
Staging, Construction of Stations and Parking Facilities, and Traffic Flow
During Construction.

Thousands of on- and off-street parking spaces will be lost during construction of the
Washington Boulevard Alternative. For example, the Draft EIS/EIR describes: (1) "At the
proposed Lambert Road station and park and ride facility, approximately 510 [off street] spaces
would be removed at the southwest corner of the Lambert Road/Washington Boulevard
intersection. These spaces serve multiple businesses, and adequate replacement parking would
not be provided" ; and (2) "[0]ne portion of Garfield Avenue from Via Paseo to Via Acosta has
high on-street parking occupancy with limited side street parking replacement options. Since the
parking displacement would be temporary, parking would be available to the north and south of
the segment during construction, and Metro would implement measures to minimize the impact
of the displacements, this would not be considered an adverse effect." (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-46
47.) Pertaining to the off-street parking removed at Lambert Road and Washington Boulevard,
the Draft EIS/EIR makes no attempt to determine where people using these 510 spaces could
park. Regarding the on-street parking on Garfield Avenue, the Draft EIS/EIR makes only a
superficial and unsupported statement that replacement parking on north and south of the
segment would be available. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-46-47; Draft EIS/EIR Appendix M:
Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum, p. 144.) Where? How far away? Does this
displace other residential and business parking? Meanwhile, the residents and businesses that
use this off- and on-street parking would remain, and their parking will be displaced. This will
also create additional traffic attributed to those looking for parking spaces. And while a parking
mitigation plan may mitigate the impact if there were in fact substitute parking spaces available
for these particular areas, the Draft EIS/EIR makes no attempt to substantiate that there are such
spaces. In fact, it indicates just the opposite.
B.

The Draft EIS/EIR Must Perform a More Comprehensive Safety Analysis of
Impacts on Pedestrians, School Children and Emergency Providers From AtGrade Crossings and Incompatible Heavy Truck Traffic.

The Washington Boulevard Alternative will include twelve at-grade crossings, including
two segments along Washington Boulevard each consisting of four crossings in rapid succession
at (1) Paramount Boulevard, Crossway Drive, Rosemead Boulevard, and Passons Boulevard, and
(2) after the San Gabriel River, at Pioneer Boulevard, Norwalk Boulevard, Broadway Avenue
and Sorenson Avenue. At-grade crossings increase traffic chokepoints and collisions at
crossings, increase vehicle emissions and train noise, and interfere with goods movement in
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Southern California, the nation's leading trade gateway. The Draft EIS/EIR recognizes the
safety implications of at-grade crossings, describing that "[ojperation of the Washington
Boulevard LRT Alternative would result in relatively greater impacts to the pedestrian and
bicycle environment, motorist safety, and emergency response times for emergency service
compared to those associated with operation of the SR 60 LRT Alternative. This is
predominately due to the presence of a substantial portion of the Washington Boulevard LRT
Alternative alignment being at-grade for the latter third of the alignment." (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix BB: Safety and Security Technical Memorandum, p. 50; Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.16-2.)n
However, the Draft EIS/EIR falls short in fully disclosing to the public the very real danger in atgrade crossings, and it omits a hazards safety analysis of locating a pedestrian-oriented light rail
use along a major truck corridor that has significant and unavoidable traffic impacts. These
impacts must be more closely examined.
1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Should More Fully Disclose State Policies and
Regulations Acknowledging Safety Hazards and Discouraging the
Proliferation of At-Grade Crossings.

California regulations and policies recognize the safety hazards associated with running a
train at-grade through an urban area, and encourage grade separation. The Draft EIS/EIR should
disclose this so that the public fully appreciates the safety implications of the Washington
Boulevard Alternative.
For example, the Southern California Regional Rail Authority
(commonly referred to as SCRRA or Metrolink) has passed Resolutions 91-3 and 98-21
pertaining to the establishment of new highway-rail grade crossings on the Metrolink system.
SCRRA policy, in concert with state and national policies, strongly discourages the construction
of new highway-rail grade crossings and seeks to reduce the number of active highway-rail grade
crossing by promoting grade separation or closure of existing highway-rail grade crossings. In
accordance with Resolution 98-21, a new, additional highway-rail grade crossing is not allowed
unless the member agency of SCRRA sponsors the request to construct it and the Board
approves the request. This resolution also requires the member agency to sponsor the closure of
existing highway-rail grade crossing(s) in order to open a new highway-rail grade crossing, so
there will be no net increase in the number of highway-rail grade crossings on SCRRA's
commuter rail system. (Metrolink SCRRA Highway-Rail Grade Crossings: Recommended
Design Practices and Standards Manual, June 30, 2009.)12 Similarly, CEQA encourages the
elimination of existing railroad grade crossings and reconstruction of grade separations to
provide greater public safety. (See Pub. Res. Code § 21080.13 ["This division shall not apply to
any railroad grade separation project which eliminates an existing grade crossing or which

" Note that the Draft EIS/EIR text modifies this statement without any additional evidence to support such
modification. (See Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.16-10.)
12 Available at www.metrolinktrains.com/pdfs/EngineeringConstruction/Grade_Cross_Stand_Guidelines_Manual_
Jun29 _09.pdf, accessed on October 13, 2014.
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reconstructs an existing grade separation"].) The CPUC has its own policies regarding gradeseparated crossings. The "CPUC Railroad Safety Action Plan" addresses prevention by
increased state safety oversight. Finally, California Streets and Highways Code Section 190
Grade Separation Program requires California to specifically fund out of its annual budget
projects to grade separate or alter existing public at-grade crossings. This program was enacted
to retroactively repair at-grade crossings to address public safety issues, providing approximately
$15 million each year. These and other regulations and policies clearly illustrate that grade
crossings are dangerous and are strongly discouraged.
2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Evaluate Traffic and Pedestrian Safety Hazards
Associated with Heavy Truck Traffic on Garfield Avenue and Washington
Boulevard.

The Draft EIS/EIR pmports to consider the CEQA Guidelines Appendix G thresholds in
assessing the Project's traffic impacts, including whether the Washington Boulevard Alternative
would "substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)."
(Draft EIS/EIR, p. 3-2.)
Unfortunately, however, it does not conduct the requisite safety assessment with regard to
introducing an incompatible light rail use designed to encourage pedestrian walkability and
transit ridership onto a major east-west freight corridor comprised of heavy truck traffic.
The Draft EIS/EIR describes that arterial streets near the Washington Boulevard
Alternative experience heavy truck traffic. (See e.g., Draft EIS/EIR, pp. ES-3, 1-5.) Major truck
routes around the Washington Boulevard Alternative include Washington Boulevard, Garfield
Avenue, Atlantic Boulevard, Paramount Boulevard, and Passons Boulevard. (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix M: Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum, pp. 58-59.) These trucks use
these arterials to access local warehouses and businesses on and in close proximity to
Washington Boulevard, and also because Washington Boulevard serves as a major east/west
travel route for trucks driving to/from the BNSF intermodal facility to Interstates 10, 710, 5 and
605. One only needs to drive the corridor to understand that these trucks are everywhere and
they are huge. The incompatibility of this use and potential for serious accidents is further
compromised by the identified significant and unavoidably impacted intersections, at-grade
crossings, and the contemplated restriction of left-hand turns from and onto Washington
Boulevard incentivizing trucks to cut through other local streets. The must be closely examined.
These pedestrian and light rail safety hazards will also significantly impair goods
movement through this corridor. The Draft EIS/EIR must analyze the economic and
transportation implications of interfering with this industry, which is so critical to local and state
economies.
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The Draft EIS/EIR also must analyze the potential for northbound and southbound traffic
either traveling across or turning onto Washington Boulevard and queuing on the track. This is a
very real possibility given the significant and unavoidably impacted intersections and heavy
truck traffic. To the extent queue cutter signals are proposed, please evaluate whether or not they
would cause negative impacts upstream or downstream from nearby signalized intersections.
Queue cutter signals can adversely impact operations at nearby adjacent signals due to short
signal spacing. Motor vehicle traffic could extend upstream of the tracks into adjacent signalized
intersections, creating additional intersection gridlock.
3.

There is a Significant Safety Risk to Children Attending Nearby Schools
that the Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Disclose or Address.

The pedestrian safety analysis comprises a single page in the Draft EIS/EIR and a
technical report in the appendices. Both documents identify local schools in the area near atgrade crossings including Rio Vista Elementary School, El Rancho High School, Rivera
Elementary School and Middle School, Pioneer High School, Ada Nelson Elementary School,
Brethren Christian Private School, and Washington Elementary. Other schools not identified
include Plaza de la Raza Child Development Services, Reuben Salazar Continuation School,
George Washington Elementary School, and Plaza de la Raza Head Start. The majority of these
schools are within a block or two of the Washington Boulevard Alternative right of way. The
Draft EIS/EIR also describes that many children walk to and from these schools. At-grade
crossings in the immediate vicinity of these schools pose a significant safety hazard, particularly
with respect to young school children. The Draft EIS/EIR fails to evaluate the potential for
accidents involving school children walking to school at each of these sites, instead blindly
relying on general mitigation measures from the SR 60 Alternative that have very little if
anything to do with mitigating the risk of at-grade crossings. In particular, none of the
operational mitigation measures specifically address school children nor require that crossing
barriers and fences be installed along the at-grade portions of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative to protect them from accidents. Draft EIS/EIR Mitigation Measure 4.16-xxiv
generally describes that "the diverse needs of different types of travelers, including students,
senior citizens, disabled citizens, and low-income citizens would be addressed through a formal
educational and outreach campaign." But what does this mean? It certainly doesn't require
protective barriers or fencing. And how effective would this be in protecting school children?
Further, application of mitigation does not substitute for conducting the requisite analysis and
providing that information to the public, which was not done here.
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4.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Adequately Analyze the Washington
Boulevard Alternative's Impact on Emergency Providers, Including
Response Times and the Need for New or Expanded Facilities.

Despite acknowledging significant and unavoidable impacts at sixteen intersections, the
proliferation of at-grade crossings, the existence of heavy truck traffic, and the elimination of a
traffic lanes on Washington Boulevard and Garfield Avenue, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to conduct
any meaningful assessment as to whether such conditions will impact emergency responders and
facilities. We submit that this is critical information which must be disclosed. Will the existence
of these factors significantly delay emergency response times? Will responders be overly taxed
with new safety incidents or otherwise delayed in responding due to project traffic conditions
such that new or expanded facilities located closer to the LRT will be required?
The lack of analysis and disclosure is particularly egregious in light of the fact that
Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital is located near the terminus of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative at Washington Boulevard and Lambert Road. Emergency responders must access
Presbyterian's emergency room facilities from the Washington Boulevard and Lambert Road
intersection, negotiating identified significant and unavoidable impacts along Washington
Boulevard and any trickle-down impacts at other nearby streets. Notably, the Draft EIS/EIR
discloses that the Washington Boulevard and Lambert Road intersection will be at deficient LOS
F even without the project in during the PM peak hour. Moreover, in concluding that the
Washington Boulevard Alternative would not significantly impact emergency services, the Draft
EIS/EIR relies on general mitigation measures that do not directly addresses the above-described
issue. Again, these traffic impacts will significantly impair the provision of emergency services;
the Draft EIS/EIR must disclose how and to what degree.
C.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Adequately Evaluate and Disclose Critical
Construction and Operational Noise Impacts Caused By the Washington
Boulevard Alternative.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that there are over 2,100 sensitive receptors along the
Washington Boulevard Alternative, consisting of homes, schools, churches and hospitals. A
number of these sensitive receptors are historic, such as the Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary High
School where second story classroom windows will be located immediately adjacent to the
proposed aerial LRT tracks along Garfield Avenue. The SR 60 Alternative has less than half the
number of sensitive receptors (less than 900), and they are generally located farther away from
the noise source than as compared to the Washington Boulevard Alternative. Construction
activities also will be more intense under the Washington Boulevard Alternative, lasting six
years as compared to four years under the SR 60 Alternative. The differences between the two
alternatives translate into higher noise levels impacting more people on the Washington
Boulevard Alternative. In fact, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's noise level will exceed
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the FTA's moderate noise impact criteria at 135 residences and one school along the at-grade
sections of the track, a far greater number than under the SR 60 Alternative.
As such, it is critically important that these numerous sensitive receptors along the
Washington Boulevard Alternative fully understand the noise levels to which they will be
subjected for a prolonged period of time and whether those levels will significantly and
adversely impact their daily lives. Unfortunately, however, the Draft EIS/EIR stops short of
providing the information necessary for the general public to understand the true impact of a sixyear construction period and extensive and ongoing operations near sensitive residences and
schools. In the case of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, these omissions are meaningful.
1-

The Draft EIS/EIR Noise Analysis Omits Meaningful Consideration of
Critical Sensitive Receptors That Are Not Adequately Represented by the
11 Monitoring Sites Selected for the Washington Boulevard Alternative.

The Draft EIS/EIR measured baseline noise levels at eleven monitoring sites purportedly
representative of the over 2,100 sensitive receptors along the Washington Boulevard Alternative
that may be impacted by the project. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.9-4.) However, this list is far too
truncated. There are a number of sensitive receptors that are not adequately represented by the
monitoring sites because they may experience significantly different and/or more intense noise
impacts due to particular site characteristics, distance from noise generators, and other factors.
Moreover, these sites will be subjected to multiple project noise sources that must be fully
accounted for. CEQA Guidelines Appendix G noise threshold (c) requires one to determine
whether the project would result in "a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project." Without an actual baseline noise
level and a corresponding analysis of the combined project noise at these important sensitive
receptors, this threshold cannot be meaningfully satisfied.
•

Residences on Lambert Road

The Draft EIS/EIR does not include a single monitoring site on Lambert Road near the
location of the proposed Lambert station and park and ride facility. This area is presently
congested with traffic from the Home Depot shopping center and Presbyterian Intercommunity
Hospital, and has nearby homes within feet of the Washington Boulevard Alternative right of
way. The single family homes located on the east side of Lambert Road generally between
Washington Boulevard and Hydro Drive will receive the full brunt of combined project noise
from increased traffic, the Lambert station, the 1,020 space park and ride facility, idling feeder
buses at the station, and two track switches. Similarly, the homes on Pennant Place also will be
severely impacted by the aforementioned noise sources. Currently, these homes are shielded
from traffic and other noise on Lambert Road by three commercial warehouse structures fronting
Lambert Road. However, those structures will be demolished to accommodate the Lambert
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station and park and ride facility, removing this important noise buffer. Existing traffic noise by
itself, without the noise buffer, may significantly impact these homes. The addition of combined
project noise will only intensify the impact. And given that the LRT will operate throughout
most of the night, both daytime and nighttime noise must be fully analyzed.
•

Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary School and Nearby Homes

The Draft EIS/EIR fails to include a noise monitoring site at the historic Cantwell-Sacred
Heart of Mary School or analyze the particularities of project noise at this specific sensitive
receptor. This school has classrooms located at approximately Garfield Avenue and Madison
Avenue, mere feet from the proposed Washington Boulevard Alternative right of way and aerial
track. In fact, the second story classroom windows will be at approximately the same height as,
and looking directly at, the aerial track. Tracks that are elevated on an aerial structure will
typically produce noise levels that are four decibels higher than tracks at grade. This increase in
noise level is due to the radiation of the aerial structure as well as more efficient sound
propagation from a source that is at a higher elevation. (Create Railroad Noise Model User
Guide, Harris, Miller, Miller & Hanson, Inc. (2006), p. 5.)13 Moreover, project plans indicate
that multiple noise-causing track switches will be located on the elevated tracks near the second
story classroom windows and that wheel squeal could result from the tight radius turn on the
track at this location. Finally, the school is located less than one block away from the Whittier
station, and will be subject to kiss and ride traffic, traffic from those parking in the neighborhood
and riding transit, feeder buses, and other general station noise.
These factors will also severely impact the residences in the same general location on the
opposite side of Washington Boulevard. These residences have second-story bedroom windows
that will directly face the aerial tracks. Moreover, most of these residences do not have central
air and will be sleeping at night with their windows open.
•

Residences on Pico Vista Road, Near Washington Boulevard

These residents living on Pico Vista Road, adjacent to the San Gabriel Coastal Basin,
currently enjoy a relatively quiet environment. They are removed from Washington Boulevard
by a large setback area and their backyards front the San Gabriel River. For these reasons, this
location is considerably different than the other "representative" monitoring sites. Moreover,
they will be subjected to significantly more intense and different project noise. For one, the
Washington Boulevard Alternative proposes to demolish the corner house at 7004 Pico Vista
Road that is the closest to Washington Boulevard and replace it with a noise generating traction
power substation. The demolition of this house not only introduces a new noise source for the

13 Available

from U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Railroad Administration website,
https://www.fra.dot.gOv/eLib/details/L03728#pl_z5_gD_lRE_y2006, accessed on October 13, 2014.
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remaining nearby homes in the form of a substation, but also removes the noise barrier shielding
the home at 7010 Pico Vista from traffic (and future light rail) noise on Washington Boulevard.
Lastly, the aerial crossing option would further increase noise levels received by these sensitive
receptors as compared to at-grade tracks.
•

Mexican American Opportunity Foundation Child Care Center.

The Draft EIS/EIR does not discuss or analyze the licensed daycare facility at the
Mexican American Opportunity Foundation Child Care Center located on 401 N. Garfield
Avenue. Young children are particularly susceptible to noise impacts. The noise from the aerial
crossing (including the potential for wheel squeal as described below), without any intervening
noise buffers, must be analyzed.
2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Account for the Cumulative Effect of Noise on
Nearby Homes and Schools.

The cumulative noise impacts of train whistles, horns and crossing bells in such close
proximity to sensitive receptors, with train frequencies as often as every 2 1/2 minutes will
severely impact residences and schools along the Washington Boulevard Alternative. For
example, the single family homes located on the east side of Lambert Road generally between
Washington Boulevard and Hydro Drive will receive the full force of combined project noise
from increased traffic, the Lambert station, the 1,020 space park and ride facility, idling feeder
buses at the station, two track switches, as well as existing noise from the Home Depot shopping
center and Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital. There will only be short period of time during
the daytime and evening hours seven days a week when crossing bells, train whistles and horns
will not be heard ringing for the adjacent homes that lie within feet of all of these noise sources,
thus permanently eliminating all quiet time and affecting residents' ability to sleep.
And it's not just bells, whistles and traffic noise; the Draft EIS/EIR failed to account for
the combined noise impact of any operational noise sources, such as from LRT vehicles
generally, special track work, traction power substations, park and ride facilities, and
maintenance yards. The Draft EIS/EIR should describe which sensitive receptors would receive
noise from more than one of these noise sources and quantify the combined noise levels to
determine the cumulative impact. Consideration of each noise source, by itself in a vacuum,
without considering their combined effect on sensitive receptors violates CEQA.
3.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Account for Critical Project Details that Will
Lead to Higher Noise Levels at Sensitive Receptors Near the Washington
Boulevard Alternative.
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•

Potential for Wheel Squeal.

The Noise and Vibration Technical Memorandum describes that wheel squeal will not
occur because the curves along the track "are expected to be longer than 65 feet (the distance
associated with the onset of wheel squeal)." (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix T: Noise and Vibration
Technical Memorandum, p. 25.) Please substantiate the assertion that radius curves longer than
65 feet will not generate wheel squeal. More importantly, there appears to be at least four major
turns in the Washington Boulevard Alternative that may have tighter radius turns than even 65
feet, and therefore would generate wheel squeal that must be analyzed. The sharp turns are
located at: (1) Via Campo/Garfield Avenue; (2) Garfield Avenue at approximately Beverly
Boulevard; (3) Garfield Avenue between approximately Madison Avenue and Repetto Avenue;
and (4) Garfield Avenue at Washington Boulevard. Importantly, the Cantwell-Sacred Heart of
Mary High School is located directly adjacent to the bend at the Garfield Avenue and Madison
Avenue. It is particularly important that wheel squeal be analyzed in this location, given the
proximity to the school, residences, and its aerial configuration.
•

Demolition of Commercial Buildings That Serve as Noise Buffers for Residential
Homes.

As described above, this includes the aforementioned homes on Pennant Place as well as
on Pico Vista Road. Noise impacts at these receptors will increase merely by the removal of the
noise buffers; pfoject noise will further exacerbate these conditions.
•

Removal of Mature Trees That Line the West Side of Garfield Avenue Between
Via Paseo and Beverly Boulevard.

These mature trees shield existing residences along Garfield Avenue from traffic noise,
especially the second story bedroom windows that are within feet of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative right of way and almost at eye level to the aerial tracks. There are also trees on the
east side of Garfield buffering classrooms at the Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary School.
•

Lack of Central Air, Necessitating That Residents Sleep with Open Windows At
Night During Operation of the Washington Boulevard Alternative.

For example, the Draft EIS/EIR does not consider that most homes on Garfield Avenue,
have second story bedroom windows that will be within feet of the aerial track and at
approximately the same elevation. Most of these homes do not have central air conditioning, and
thus, the occupants likely will be sleeping at night for a significant part of the year with their
windows open during project operations.
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4.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Perform a Meaningful Analysis of Potential
Noise Impacts Caused by the Park and Ride Facilities.

Although the contemplated park and ride facilities would be located within close
proximity to sensitive receptors, the Draft EIS/EIR appears to forego any meaningful analysis as
to their noise impacts. (See Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.9-23 stating that the "Washington Boulevard
LRT Alternative would have potential sources of noise and vibration during operations: LRV
passbys, warning bells associated with at-grade crossings, special track work, TPSS (traction
power substation) facilities and maintenance yard activities," but ignoring park and ride stations.)
The Draft EIS/EIR must analyze noise impacts on nearby sensitive receptors from idling cars,
slamming doors, honking horns, brakes, car alarms, traffic ingress and egress, idling feeder buses
and other loud parking structure noises.
5.

The Draft EIS/EIR Improperly Omits Consideration of Project Traffic
Noise in Determining Noise Impacts.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that it did not analyze project traffic noise because VMT
and VHT would increase by less than one percent between the 2035 No Build and LRT build
alternatives, and that such increase would not be acoustically perceptible. (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix T: Noise and Vibration Technical Memorandum, p. 25.) This justification is flawed
for a number of reasons. First, traffic noise levels are influenced by, among other things, traffic
volumes not by traffic miles or hours traveled. Here, the traffic study shows that traffic volumes
will be generally higher on Garfield Avenue and Washington Boulevard in Year 2035 than they
are now. Moreover, the Washington Boulevard Alternative in particular will add additional
traffic to the study area. Thus, overall traffic noise levels, including project traffic noise, will be
higher and should be so analyzed. Second, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to recognize that the
Washington Boulevard Alternative will change traffic patterns, as compared to existing
conditions and the No-Build Alternative, concentrating more traffic in areas near the stations and
park and ride facilities. This additional traffic, more heavily concentrated in specific places
along the line will cause more noise in those places that must be considered. Third, roads with
more vehicles are generally louder, even if such vehicles are in congested conditions. Engine
idling, exhaust, braking and other noises contribute to overall noise levels. This is especially true
in this case, where project traffic conditions will create significant and unavoidable traffic
impacts leading to gridlock at sixteen intersections. Moreover, traffic noise must be considered
in combination with other project noise to understand the true combined noise impact on nearby
sensitive receptors.
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6.

The Draft EIS/EIR Omits Material Information Necessary to Determine
the Adequacy of the Noise Analysis.

Please describe precisely where measurements were taken relative to the noise sources
and sensitive receptors, the date and time in which measurements were taken, the meteorological
conditions which can affect noise, and surrounding site conditions. Please also describe how
such measured noise levels were adjusted to account for traffic growth to Year 2035 conditions.
This data is necessary to understand whether these representative baseline measurements
accurately represent existing and Year 2035 ambient noise conditions. Please describe the
distance of each of the eleven monitoring sites to the applicable project noise sources that may
impact each of the sites. This data is necessary to understand whether these noise sources are
truly representative of other important sensitive receptors in the community.
For construction, please identify the following critical details: (1) distance of each
sensitive receptor to closest construction activity(ies); (2) all construction activities/construction
noise sources that potentially may generate noise at each sensitive receptor and the length of time
each of those construction activities will last; (3) distance of sensitive receptor from major
construction noise activities such as staging areas, park and ride demolition and construction
sites, maintenance yard demolition and construction site, and guideway construction; and (4) the
combined construction noise that can be expected at the property line of each of the noise
monitoring locations.
To help illustrate the extent of the noise impacts, please provide maps identifying all
sensitive receptors located within 500 feet of: (1) any construction activity/noise source; and, (2)
in the case of operations, the Washington Boulevard Alternative right of way. Without the
aforementioned information, one simply cannot properly understand the noise impacts, much
less determine whether or not such sites actually are representative of the more than 2,100
sensitive receptors located along the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
7.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Consider Significant Project Construction
Noise Generators.

Here, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to consider noise emanating from construction truck
hauling, changes in traffic patterns and related increases in traffic at certain street segments and
intersections caused by eliminating lanes and closing roads, and construction work to widen
roadways, demolish buildings and remove and reinstall utilities and other infrastructure. These
are all significant contributors to noise that must be accounted for.
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8.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Analyze the Construction Impacts on
Greenwood Elementary School.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that there will be a construction staging area/yard on the site
of the future Greenwood station, at the northeast corner of Greenwood Avenue and Washington
Boulevard. This construction yard and station will be directly adjacent to the Greenwood
Elementary School. Given that construction will be continuous, lasting for a period of six years,
and AM peak hour operations generally coincide with school hours (including during the time
when students will be walking to class), construction and operation of the Washington Boulevard
Alternative may cause significant noise, hazardous air emission, safety, and construction traffic
impacts on the school that must be carefully analyzed.
The adverse impacts of excess noise around a school setting and the need to address
cumulative increases in noise level has been clearly stated by the courts. In Los Angeles Unified
School District v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, the court held that an EIR for
a project that would have increased the noise level around a high school by two decibels in an
area which already exceeded the Department of Health's recommended maximum of 70 decibels
should not have used the improper ratio theory to find that the project's impacts to noise levels
were insignificant. (Id. at 1024-1026.) Greenwood Elementary will suffer continual cumulative
noise impacts during the construction period as well as during operations, given the proximity of
the staging area/station. This increase in noise must be considered together with project
increases in noise from traffic flow.
9.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Analyze the Full Range of Reasonably
Foreseeable Construction Equipment That Will Be Used.

The Draft EIS/EIR fails to analyze the combined noise impact from construction
activities at nearby sensitive receptors, stating that "no specific information on the selection of
equipment for each construction activity is available during the environmental analysis phase of
the project." (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.9-21.) Instead, the noise analysis was limited to a qualitative
assessment assuming operation of the two loudest pieces of equipment at full power over 1 hour.
(Draft EIS/EIR Appendix T: Noise and Vibration Technical Memorandum, p. 23.) The additive
effect of additional equipment operating at the same time cannot be understated and should be
analyzed. Moreover, this information is in fact available. The Draft EIS/EIR describes the
significant construction activities that will be required, including demolition of buildings and site
construction for park and ride facilities and maintenance yards, and both the Draft EIS/EIR and
related technical memorandums describe in detail the type of equipment that likely will be used
for at-grade track laying and aerial guideway construction. (See Draft EIS/EIR, pp. 4.9-20-21;
Draft EIS/EIR Appendix L: Construction Methods Technical Memorandum Addendum, pp. 2-7;
Draft EIS/EIR Appendix L: Construction Methods Technical Memorandum, generally.) Further,
constructing a parking garage or maintenance facility is neither novel nor particularly
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complicated. As such, the construction equipment, including haul trucks, dump trucks,
excavators, loaders, dozers, etc., can and should be assumed and its noise should be quantified
relative to impact on nearby sensitive receptors. Importantly, the Draft EIS/EIR should make
reasonable assumptions and cannot defer this analysis to a later date outside of the EIS/EIR.
D.

The Draft EIS/EIR's Analysis and Disclosure of Aesthetic Impacts is
Inadequate.

The Draft EIS/EIR correctly notes that, under CEQA, a project will create significant
aesthetic impacts if it results in:
•

Substantial adverse effects on a scenic vista;

•

Substantial damage to scenic resources, including but not limited to trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within (a view from) a state scenic highway;

•

Substantial degradation of existing visual character or quality of a site and its
surroundings; or

•

Creation of a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect
daytime or nighttime views in the area. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.6-1.)

In addition to the above criteria, due to the fact that none of the jurisdictions within the
Project area have adopted shade and shadow CEQA thresholds, the Draft EIS/EIR elected to
utilize the City of Los Angeles's thresholds for this impact area. Specifically, a significant shade
and shadow impact would result if new Project-related structures resulted in the shading of
shadow-sensitive uses for more than three hours between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM
Pacific Standard Time (between late October and early April), or for more than four hours
between the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM Pacific Daylight Time (between early April and late
October). (Draft EIS/EIR, pp. 4.6-1:2.)
After adopting potential mitigation measures, the Draft EIS/EIR concluded that zero
significant visual/aesthetic impacts would result from the SR 60 Alternative. In contrast, for the
Washington Boulevard Alternative, the Draft EIS/EIR identified multiple significant and
unavoidable impacts pertaining to visual character and shade and shadow. (Draft EIS/EIR, p.
4.6-5.) These specific impacts, as well as potential additional impacts that the Draft EIS/EIR
failed to account for, are described in more detail below.
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1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Accurately Identifies Two Significant Visual/Aesthetic
Impacts Resulting from the Washington Boulevard Alternative.

The Draft EIS/EIR correctly concludes that construction of the aerial LRT guideway and
required columns straddling the roadway along Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and
Whittier Boulevard will substantially alter the existing visual character of this neighborhood,
which the Draft EIS/EIR describes as consisting of low-scale single-family and multi-family
residential uses. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.6-10.) Renderings of this proposed construction provide
clear evidence of these resulting visual impacts. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.6-11.)
The Draft EIS/EIR also identifies the significant shade and shadow impacts resulting
from the proposed construction along Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and Whittier
Boulevard. Specifically, the existing multi-family residences along Garfield and adjacent to the
former. Rod's Grill Coffee Shop along Garfield Avenue would be shaded for a three-hour period
of time during the summer solstice. During the winter solstice, the Our Lady of Miraculous
Medal Church and adjacent multifamily residences along Garfield Avenue, the former Rod's
Grill Coffee Shop and adjacent multi-family residences along Garfield Avenue, and the
multifamily residences across the street from Cantwell-S acred Heart of Mary High School would
all be shaded for a period of three hours or longer. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.6-12.) Therefore, the
Draft EIS/EIR correctly concludes that these shade/shadow impacts would be significant, and
that no feasible mitigation measures can be implemented to reduce these impacts to a level of
insignificance. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.6-15.)
2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Inappropriately Dismisses the Significance of the
Washington
Boulevard
Alternative's
Construction-Related
Visual/Aesthetic Impacts.

The Draft EIS/EIR summarily dismisses visual/aesthetic impacts caused by construction
of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, despite acknowledging that a large number of such
potential impacts exist. For example, the construction of Segment 2 of the Washington
Boulevard Alternative, along Garfield Avenue between Via Campo and Whittier Boulevard, will
create the following impacts:
•

Existing views being replaced by views of construction walls for patrons of the Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal Church, golfers at the Montebello Golf Course,
recreational patrons at Bicknell Park, patrons of the commercial businesses located
adjacent to the proposed construction staging area and future station site, and
motorists traveling north and south on Garfield Avenue;

•

Existing views being replaced by "vast and evolving views of various phases of
construction" for occupants of residential buildings along Garfield Avenue;
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•

Creation of a "visual nuisance" for patrons of Ashiya Park and students, faculty, and
staff of Cantwell Sacred Heart of Mary High School;

•

"Intersection" of existing views from within the existing Montebello Park Historical
District; and

•

Disturbance of existing views of numerous sensitive uses, including Montebello Golf
Course, Bicknell Park, Our Lady of Miraculous Medal Church, private residences,
Cantwell-Sacred Heart of Mary High School, the "Montebello Welcomes You"
marquee, and Ashiya Park. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix Q: Visual And Aesthetic
Impacts Technical Memorandum, pp. 78-80.)

However, despite describing in detail the significant disruption in existing views both
from and of these sensitive uses, the Draft EIS/EIR simply concludes that these impacts will be
insignificant due to the "short-term" nature of the construction activities. (Id., p. 80.) This
statement is not accurate, as the construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative is
proposed to take a total of approximately six years - hardly a "short-term" activity. By
inappropriately characterizing these construction-related impacts pertaining to visual character
and aesthetics as merely temporary in nature, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze their
significance.
3.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Accurately Assess the Significance of Other
Operation-Related Visual/Aesthetic Impacts Resulting from the
Washington Boulevard Alternative.

Much as the Draft EIS/EIR dismisses the significance of the identified constructionrelated visual and aesthetic impacts of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, it similarly fails to
acknowledge the significance of many of the permanent operational impacts that are identified
for this Alternative. One example of this is the permanent impairment of public views of the San
Gabriel Mountains, Puente Hills, and the City of Los Angeles skyline that will occur as a result
of the construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative. Each of these impaired views are
specifically identified by the Draft EIS/EIR, but the significance of any such impairment is
summarily dismissed for one reason or another. For example, despite the fact that the public
views of the downtown Los Angeles skyline from Washington Boulevard west of Bluff Road are
deemed "exceptional," the impairment of these views is deemed insignificant simply because
Washington Boulevard is not designated as a local scenic highway by the City of Montebello.
(Id., p. 50.) Elsewhere, the Draft EIS/EIR, after noting that the public is able to view the Los
Angeles skyline, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the Puente Hills from along the Washington
Boulevard Alternative alignment, states that these scenic resources "are only visible on clear
days," implying that impairment of these views cannot rise to a level of significance, because
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sometimes atmospheric conditions limit the public's view of these resources. (Draft EIS/EIR, p.
4.6-10.)
These are not adequate assessments of the significance of an impact to a visual resource,
for CEQA does not require such a street or highway to be locally designated as a scenic route in
order to consider an impact to an existing scenic resource to be significant. Furthermore,
nowhere does CEQA consider a scenic resource's significance to vary depending on the level of
haze or smog in the air. While California case law can be understood to be largely deferential to
a lead agency's determinations regarding aesthetic impacts, here the Draft EIS/EIR has not
provided the sufficient factual evidence that is required to support its conclusion that the
Washington Boulevard Alternative's impairment of the public's views of the Los Angeles
skyline, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the Puente Hills will be insignificant. {North Coast
Rivers Alliance v. Marin Municipal Water District Board of Directors (2013) 216 Cal.App.4th
614, 627, citing Eureka Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 147
Cal.App.4th 357, 375-377.)
'
4.

The Draft EIS/EIR Identifies Multiple Potentially Significant Impacts
Resulting from the Construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
But then Fails to Identify Those Same Impacts as Significant During
Operations.

Another example of the Draft EIS/EIR's failure to accurately assess the number and
severity of the visual/aesthetic impacts resulting from the Washington Boulevard Alternative can
be found by looking once again at the Draft EIS/EIR's construction-related visual/aesthetics
impacts section. For instance, as noted above, the construction impacts section describes the
"temporary" visual impacts for users of the Montebello Golf Course and Bicknell Park resulting
from the creation of construction staging areas, use of construction walls, and removal of
existing trees along Garfield Avenue. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix Q: Visual And Aesthetic
Impacts Technical Memorandum, pp. 78-79.) Of course, at the conclusion of these construction
activities, these "temporary" construction impacts will be replaced by the presence of a
permanent aerial LRT guideway placed atop over eighty support columns straddling Garfield
Avenue, and the permanent removal of the trees that currently line the western side of Garfield.
However, in relation to these operational visual and aesthetic impacts, the Draft EIS/EIR simply
concludes that "direct views of the elevated alignment would continue to be obscured by trees
located within Bicknell Park and the Montebello Golf Course. . . [which] would not significantly
alter the views experienced by these two sensitive viewer groups." (Id., p. 88.) This conclusion
is unsupported, for if the construction-related visual impacts could be seen by the patrons of
Bicknell Park and the Montebello Golf Course (and are thought to potentially be significant, but
for the allegedly temporary nature of the construction activities), it does not follow that the
operations-related visual impacts could not be seen due to existing on-site trees within the park
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and golf course. The Draft EIS/EIR's conclusion that this particular operational visual impact is
less than significant is not supported by substantial evidence, and must be further analyzed.
As another example, the Draft EIS/EIR states that the construction of the Whittier
Boulevard station would "temporarily obstruct views, detract from the 'Montebello Welcomes
You' marquee at the city limit line, and alter the visual character along the corridor for the shortterm." (Id., p. 79.) Again, these impacts are deemed insignificant only because of the
"temporary" nature of the construction. (Id.) And once again, following the completion of this
construction, a new aerial LRT station will have been built above Garfield Avenue, therefore
permanently altering the area's previously existing visual character. However, when discussing
operational impacts at this location, the Draft EIS/EIR concludes that "although new visual
elements associated with the station and park and ride structure may contrast with the existing
scale of the surrounding area, it may also enhance the commercial character of the area." (Id., p.
91.) The Draft EIS/EIR goes on to state that, following construction of the Whittier Boulevard
station, partial views of the "Montebello Welcomes You" sign will still be available from the
station location, and clear views of the sign from Whittier Boulevard will exist. (Id.) Therefore,
the Draft EIS/EIR concludes, "visual impacts at this location would be less than significant."
(Id.) Again, it is completely inconsistent for the Draft EIS/EIR to note that potentially
significant impacts would result from the construction of the proposed LRT guideway and
station at Whittier Boulevard, but then conclude that the as-built guideway and stations would
not result in any significant visual impacts.
Finally, the Draft EIS/EIR notes the existence of the Montebello Park Historic District,
which "represents one of the largest and most defined master planned residential communities in
the Los Angeles region from the mid-1920s." (Id., p. 47.) The Draft EIS/EIR further states that:
Implementation of the aerial guideway along Garfield Avenue
would intersect views from Northside Drive, Olympic Boulevard,
and Southside Drive within the historical district, a location that is
visually sensitive. Residential viewers typically have a high level
of sensitivity to any changes to foreground views due to their
desire to preserve an attractive neighborhood environment near
their homes. The residential areas located immediately adjacent to
the alignment would have views of construction activities
associated with building the aerial structures. . . . [T]his would
temporarily affect the neighborhood. . .
(Id., p. 79.)(Emphasis
added)
Then, when describing the operational impacts of the Washington Boulevard Alternative upon
the Montebello Park Historic District, the Draft EIS/EIR once again describes the high level of
sensitivity of the residents of the district to impacts on their foreground views, and confirms that
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"the homes located immediately adjacent to the alignment would have vast views of the columns
and aerial guideway." (Id., p. 91.) Notwithstanding these repeated acknowledgments of
residents' high sensitivity to changes in the foreground views, and confirmation that these
foreground views will in fact change due to the Washington Boulevard Alternative, the Draft
EIS/EIR concludes, without providing any supporting evidence, that any such changes will result
in less than significant visual or aesthetic impacts, because the street layout within the historical
district will not itself be "damaged or removed." (Id.) To raise the issue of a particularly high
sensitivity to changes in visual character, confirm that such changes will in fact occur, and then
explain away the significance of any visual impacts by claiming that these are not in fact the type
of changes that "count" as significant impacts, is wholly unsatisfactory in an environmental
document.
The Draft EIS/EIR does describe the existence of several significant and unavoidable
visual and aesthetic impacts along the Washington Boulevard Alternative. However, by
repeatedly engaging in the unsupported form of analysis described above, the Draft EIS/EIR
ends up significantly understating both the number and severity of specific visual and aesthetic
impacts that will be created by the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
5.

The Draft EIS/EIR's Proposed Mitigation Measures for Certain Identified
Visual/Aesthetic Impacts Are Inadequately Defined and Lack
Performance Standards.

By failing to adequately define specific mitigation measures for the loss of existing trees
along the Washington Boulevard Alternative's alignment, the Draft EIS/EIR is deficient.
Specifically, due to the proposed alignment down the middle of Washington Boulevard, this
Alternative will require the removal of all existing trees located in existing medians.
Furthermore, along portions of the alignment where bends are required (i.e., Garfield
Boulevard), existing trees along each side of the roadway will also need to be removed.
However, the Draft EIS/EIR's mitigation measures to mitigate the impacts caused by the
removal of these trees are vague, undefined, and inadequate.
Specifically identified trees that will need to be removed include:
•

Mature trees along both sides of Garfield Avenue near the Montebello Golf Course
and Bicknell Park (which are a "dominant visual feature") (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 45.);

•

Street trees lining Garfield Avenue near Cantwell Sacred Heart of Mary High School
(which "provide shade") (Id.);

•

Large mature trees in the median of Washington Boulevard between Bluff Road and
the end of the Rio Hondo Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds (which are "a visually
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defining feature") (Id., p. 50.);
•

Trees in the landscaped median of Washington Boulevard to the east and west of
Passons Boulevard (which were planted by the City of Pico Rivera to "protect the
neighborhood's visual quality and provide a buffer between the residential area and
Washington Boulevard") (Id., p. 53.); and

•

Mature palm trees in the median of Washington Boulevard in the City of Santa Fe
Springs (which "create a strong vertical element for the length of Washington
Boulevard" and "are a visually defining feature of the community") (Id., p. 55.).

Given the language in the Draft EIS/EIR about the important role that these identified trees play
in defining the visual character of the neighborhoods along the Washington Boulevard
Alternative alignment, it would be expected that the Draft EIS/EIR would provide great detail
regarding the proposed mitigation for the loss of these visual resources. This is not the case.
Instead, the Draft EIS/EIR has provided only minimal information regarding its proposed
mitigation of these tree removals. For example, the Draft EIS/EIR claims the permanent removal
of the mature trees in the Washington Boulevard median where it bisects the Rio Hondo Coastal
Basin Spreading Grounds will be mitigated by relocating or replacing those trees on both sides of
Washington Boulevard to "recreate a visual effect similar to what currently exists." (Id., p. 80.)
However, nowhere does the Draft EIS/EIR mandate the number or type of trees that would be
replaced or relocated to the sides of Washington Boulevard, nor does it include any assessment
of how the aesthetics of the replaced or relocated trees would be "similar" in comparison to the
visual character that exists today. In fact, the conceptual visual simulation of the proposed LRT
in this precise location shows no new or replaced trees along the sides of Washington Boulevard.
(Id., Figure 5-12, p. 98.)
The Draft EIS/EIR proposes the same relocation/replacement of trees from the median to
the sides of Washington Boulevard for the tall palm trees in Santa Fe Springs (Draft EIS/EIR
Appendix Q, p. 82.) But again, no specific planting/replanting plan is provided, nor is there any
assessment or simulation of what the "recreated" visual character of Washington Boulevard
might look like afterwards. CEQA requires that substantial evidence supports a lead agency's
conclusion that a mitigation measure will reduce an impact to a less than significant level.
0Oakland Heritage Alliance v. City of Oakland (2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 884, 898-899.) By
failing to include such substantial evidence, the Draft EIS/EIR's claim that the removal of the
existing trees along the Washington Boulevard Alternative alignment can be mitigated cannot be
seen as plausible.
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E.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Account for Critical Project Components that
Will Contribute Additional Air Emissions.

The Draft EIS/EIR fails to account for the large amount of building demolition that will
be required to accommodate the Washington Boulevard Alternative. These demolition activities
will be substantial and much more intense, requiring at least 49 buildings to be torn down (as
compared to around eight under the SR 60 Alternative). This will result in greater hazardous air
emissions during construction. With regard to operational air emissions, the Washington
Boulevard Alternative will cause significant and unavoidable traffic impacts at sixteen local
intersections (as compared to none under the SR 60 Alternative). This translates to sixteen
congested intersections, where cars and trucks will be queued up and idling for extended periods
of time. Extended vehicle idling caused by traffic delays emits hazardous air contaminants that
must be accounted for.
1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Meaningfully Describe Building Demolition
Activities. Including Total Cubic Feet of Buildings That Will Be
Demolished, or Quantify and Analyze the Substantial Construction Air
Emissions That Would Result.

Although the Draft EIS/EIR is unclear, it appears that at least 49 buildings would be
demolished under the Washington Boulevard Alternative.14 Such activities will result in
additional air emissions that are unaccounted for in the Draft EIS/EIR. Demolition activity and
soil disturbance creates fugitive particulate matter (PM) dust. Such activities also result in
exhaust emissions of PM and oxides of nitrogen from fuel combustion for mobile heavy-duty
diesel and gasoline-powered equipment, haul trucks, and worker commute trips. Demolition of
structures and earth disturbances may also result in airborne entrainment of asbestos. Given the
significant amount of demolition activities required under the Washington Boulevard Alternative and
the proximity to sensitive receptors, this phase must be analyzed.
2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Analyze CO Hot Spots at 16 Intersections That
Will Have Significant and Unavoidable Traffic Impacts.

A carbon monoxide (CO) hot spot is a localized concentration of CO that is above the
state or national 1-hour or 8-hour CO ambient air standards. Localized high levels of CO are
associated with traffic congestion and idling or slow-moving vehicles. Numerous studies have
established that a larger number of cars operating at optimal speed will emit fewer air
14 The

Draft EIS/EIR describes that the Washington Boulevard Alternative would "acquire" 65 parcels, including
partial acquisition as easement of five parcels, partial acquisition in fee of six parcels, and full acquisition of 54
parcels. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 4.3-11-15.) Draft EIS/EIR Table 4.3-6 shows that most of these parcels are improved
with buildings with various uses. Based on this table, there appear to be at least 49 buildings that would demolished,
although total cubic yards is unclear.
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contaminants than a smaller number of cars idling for long periods at congested intersections.
Here, the Washington Boulevard Alternative will create significant and unavoidable impacts at
sixteen intersections, leading to increased CO levels from congestion and vehicle idling. Most of
these intersections are near sensitive receptors, including homes and schools. However, the
Draft EIS/EIR fails to consider the majority of these intersections or account for the additional
CO that will be emitted from more cars idling at these intersections for longer periods of time.
The South Coast Air Quality Management District ("SCAQMD") recommends that a
local CO hotspot analysis be conducted if the intersection meets one of the following criteria: 1)
the intersection is at LOS D or worse and where the project increases the volume to capacity
ratio by 2 percent, or 2) the project decreases LOS at an intersection from C to D. The Draft
EIS/EIR focuses on the first criteria but ignores the second. Notably, there are a number of
intersections that are in close proximity to sensitive receptors which satisfy SCAQMD's second
criterion and therefore require a CO hotspot analysis to determine whether they will be
significantly impacted by the project (see e.g., intersections 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and
34). This information is critical to an informed decision and the failure to analyze and disclose
these impacts renders the air analysis under the Washington Boulevard Alternative deficient.
F.

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Would Have a Greater Potential for
Impacts from Release of Hazardous Materials in Contaminated Soil and/or
Groundwater.

As previously described in Section I.M (above), both build alternatives cross over
locations which contain hazardous materials. Although impacts can be mitigated to less than
significant, the Draft EIS/EIR determined that the Washington Boulevard Alternative would
have a greater potential for impacts from release of hazardous materials in contaminated soil
and/or groundwater and exposure to sensitive receptors because it would be located within
residential neighborhoods in close proximity to schools and other sensitive receptors. (Draft
EIS/EIR, p. 4.11-40.) This is meaningful, especially considering that the Washington Boulevard
Alternative will place the at-grade Lambert Road station and park and ride facility directly over
this active contamination site.
A part of the SR 60 Alternative aerial alignment (and North Side Design Variation)
would pass through the Operating Industries, Inc. ("OH") former landfill site, within the Caltrans
right-of-way. The EPA has issued final Records of Decision for cleanup remedies at the site, the
site has been covered with a clay cap, and remediation continues to be successfully implemented.
Moreover, the approved Monterey Park Marketplace Project located on Potrero Drive will be
constructed just north of the former Oil landfill site in the same general area as the SR 60
Alternative. The certified EIR for this project did not identify a significant cancer risk associated
with proximity to the Oil landfill for employees and patrons at the commercial site or impacts
from landfill remediation activities.
(Draft EIS/EIR Appendix V:
Geotechnical
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/Seismic/Hazardous Materials Technical Memorandum, p. 53.) Importantly, the Draft EIS/EIR
concluded that mitigation requiring compliance with federal, state and local laws and regulations
during construction and operations would ensure impacts are less than significant.
The Washington Boulevard Alternative overlies a portion of the Omega Chemical
Corporation OU2 groundwater plume, where high concentrations of volatile organic compounds
occur in the groundwater. The Lambert Road station and park and ride facilities would be
constructed at-grade, over this plume. Importantly, the Draft EIS/EIR determined that: (1) there
is the potential for intrusion vapors from the groundwater plume into at-grade structures; (2)
further investigation of soil vapor concentrations at proposed station locations and park and ride
areas would be warranted to determine if there would be a concerns from vapor intrusion of
VOCs into buildings; and (3) overall, there is a greater potential for impacts from release of
hazardous materials in contaminated soil and/or groundwater and exposure to sensitive receptors
because the Washington Boulevard Alternative would be located within residential
neighborhoods in close proximity to schools and other sensitive receptors. (Draft EIS/EIR, pp.
4.11-39-40.)
'
G.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Consider of Loss of Sales Tax and Other Local
Revenue, As Well as the Potential for Urban Decay that Could Result from
Implementation of the Washington Boulevard Alternative.

NEPA requires the consideration of the economic effects of a proposed action. Here, the
Draft EIS/EIR makes several unsupported assumptions and conclusions and otherwise unduly
limits consideration of economic impacts to the loss of property tax revenue. This provides an
incomplete picture of the negative economic impacts that will result from construction and
operation of the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
Construction of the Washington Boulevard Alternative will last up to six years,
permanently displacing 58 businesses and approximately 633 employees; 17 more businesses
and 144 more employees if the Santa Fe Springs Maintenance Yard is selected. It will also
seriously disrupt commercial and industrial businesses that remain by impairing customer access
and parking, reducing visibility of commercial signs and businesses, and impeding goods
movement down Washington Boulevard including access to the numerous local warehouses and
distribution centers. These foreseeable economic impacts must be considered and disclosed.
Rather than performing the requisite analysis, the Draft EIS/EIR simply concludes that
construction impacts are "temporary," and any resulting negative economic consequences during
this period will be recovered by the construction jobs created. This is flawed. For one, six years
of continuous construction is far from temporary. Even a single year of poor sales can force a
local proprietor out of business or otherwise incentivize a business to relocate out of the area.
Relatedly, new businesses will not move into an area that will be under construction for multiple
years. This not only impacts those business owners currently operating on an individual basis,
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but also the local jurisdiction in which they operate due to lost property and sales tax revenue,
business license fees, utility user taxes, parking revenue, and other business and resident-based
revenues. The Draft EIS/EIR makes no attempt to quantify or value this in any way.
The Draft EIS/EIR also misleadingly equates the likely loss of local revenue with the
potential gain of construction job earnings. These two are not the same for a variety of reasons.
For one, businesses and employees that have been displaced obviously cannot simply pick up
and become construction workers, working on the Washington Boulevard Line. Thus, they will
be individually and significantly impacted. The ability for them to find new locations for their
business and new jobs is dependent on a host of factors that are not adequately assessed here.
Moreover, displacing local businesses during the six-year construction period but adding
construction jobs does not make the impacted jurisdiction whole. It instead effectuates a form of
wealth transfer, decreasing local property, sales tax and other revenues that would have
otherwise been paid to cities, but increasing earnings of outside construction companies working
on the LRT. These companies do not generate local sales tax dollars nor do they pay local
property taxes; thus, the majority of this lost revenue never makes it back into the local economy.
Moreover, there are no assurances that these construction jobs will even be local hires. Again,
this is a six-year construction period. The economic impacts during construction need to be
taken more seriously.
With regard to operations, the Draft EIS/EIR unduly limits its consideration of economic
impacts to property tax revenue, which is only part of the equation. Loss of sales tax is a major
city revenue that must be accounted for. Although cities vary widely, on average, sales and use
tax revenue provides 30 percent of city's general purpose revenue and often as much as 45
percent. (League of California Cities: A Primer on California City Finance, March 2005.)15
The loss of this revenue attributed to the displacement of existing businesses and interruption of
those that remain during construction must be disclosed, as well as revenue from business license
fees, utility user taxes, parking revenue, and other business and resident-based revenues. Finally,
it is clear that while proximity to access points at rail stations may have a positive influence on
business, proximity to just the light rail line itself without close access to the station may have
negative economic impacts. These properties would still be subject to the negative externalities
such as noise and traffic and but would not receive the benefits of associated with accessibility.
The Draft EIS/ER must study and disclose this.
Given the economic concerns expressed above, the potential for physical urban decay
impacts to occur during the six year construction period must be evaluated. Displacement of
businesses and jobs, loss of city revenue that could otherwise be used to remediate blighted
areas, reduced sales for businesses that remain during the six year construction period, and the
substantial disruption of goods movement along Washington Boulevard (due to traffic impacts
Available at http://www.californiacityfinance.com/FinancePrimer05.pdf, accessed on October 13, 2014.
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and incompatible uses) could lead to blighted conditions in the area. CEQA Guidelines section
15131(b) states that "[e]conomic or social effects of a project may be used to determine the
significance of physical changes caused by a project. For example, if the construction of a new
freeway or rail line divides an existing community, the construction would be the physical
change, but the social effect on the community would be the basis for determining that the effect
would be significant." Here, in addition to significant local economic impacts, the Washington
Boulevard Alternative also would impose significant and unavoidable social and physical
impacts on the community, dividing an existing neighborhood, imposing significant
shade/shadows during daytime hours, degrading community aesthetics, and increasing traffic
congestion. These factors could combine to create urban decay, and the affected cities would
have substantially less money to remedy them.
H.

The Washington Boulevard Alternative Will Result in a Loss of Privacy for
Area Residents and Schools.

Residents along the east side of Garfield Avenue between Via Paseo and Beverly
Boulevard will lose much of their existing privacy if Washington Boulevard Alternative is
constructed with aerial tracks that would run directly in front of their second story bedroom
windows. The same can be said for the high school-aged children at Cantwell-Sacred Heart of
Mary High School, where the aerial track would have a direct view into second-story classrooms
and school grounds. This would constitute a "taking" of a reasonable expectation of privacy that
these homes and schools currently have. The Draft EIS/EIR provides no discussion of this at all
and it does not mitigate the loss of privacy that would occur.
I.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Substantiate the Feasibility of Mitigating the
Washington Boulevard Alternative's Significant Impact on the Historic
Chinese Garden Restaurant.

The Draft EIS/EIR describes that there is only one historic property (Helms Bakery) and
one CEQA historic resource (Chinese Garden Restaurant) located in the area of the SR 60
Alternative, and neither would be significantly impacted. By comparison, the Washington
Boulevard Alternative has 13 historic properties and three additional CEQA historic resources.
Further, the Washington Boulevard Alternative requires the demolition of the Chinese Garden
Restaurant to accommodate the Garfield Avenue station. While this impact arguably could be
mitigated by relocating the building, the overall impact to historic resources is nonetheless
greater under the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
Moreover, the Draft EIS/EIR does not provide any evidence as to whether relocation of
the Chinese Garden Restaurant actually is feasible. Is there sufficient room on the existing site
to accommodate the relocated building? In the alternative, is there a similar lot available on
Garfield Avenue that could accommodate this building and that is compatible with the character
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and use of the original location. Is the building in a condition such that it could withstand
relocation without incurring damage to important historical characteristics? That this relocation
can actually be feasibly accomplished must be substantiated. Should this measure prove
infeasible, the Washington Boulevard Alternative's impact to this historic resource would be
significant and unavoidable. (Draft EIS/EIR Appendix Y: Cultural Resources Technical
Memorandum, pp. 73, 94.)
J.

The Draft EIS/EIR Omits Consideration of Future Projects that Will
Combine with the Washington Boulevard Alternative to Impact Traffic

A cumulative impact consists of an impact which is created as a result of the combination
of the project together with other past, present, or future projects causing related impacts.
(CEQA Guidelines § 15130(a)(1).) The Draft EIS/EIR must analyze the cumulative impacts of
the project in combination with past, present and foreseeable future projects, and not in relation
to them. (CEQA Guidelines § 15130, 15355.) The agency also should define the geographic
scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect and provide a reasonable explanation for the
geographic limitation used. (CEQA Guidelines § 15130(b)(3).)
1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Omits Consideration of Simultaneous Closure of
Multiple At-Grade Crossings Along the Washington Boulevard
Alternative and UPRR Crossings.

The Washington Boulevard Alternative proposes twelve at-grade crossings, ten of which
are located on Washington Boulevard. Two different segments along Washington Boulevard
each consist of four crossings in short succession within approximately 1/4 mile for the
following streets: (1) Paramount Boulevard, Crossway Drive, Rosemead Boulevard, and
Passons Boulevard, and (2) after the San Gabriel River, Pioneer Boulevard, Norwalk Boulevard,
Broadway Avenue and Sorenson Avenue. Most of these streets are major arterials. The
cumulative traffic impact of nearly simultaneous closure of all four streets where they intersect
Washington Boulevard will be significant since the light rail crosses these streets as frequently as
every 2 1/2 minutes with crossing gates preventing north/south traffic flow for up to 40 seconds
per train crossing. (Draft EIS/EIR, 4.16-5.) The Draft EIS/EIR did not study the cumulative
impacts of the four intersections being closed virtually simultaneously within 1/4 of a mile.
These impacts will be further intensified when trains on the UPRR tracks north of the site cross
Vail, Maple, and Greenwood Avenues, as well as Montebello Boulevard. These trains currently
block traffic when traveling across these at-grade crossings. The Draft EIS/EIR must account for
the above-stated present and future conditions in determining the Washington Boulevard
Alternative's cumulative impacts.
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2.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Consider Cumulative Traffic Impacts in
Combination with the Planned Washington Boulevard Project.

According to the Gateway Cities Council of Governments Strategic Transportation Plan,
the Washington Boulevard Project will widen Washington Boulevard from four lanes to six lanes
(3 lanes in each direction) at Indiana Street near the BNSF intermodal facility to I-5/Telegraph
Road. (Gateway Cities Council of Governments Strategic Transportation Plan: Arterial Smart
Corridor Projects Final Report, August 14, 2014, p. 4-1.)16 Due to latent and induced demand,
increasing vehicle capacity on this roadway will lead to more traffic, including heavy truck
traffic from the BNSF yard. This additional traffic will be funneled directly into the Washington
Boulevard Alternative onto Washington Boulevard and Garfield Avenue and neither street will
have the capacity to handle it. The Washington Boulevard Alternative reduces Washington
Boulevard from three to two through lanes in each direction and Garfield Avenue to one through
lane. The cumulative impact of the Washington Boulevard Alternative, which reduces roadway
capacity and adds project traffic, in combination with Washington Boulevard project which will
add more traffic into the Washington Boulevard Alternative project area must be analyzed.
3.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Consider Cumulative Traffic Impacts in
Combination with the Planned ACE Project.

The Draft EIS/EIR also fails to analyze the cumulative impact of the proposed Alameda
Corridor East Construction Authority ("ACE") project in the City of Montebello. The ACE
project is currently under consideration, and is intended to address congestion and safety issues
caused by the UPRR at-grade crossings on Vail Avenue, Maple Avenue, Greenwood Avenue,
and Montebello Boulevard. The Draft EIS/EIR must analyze the potential for cumulative
impacts associated with the Washington Boulevard Alternative in combination with the potential
alternatives under consideration by ACE to remedy the traffic and safety issues associated with
these at-grade crossings.
K.

Evaluation of Alternatives
1.

The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Account for over 2 Million Visitors Per Year
to the Whittier Narrows Recreation Area in its Calculation of Daily
Linked Trips and Average Weekday Daily Boardings.

As described in Section I.K, data compiled by the Los Angeles County Department Parks
and Recreation show that the number of visits to the Recreation Area has varied between 2.0 and
2.5 million visits per year since 2006, which is equivalent to between approximately 5,500 and
6,800 visitors per day. (Visioning Whittier Narrows: Whittier Narrows Dam Basin Recreation
16 Available

at www.gatewaycog.org/download/ Strategic Transportation Plan/Arterial Smart Corridor Projects.pdf,
accessed on October 13, 2014.
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Area Master Development Plan Input, pp. 17-18.)
Importantly, the County's figures
underestimate the actual number of visitors, as they do not include visitors to the Recreation
Area's golf course, tennis center, or nature center. (Id.) However, the Draft EIS/EIR does not
discuss these significant visitor numbers in connection with its projected ridership numbers for
the SR 60 Alternative. Moreover, the Draft EIS/EIR's ridership projections only used average
weekday ridership estimates, and did not include weekend riders. This decision would likely
significantly depress the ridership numbers for the SR 60 Alternative, as most trips to the
Recreation Area will be made on weekends, instead of on a weekday. Finally, although it is
difficult to determine from a review of the Draft EIS/EIR's travel demand modeling technical
memorandum (contained in Appendix II of the Draft EIS/EIR), the Draft EIS/EIR may have used
a general annualized region-wide recreational trip-factor to estimate travel demand for both the
SR 60 Alternative and the Washington Boulevard Alternative, instead of looking at the unique
characteristics of the Recreation Area relative to its size, breadth of recreational opportunities,
very large number of annual visitors, and immediate proximity to one of the SR 60 Alternative's
planned stations. These unique characteristics would drive increased travel demand numbers for
the Recreation Area, and the Santa Anita Station proposed for the SR 60 Alternative.
2.

Metro Must Adopt the Environmentally Superior SR 60 Alternative.

Under CEQA, if one or more significant impacts will not be avoided or substantially
lessened by mitigation measures, the environmentally superior alternative described in the EIR
must either be adopted or found infeasible. (Pub. Res. Code § 21081(a)(l-3); CEQA Guidelines
§ 15091(a)(3).) Here, the Draft EIS/EIR determined that the SR 60 Alternative is the
environmental superior alternative. Accordingly, because the Washington Boulevard Alternative
will result in significant and unavoidable impacts, Metro must either adopt the environmentally
superior SR 60 Alternative or find that it is infeasible. We submit that the record does not
support an infeasibility determination with regard to the SR 60 Alternative, and therefore, the SR
60 Alternative must be adopted. Importantly, "feasible" is defined as capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account
economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors. (CEQA Guidelines § 15364.)
None of these factors are satisfied in this instance, as described below.
•

Project Objectives - The Draft EIS/EIR describes that both build alternatives fully
satisfy the project objectives. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 6-6, 6-11.) Moreover, Section I of
this letter (above) further substantiates that it is the SR 60 Alternative which best
meets the Project's purpose and objectives.

•

Economic - The Draft EIS/EIR describes that capital costs to construct the
Washington Boulevard Alternative are significantly higher, by between
approximately $154 and $365 million more depending on which design variations are
ultimately constructed. (Draft EIS/EIR, p. 6-2.) Moreover, the Washington
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Boulevard Alternative will displace significantly more business and homes, and
otherwise exact more economic damage during the six year construction period on
individuals and local jurisdictions than the SR 60 Alternative. Sections LA, C and J
(above) further substantiate that the SR 60 Alternative provides greater economic and
fiscal benefits than the Washington Boulevard Alternative.
•

Environmental - The Draft EIS/EIR concludes that the SR 60 Alternative is the
environmentally superior alternative because it would not cause any unavoidable
adverse effects of significant impacts under NEPA or CEQA. (See Section LB,
above.)

•

Legal - The Draft EIS/EIR describes that the SR 60 Alternative requires significantly
less acquisition via legal eminent domain proceedings and can be constructed within
existing state-owned right of way, along a regional transportation corridor of similar
purpose and use. The SR 60 Alternative would require only the partial acquisition of
twelve parcels and full acquisition of eleven parcels, whereas the Washington
Boulevard Alternative would require the acquisition of 65 parcels, including the
partial acquisition of eleven parcels and full acquisition of 54 parcels. (Draft
EIS/EIR, p. 4.3-6-11.) This is more particularly described in Section IJ (above).
Moreover, the Washington Boulevard Alternative will require significantly more
CPUC oversight and approvals due to its numerous at-grade crossings.

•

Social - The Draft EIS/EIR describes that the Washington Boulevard Alternative
would (i) adversely alter the social and physical character, and (ii) substantially
change the visual character of the existing community along Garfield Avenue in the
City of Montebello. It removes important community resources (i.e., the Chinese
Garden Restaurant and mature trees on the west side of Garfield Avenue), changes
the visual scale of the community (via aerial guideways, support beams and columns
that divide an existing neighborhood), and generates prominent shade/shadows.
These social factors result in adverse effects under NEPA and significant impacts
under CEQA. Section I (above) further describes the additional positive social
factors associated with the SR 60 Alternative.

•

Technological - While both build alternatives may technically be feasible, the SR 60
Alternative costs less to build, and takes a full two years less time to complete.
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'

We hope you agree that the SR 60 Alternative is clearly superior in all respects. Once
again, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS/EIR.

Sincerely,

Brady R. McShane
cc:

Anthony R. Ybarra, City Manager, City of South El Monte
Raul Godinez II, City Manager, City of El Monte
Paul Talbot, City Manager, City of Monterey Park
Jeff Allred, City Manager, City of Rosemead
Francesca Tucker-Schuyler, City Administrator, City of Montebello
Kevin Radecki, City Manager, City of Industry
Victor De la Cruz, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP
Todd Nelson, Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP

EXHIBIT A
Station

Draft EIS/EIR Station
Improvements

Draft EIS/EIR Development
Opportunities

SR 60 TOD Report Development
Opportunities

Garfield Station

The Draft EIS/EIR describes the
Garfield Avenue station as a center
platform station located within the
SR 60 right of way ("ROW") east of
Garfield Avenue along Via Campo
Street in the City of Montebello.
Station facilities, such as kiss and
ride space and a park and ride
structure, would be located near the
southeast corner of Garfield Avenue
and Via Campo Street. (Draft
EIS/EIR Appendix N: Land Use and
Development Opportunities
Technical Memorandum, pp. 3136.)

• Pedestrian access to the Garfield
Station would be provided via
crosswalks at street level, as well
as by a bridge across Via Campo
Street.
• The site could be developed as an
end-of-line stop for buses
operating to and from
communities to the east via
freeway flyer services along SR
60, which would also encourage
TOD in the area. Overall, the
accessibility to and from this
location would promote future
development.
• The existing commercial uses to
the north of the SR 60 Freeway,
along Pomona Boulevard and
Garfield Avenue, also present
the potential for transit oriented,
mixed-use development along
the corridor.
• The City of Monterey Park
General Plan encourages the
gradual redevelopment of
residential properties fronting
Pomona Boulevard between
Bella Vista Park and Fulton
Avenue, which are designated

• New "focal place" plaza
connected to park and ride
structure;
• New east-west pedestrian scaled
street (extension of Via San
Clemente) as "spine" for small
block mixed-use retail/office uses
on north side and multifamily
residential podium courts on
south side
• Expanded depth parcel at
southwest quadrant for mixeduse retail/office and multifamily
residential podium courts
• Opportunity for multistory
offices at both corners of
Garfield at Pomona Avenue as a
gateway into Monterey Park
• Acquisition of selected
residential lots, at key locations,
to provide access points to east
side of Garfield, via short paseos
through commercial zone, to
vastly expand ridership
accessibility to Metro station.
• Total potential TOD program 1.1 million sf, and over 1,000
dwelling units

EXHIBIT A
Station

Shops at
Montebello
Station

Draft EIS/EIR Station
Improvements

An aerial, center platform station
would be located on private property
adjacent to the Shops at Montebello.
Facilities would include an offstreet
bus plaza, kiss and ride space, and a
park and ride structure, which would
be located at the northwest portion
of the mall property adjacent to the
Town Center Drive/Montebello
Town Center intersection. (Id., p.
36.)

Draft EIS/EIR Development
Opportunities

•

•

•

•

•

Mixed-Use II, with commercial
businesses. Construction of the
Garfield Avenue station would
encourage this redevelopment.
(Id., p. 45.)(Emphasis added.)
Pedestrian access would include
a bridge connection to a vertical
circulation element across Town
Center Drive, which could be
integrated into a parking
structure or TOD.
There is potential to expand
commercial/business
development at the western end
of the shopping center on the
surface parking lot.
A medical office building
currently exists to the west of the
Shops at Montebello across
Montebello Town Center
roadway which, if expanded,
could serve as an employment
destination.
Future expansion of office/light
industrial land uses could create a
small employment hub around
future transit investments.
The Montebello Hills Specific
Plan development, along with

SR 60 TOD Report Development
Opportunities

• New pedestrian bridge from
station can link over SR 60 to
northside neighborhoods
• Larger hotel directly adjacent to
mall can be expanded by adding
structured parking to better serve
visitors
• Underutilized parcel south of
hotel has potential for office
complex development
• Existing Kaiser medical office
site has potential to be expanded
• South side of mall has potential
for new multifamily residential
podium courts and multistory
apartments, along with
replacement parking, adding onsite residential ridership and
additional customer base for
shops
• Area east of San Gabriel
Boulevard offers potential for
small block "village character"
for mixed uses-retail, live/work,

EXHIBIT A
Station

Santa Anita
Avenue Station

Draft EIS/EIR Station
Improvements

An aerial, center platform station
would be located on land on the
south side of the freeway to the east
of Whittier Narrows Recreation
Area and Santa Anita Avenue (City
of South El Monte). Station
facilities would include on-street
bus interface, kiss and ride space,
and a park and ride structure. (Id., p.
37.)

Draft EIS/EIR Development
Opportunities

•

•

•

•

increased access to the area
associated with the proposed
station, would promote further
development in the area. (Id., pp.
45-46.)
An existing pedestrian bridge
located at Lexham
Avenue/Fawcett Avenue east of
the site provides alternative
pedestrian access to portions of
South El Monte located north of
the freeway.
The City of South El Monte has
identified the 30-acre site as an
economic development focus
area for regional commercial
development opportunities.
A Joint Powers Authority is
planning the first phase of the
San Gabriel River Discovery
Center on the Whittier Narrows
Natural Area, which would
replace the existing nature center
with a new facility with a gross
area of approximately 14,700
square feet, expanded parking,
and an outdoor classroom.
Mixed-use development is also
being proposed for

SR 60 TOD Report Development
Opportunities

•

•
•

•

•

•

office podium courts, and
multifamily podium courts
Total potential TOD program2.2 million sf, and over 1,400
dwelling units
New pedestrian bridge to connect
station to the north side of SR 60
Deep industrial parcels on the
north side can be transformed
into smaller block increments for
walkability, with mixed-use retail
and office and a better pedestrian
scale
Northwest side of Santa Anita
Avenue also has potential for
mixed-use development with the
adjacent Shively Park amenity
Higher intensities of office and
mixed-use could occur at the
gateway corner (Santa Anita and
Merced/Fawcett) and across
street from Civic Center at
Central Ave
Existing Army Reserve Center
on Lerma Road could be
redeveloped into an office park
with overlook into Whittier
Narrows open space within a 5to 10-minute walk to the station

EXHIBIT A
Station

Draft EIS/EIR Station
Improvements

Draft EIS/EIR Development
Opportunities

•

•

Peck Road
Station

An aerial, center platform terminus
station is also proposed within the
freeway ROW, east of Peck Road
(South El Monte). Station facilities
would include an off-street bus
plaza, kiss and ride space, and two
park and ride structures. About 0.5
mile to the south, Peck Road
connects to an interchange on 1-605;
therefore, a station at this location
could also intercept traffic from
communities south via 1-605. (Id.,
p. 37.)

•

•

•

SR 60 TOD Report Development
Opportunities

via the pedestrian bridge.
retail/commercial uses on an
existing nine-acre parcel of land
• Existing pedestrian overpass to
located along Santa Anita
link South El Monte High School {
Avenue, which is currently a
to north side neighborhoods can
nursery.
be relocated to serve both the
Gold line alignment and the
Industrial uses north of SR 60
school
would also provide opportunity
for redevelopment in the area.
• Total potential TOD program 2.0 million sf, and over 550
These developments, along with
dwelling units
increased access to the area
associated with the proposed
station and LRT alignment,
would promote further
development in the area. (Id., p.
46.)
• Area immediately adjacent to the
The site is served by the Metro
station can become a focal place
270 bus which provides access
plaza with retail/office uses as
north to Monrovia and south to
well as a major end-of-line park
Whittier, Santa Fe Springs, and
and ride with added capacity to
Norwalk.
serve commercial uses
Peck Road also provides a direct
route for a shuttle bus connection • The southwest corner of Durfee
to Rio Hondo College which is
and Peck has potential to include
an additional park and ride
located just beyond the 1-605
Freeway.
structure (which may be
warranted to increase capacity
Accessibility to this station
here), with retail on street level
location and its interface with
edges and multifamily podium
several bus routes would promote
courts.
ridership and further

EXHIBIT A
Station

Draft EIS/EIR Station
Improvements

Draft EIS/EIR Development
Opportunities

SR 60 TOD Report Development
Opportunities

development in the area.
• Redevelopment is currently
occurring in the area, a twophased mixed-use project was
developed on Peck Road and
Michael Hunt Drive, north of SR
60.
• Commercial uses located to the
north and south of the proposed
station location are currently
underutilized and could also be
redeveloped. (Id., p. 48.)

• Acquisition of a key singlefamily lot on west side of Peck
Road can open access and
expand ridership to these north
side neighborhoods.
• Corners flanking the intersection
of Peck and Michael Hunt Road
could be variously redeveloped
for retail, office, or live/work
uses as a transition to the
adjacent single-family
neighborhood
• Total potential TOD program 570,000 sf, and over 130
dwelling units

WASHINGTON BOULEVARD LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT COALITION

October 21, 2014

Laura Cornejo
Project Manager
Metropolitan Transit Authority
One Gateway Plaza, M/S 99‐22‐6
Los Angeles, CA 90012
RE:

REVIEW COMMENTS ON THE EASTSIDE TRANSIT CORRIDOR PHASE 2
DRAFT EIS/EIR
STATE CLEARINGHOUSE NO. 2010011062

Dear Ms. Cornejo:
On behalf of Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition, we appreciate this
opportunity to review Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Draft EIS/EIR (EIS/EIR).
This letter represents the official comments of the Coalition on the Draft EIR/EIS
and is focused on the impacts and, more importantly, benefits of this project that
most directly affect the cities of Commerce, Pico Rivera, Santa Fe Springs, and
Whittier. Brief descriptions of our cities are provided below.
Commerce
The City of Commerce, together with Santa Fe Springs, possesses the greatest
concentration of industrial business that would be served by the Washington
Boulevard LRT alternative. Commerce and Santa Fe Springs are both major
regional employment centers. Commerce’s permanent residential population is
approximately 14,000, but its daytime workforce population is vastly greater, an
estimated 50,000. The City has a robust existing local municipal transit system,
with annual ridership of nearly one million, and has indicated its willingness to
integrate the planned Washington Boulevard alternative station with this
system, to connect and maximize workforce passenger trips throughout the
City. The proposed light rail extension along Washington Boulevard would
represent a significant opportunity for the City’s commuter workforce to
augment its transportation options beyond the current freeway commute and
limited Metrolink commuter service options.
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Pico Rivera
The City of Pico Rivera is nine square miles in area and has a current population
of more than 63,700 residents and an estimated daytime population of 82,800.
El Rancho Unified School District is the largest employer in Pico Rivera, followed
by the Walmart Supercenter, located on Washington Boulevard. The City
provides significant employment opportunities strategically located off
Washington Boulevard at the Pico Rivera Towne/Business Center, with major
businesses such as Walmart, Lowes Home Improvement, Aurora World and the
LAUSD Procurement Services Center. The Metrolink Montebello/Commerce
Station is located three miles from Pico Rivera and is not easily accessible by
public transit.
Santa Fe Springs
The City of Santa Fe Springs is 8.7 miles in area, with a current population of
16,767. During the daytime, the population increases by an estimated 41,442
(more than 250%), with 1,142 residents working and living in Santa Fe Springs.
Vons supermarket chain and McMaster‐Carr (commercial/industrial parts
supplier) are the largest employers in Santa Fe Springs, and the Santa Fe Springs
Mall Shopping Center is located on Washington Boulevard. The nearest
Metrolink station, the Montebello/Commerce station, is approximately five miles
away from Santa Fe Springs.
Whittier
The City of Whittier is 14.8 square miles in area, with a current population of
86,177. During the daytime, the population decreases by 4,989 due to
commuting, and 7,443 residents work and live in Whittier. The recently
expanded PIH Health is the largest employer in Whittier, and it is located across
from the Home Depot Center, a major job and retail center along Washington
Boulevard. Whittier is also home to the prestigious Whittier College, founded in
1887, the fourth largest employer in the City and attended by 1,765 students.
Whittier has no municipal transit system; it is served by Norwalk Transit,
Montebello Bus Lines, Metro, and to some extent by the County “Sunshine
Shuttle” and Foothill Transit.
The Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition sincerely appreciates and
applauds the effort by Metro and the FTA to bring to fruition this important
expansion of the growing light rail system in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. We
strongly support the underlying purpose of the project, to “provide area residents,
businesses, and transit‐dependent populations with a transit alternative connecting
them to the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and the regional rail system”.
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This comment letter incorporates the most critical concerns and questions about
the two build alternatives, SR 60 and Washington Boulevard, shared by the elected
and appointed representatives of the four member cities of the Washington
Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition, and reiterates concerns we have expressed in
previous letters to Metro during Draft EIS/EIR preparation. These comments are
submitted on behalf of the residents of our four cities, particularly our transit‐
dependent, low‐income, and minority residents, as well as those who commute to
and from our cities for work. We believe those most affected by the project should
play an integral role in the environmental review process.
Toward that end, we object to the short, eight‐week review period provided for
public review and comment on the massive Draft EIS/EIR, with a mere three weeks
between Metro’s public hearings and the close of the comment period. This did not
allow sufficient time for the cities to inform residents about the project or
adequately solicit their input, or for residents to review the documentation
themselves. We note that Metro received approximately 800 comment letters and
2,000 unique comments on its proposed Westside Subway extension (the “Purple
Line“) during a similarly brief comment period in 2010, and selected its Locally
Preferred Alternative just 10 days after the close of the comment period; how can
such a rushed selection process possibly give public comments due consideration?
The Coalition has serious concerns about the limited degree to which the Draft
EIS/EIR addresses key community considerations affecting our cities, and about the
methodologies used to evaluate certain impacts and benefits and to compare the SR
60 and Washington Boulevard LRT alternatives. Our primary concerns follow:


The Draft EIS/EIR relies on flawed methodologies and incomplete
analysis of key impacts and benefits. In particular, analysis is flawed or
incomplete with respect to the determination of SR 60 alternative impacts on
major infrastructure such as Whittier Narrows Dam and Southern California
Edison transmission towers and ROW, the costs of each alternative’s
construction and operation, provision of access to transit, service to
underserved populations, opportunities for transit‐oriented development
opportunities and community revitalization, and ridership assumptions and
projections.



The Draft EIS/EIR does not quantitatively evaluate and rank the
abilities of the alternatives to meet key project objectives. The Draft
EIS/EIR’s evaluation of alternatives generally overemphasizes the
importance of impacts, underemphasizes or ignores altogether the
associated benefits, and makes no attempt to quantify or rank the degree to
which each alternative would achieve the project objectives that are the
reason for proposing the Eastside Transit Corridor in the first place. This
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misplaced emphasis results in a simplistic, profoundly skewed comparison
and conclusion, whereby the SR 60 alternative is inexplicably identified as
environmentally superior almost entirely on the basis of comparative
impacts, despite its failure to achieve any of the project objectives to the
extent that the Washington Boulevard alternative would. As a result, the all‐
important tradeoffs between impacts and benefits are not disclosed to the
public or even considered in alternatives evaluation.


MTA and the FTA should select the Washington Boulevard alternative
as the Locally Preferred Alternative and further evaluate our suggested
alternative alignment for a segment of this alternative. In light of our
concerns, and the supporting comments and findings presented in our
comment letter and attachments, the Washington Boulevard Light Rail
Transit Coalition formally requests that Metro and its partner agencies select
the Washington Boulevard alternative as the Locally Preferred Alternative.
We believe the Washington Boulevard alternative, including consideration
of Atlantic Boulevard as an alternative to the proposed aerial Garfield
Avenue segment, merits further detailed analysis and a more rigorous,
quantitative, and transparent ranking of its benefits and abilities to meet the
project objectives. We note, when Metro encountered a problem with the SR
60 alternative alignment, staff studied an alternate alignment around the
landfill, having the tracks cross the SR 60 to the south side of the freeway and
then return ½ mile later to the north side of the freeway.

The Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition has retained consultants to
conduct a focused technical review of the Draft EIS/EIR, including environmental
consulting firm PCR Services Corporation, which employs planners, air quality
scientists, and biologists, and socioeconomic consultants HR&A Advisors. Our
comments are based on this technical review as well as our members’
understanding of the needs of the Gateway Cities most directly affected by this
project, and our previous correspondence and discussions with Metro. Comments
are presented below and correspond to specific chapters in the EIS/EIR. A technical
memorandum prepared by HR&A Advisors, which addresses the Draft EIS/EIR’s
economic and community benefits analysis, is provided as Attachment 1 to this
letter, and we request that Metro review and respond to its contents.
Following are the Coalition’s specific comments concerning the two proposed build
alternatives.
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CHAPTER 1 – PURPOSE AND NEED
The Draft EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze the extent to which the proposed
build alternatives achieve three of the project’s most important objectives. As
stated at the beginning of the EIS/EIR Project Purpose and Need chapter (p. ES‐3),
“The purpose of the Eastside Transit Corridor Phase 2 Project is to provide area
residents, businesses, and transit‐dependent populations with a transit alternative
connecting them to the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and the regional rail
system.”
Three of the four objectives intended to achieve that purpose are as follows:


Serve the large number of transit‐dependent and low‐income populations in
the project area;



Increase access to major employment centers, activity centers, and
destinations in the project area and Los Angeles County; and



Provide transit alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion, improve
mobility options for enhanced quality of life, and provide a convenient and
reliable alternative to the automobile.

Based on review of the EIS/EIR’s Economic and Fiscal Impacts, Land Use and
Development, and Community & Neighborhood Impacts sections, we believe that 1)
analysis of the two build alternatives is incomplete in its assessment of these
impacts, 2) these impacts are not reflected in the final evaluation of alternatives, and
3) for these reasons, the EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze the extent to which the
two alternatives achieve these objectives. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors
Technical Memorandum (p. 2), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.„
Light rail transit is not regional rail and the SR 60 alternative functions more
as the regional rail since ridership appears to rely on drawing SR 60 freeway
commuters, and potentially commuters into Los Angeles from Riverside,
which is not an appropriate use of Los Angeles County tax dollars. We reiterate
a key point made in our January 31, 2014 letter to Metro at the start of
environmental review, and now borne out by review of the Draft EIS/EIR: two of
the project objectives are “Provide regional transit connectivity with the Metro Gold
Line Eastside Extension and Measure R projects” and (in part) “Provide transit
alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion [and] improve for enhanced quality of
life”. The Washington Boulevard alternative is true light rail, weaving accessible
transit – including more stations – through dense municipal population and
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employment centers, where people live and work. It also terminates at a point
where light rail system expansion to the south is possible, even likely, in light of
Gateway Cities discussions with OCTA staff and the existence of abandoned and
excess heavy rail ROW for use as possible light rail corridors. For these reasons, the
Washington Boulevard alternative much more effectively connects Gateway Cities to
the regional light rail system and other Measure R projects. It also integrates more
effectively with existing regional and local municipal bus systems, and, eventually,
with the bicycle routes identified in the Gateway Cities transportation plan. Based
on these criteria, the Washington Boulevard alternative more effectively
achieves these two project objectives.
CHAPTER 3 – TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS AND MITIGATION
The SR 60 alternative is much more auto‐dependent than the Washington
Boulevard alternative since ridership appears to rely on drawing commuters
from SR 60 more than from surrounding communities, and also duplicates
Metrolink’s function as regional commuter rail since it would serve
commuters from the east (i.e., San Bernardino and Riverside Counties). Light
rail transit is intended to serve local communities, with frequent service and stops.
The Draft EIS/EIR does not disclose the percentage of its projected ridership that
would arrive at the eastern terminus of the SR 60 alignment from the east (i.e., from
San Bernardino and Riverside Counties via the SR 60), and therefore the degree to
which the SR 60 alternative serves Inland Empire commuters, as opposed to the
populations of the communities that the alignment would actually traverse, is
unknown. This information has apparently been collected by Metro and has been
requested by the Gateway Cities, but has not been forthcoming, and is key to
comparing the two build alternatives in terms of achievement of project objectives.
The Draft EIS/EIR does not address the ongoing study of carpool lane
connector ramps at the SR‐60 and I‐605/I‐10 interchange, jointly undertaken
by the Gateway Cities and San Gabriel Valley Council of Government, Caltrans,
and MTA. If implemented, the new carpool lane connector ramps could reduce
boardings and thus ridership at the eastern terminus of the SR 60 alignment.
Moreover, infrastructure associated with new ramps could affect the proposed
alignment of the SR‐60 alternative, and vice versa, potentially rendering the LRT
alignment or the ramps infeasible or increasing costs. The carpool lane connector
ramp study should be considered and further analysis of the SR 60 alternative
undertaken to determine impacts and feasibility.
SECTION 4.2 – LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
Transit‐oriented development around the country has demonstrated that transit
infrastructure can increase property values and accelerate the pace of new
development, create construction and permanent jobs, and increase tax revenues to
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cities as the result of this increased economic activity.
Development
opportunities, especially TOD, are significantly greater for the Washington
Boulevard alternative than for the SR 60 alternative. However, the Draft
EIS/EIR does not reflect these important considerations in its Economic and Fiscal
Impact Analysis or Evaluation of Alternatives.
There is a higher likelihood of rezoning land for redevelopment by local cities
along the Washington Boulevard alignment, but the Draft EIS/EIR does not
consider this in its comparison of the build alternatives. Conservatively, the
Draft EIS/EIR assumes no rezoning of land in the areas surrounding the stations in
its assessment of growth (development) opportunities, which ignores land use
trends around other transit corridors and stations in Los Angeles County.
Moreover, the Draft EIS/EIR’s Section 4.17, Growth Inducing Impacts, contradicts
that very assumption when it cites revitalization initiatives in Commerce and
Montebello, and the Whittier General Plan’s encouragement of development around
transportation nodes and corridors as “making [the Washington Boulevard
alternative] a more transit‐friendly corridor than the SR 60 alignment from a policy
perspective”. Even absent such policies to encourage more density in proximity to
the proposed alignment, the Washington Boulevard alternative is preferable in
terms of development and redevelopment (and therefore revitalization)
possibilities. As a result of the flawed, selective methodology used for this
analysis, the sizes of the populations, households, and employment centers
that would be served by the Washington Boulevard alternative, as well as
future ridership projections along this alignment, are considerably
understated. This was not considered in the Evaluation of Alternatives. See
Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (p. 4), for further comment on
and analysis of this issue.
There is much greater potential for Transit‐Oriented Development along the
Washington Boulevard alternative corridor and in the station areas. The Draft
EIS/EIR analysis indicates that the Washington Boulevard alternative is better
oriented toward transit users – and toward encouraging more transit use in the
future. The Draft EIS/EIR states of the Washington Boulevard alternative, “the
proximity of rail stations would encourage uses that are not auto‐dependent
and not as likely to induce auto trips ...which is consistent with regional and
local environmental goals.” This is a profoundly important advantage of the
Washington Boulevard alternative and a major differentiator that is neither
disclosed nor taken into consideration in the Evaluation of Alternatives in terms of
their abilities to meet the project objective related to mobility: “Provide transit
alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion, improve mobility options for enhanced
quality of life, and provide a convenient and reliable alternative to the automobile.
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The SR 60 alternative provides fewer opportunities for development, transit‐
oriented or otherwise, because of proximity to the freeway corridor, the paucity of
developable land, and the need for large park and ride lots to accommodate the
projected automobile‐oriented ridership. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors
Technical Memorandum (p. 2), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
Many of the land uses along the SR 60 alternative alignment and in the station
areas present inherent conflicts with new development or rezoning. Large
segments of the SR 60 alignment traverse public lands and open space (Whittier
Narrows Dam Flood Control Basin, including the Whittier Narrows Dam Recreation
Area, Legg Lake, and Emerald Necklace parks and trails surrounding the Rio Hondo
and San Gabriel River) and Superfund sites (the North and South Parcels of the 190‐
acre former liquid hazardous waste OII Landfill, currently undergoing remediation,
and the San Gabriel Valley South El Monte and Whittier Narrows Operable Units,
underlain by volatile organic compound‐impacted groundwater), and the alignment
terminates at a school in South El Monte. These lands are either unavailable for
development or unlikely to be rezoned to accommodate new development; the
Draft EIS/EIR concludes that there are limited redevelopment opportunities at
three of the four proposed stations along the SR 60 alignment, and mitigation
measures proposed to address impacts on affected resources such as flood
control capacity will not alleviate the essential incompatibility of existing land
uses with new development along the SR 60 alignment. These serious
limitations are not taken into consideration in the Evaluation of Alternatives in
terms of their comparative abilities to meet project objectives. See Attachment 1,
HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (p. 5), for further comment on and analysis of
this issue.
The Washington Boulevard alternative provides substantially more
development opportunities in proximity to stations. The entirety of the
Washington Boulevard alignment passes through urban areas with high
potential for redevelopment now and in the event of future rezoning, including
vacant parcels, underutilized parcels, surface parking lots, and the proposed six
stations compared to the SR 60 alignment’s four stations would also facilitate more
potential revitalization – again, even under current zoning. It is entirely
reasonable to assume that development opportunities surrounding the
Washington Boulevard alternative’s stations would lead to revitalization and
beneficial economic outcomes for the cities along that alignment, and the
Draft EIS/EIR should have acknowledged this in its economic evaluation and
comparison of alternatives.
Because of this, the Washington Boulevard
alternative better achieves the project objectives related to serving transit‐
dependent and low‐income populations and increasing access to employment and
activity centers. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (p. 6), for
further comment on and analysis of this issue.
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SECTION 4.4 – ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACTS
The Draft EIS/EIR calculations used to estimate the economic and fiscal impacts of
these build alternatives do not present a full picture of the economic impacts that
would result from the introduction of this important new transit line for reasons
stated below.
Future development and redevelopment benefits are not accounted for in the
analysis of economic and fiscal impacts. The Draft EIS/EIR concluded that the
Washington Boulevard LRT alternative would result in greater development
potential because it would traverse, rather than skirt, five cities, but makes no
attempt to quantify property, sales, and other local tax revenues associated with
new development. As a result, the economic and fiscal (i.e., local government)
benefits that would result from the Washington Boulevard LRT alternative are
significantly understated. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum
(p. 2), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
Potential job creation and earnings were not calculated for the Cities most
directly and profoundly affected by the proposed build alternatives. The
earnings and employment impacts of the proposed alternatives were assessed in the
Draft EIS/EIR, but only at the regional and subregional scales – for Los Angeles
County and the Los Angeles Metropolitan Statistical Area – and not for the Cities
most profoundly and directly affected. As a result, the two build alternatives are
falsely characterized as equivalent under this metric, which masks important
differences that should have been considered in the comparison of alternatives. See
Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (pp. 2‐3), for further comment
on and analysis of this issue.
The difference in transit‐related time savings between the two build
alternatives is overstated and unsupported by evidence. The Draft EIS/EIR’s
Appendix AA, Economic and Fiscal Impacts Technical Memorandum, compares the
alternatives in terms of travel time savings, or the monetary value of time saved
because of the availability of transit, determined that the SR 60 alternative would
result in “modestly greater” value (just 3%) than the Washington Boulevard
alternative in the year 2035. The Draft EIS/EIR’s travel demand forecast (which
identifies, among other variables, the assumed points of origin for projected
ridership) does not indicate a margin of error, so the accuracy of the 3% difference
is unsubstantiated. It is inappropriate for the Draft EIS/EIR to conclude that the
SR 60 alignment is the environmentally superior alternative, based on such a
minor difference and without evidence supporting its validity, especially
when this would occur 21 years in the future. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors
Technical Memorandum (p. 3), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
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The comparative costs of parking for the two build alternatives were not
evaluated. Because of the location of the SR 60 alignment and the smaller number
of stations, the SR 60 alternative would require construction of almost twice as
many parking spaces per station as the Washington Boulevard alternative. Metro
would bear the considerable cost of construction and operation of the
increased number of parking spaces associated with the SR 60 alternative, a
fact that is not disclosed or considered in the Evaluation of Alternatives.
Moreover, the size of the parking lots required for the SR 60 alternative would
reduce the already severely limited amount of developable land in proximity to the
stations. Since the majority of the ridership along this alignment would have to
arrive at the stations by automobile, any nearby redevelopment projects would
likewise be required to build substantial, and expensive, parking to accommodate
the automobile‐oriented ridership. By contrast, the Washington Boulevard
alternative would allow many more riders to arrive on foot or by bicycle, more
effectively serving the transit‐dependent population of the cities served and
achieving this important project objective in Chapter 1. This disparity in the
abilities of the two build alternatives to achieve this objective is not disclosed
or considered in the Evaluation of Alternatives. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors
Technical Memorandum (p. 3), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
SECTION 4.5 – COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS
The Draft EIS/EIR does not quantify or compare accessibility benefits that
would accrue to low‐income, transit‐dependent communities. Studies have
shown that people are more likely to use transit when they live or work within a ¼‐
mile to ½‐mile radius of transit stations. Based on review of the Environmental
Justice Memorandum in Appendix DD of the Draft EIS/EIR, a comparison of the
populations, households, and jobs within a ½‐mile radius of the SR 60 and
Washington Boulevard station reveals that the Washington Boulevard stations
would serve a far larger concentration of each. Specifically, the Washington
Boulevard alternative stations would serve 49,282 more people, 98 percent
more than the SR 60 stations; 12,955 or 86% more households; and 7,724 or
69 percent more jobs. This constitutes an astounding difference between the
ability of the two alternatives to serve transit needs. Analysis of these
concentrations within ½ mile of the rail corridors, as opposed to the stations, shows
nearly as a great differential, with the Washington Boulevard alignment passing
through areas supporting a 72% larger population, 61% larger number of
households, and 68% larger concentration of jobs. None of this is disclosed or
considered in the Draft EIR’s Evaluation of Alternative, and specifically within
Table 6‐3, Alternatives Evaluation Results. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors
Technical Memorandum (p. 8), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
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SECTION 4.7 – AIR QUALITY
The Washington Boulevard Alignment is in greater alignment with Southern
California Association of Governments’ (SCAG’s) goals to advance Southern
California’s mobility, economy, and sustainability, as outlined in the 2012
RTP/SCS. To achieve this three‐pronged vision, “The SCS focuses the majority of
new housing and job growth in high‐quality transit areas and other opportunity
areas in existing main streets, downtowns, and commercial corridors, resulting
in an improved jobs‐housing balance and more opportunity for transit‐oriented
development [emphasis added]”.1 For much of its length through our cities,
Washington Boulevard serves as an essential commercial corridor, serving as
primary access to existing shopping, entertainment, health care, and professional
services, whereas large stretches of the land immediately adjacent to the SR‐60 is
devoid of residential or commercial development and lacking in sites suitable for
future TOD development. As described above, the Washington Boulevard
Alternative would encourage revitalization and development of improved
commercial and residential opportunities in close proximity to the six proposed
Gold Line stations along the alignment. For these reasons, the Washington
Boulevard alternative, and our requested Atlantic Boulevard variation, would bring
high‐quality transit to existing employment, entertainment, and commercial uses
and encourage future residential and commercial development, and is therefore
more in line with SCAG’s vision of improving mobility and sustainability.
The Washington Boulevard Alignment alternative represents smart growth,
which is a recognized effective strategy to reducing air emissions from transit.
One of SCAG’s five governing policies in developing the RTP/SCS is “land use and
growth strategies in the RTP/SCS will respect local input and advance smart growth
initiatives”.2 The United States EPA has developed 10 principles of smart growth,
and recommends land use and transportation planning decisions that aim to:3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mix land uses
Take advantage of compact building design
Create a range of housing opportunities and choices
Create walkable neighborhoods
Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical
environmental areas
7. Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
1
2
3

http://rtpscs.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012/final/2012fRTP_ExecSummary.pdf, page 8
http://rtpscs.scag.ca.gov/Documents/2012/final/f2012RTPSCS.pdf, page 15
http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/about_sg.htm#principles, accessed October 20, 2014
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9. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective
10. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development
decisions
The Washington Boulevard alternative strengthens and directs development
towards existing communities (#7), whereas the SR‐60 alternative directs
development towards commuter routes. By placing stations in close proximity to
residential and commercial neighborhoods, the Washington Boulevard alternative
will take advantage of and create walkable neighborhoods (#4), whereas the SR‐
60 alternative will place stations outside of the walking range of a typical user. In
addition, the Washington Boulevard alternative will preserve open space and
critical environmental areas (#6), whereas the SR‐60 alternative infringes upon
open space and wildlife habitat.
The California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) has quantified
the benefit (reduction in air emission) resulting from smart growth principles. By
encouraging locating development in close proximity to transit, CAPCOA states TOD
“...will facilitate the use of transit…” and “...results in a mode shift and therefore
reduced [Vehicle Miles Traveled].”4 According to their guidance, CAPCOA estimates
a reduction of up to 24.6 percent in VMT and the resultant GHG emissions can be
achieved by encouraging smart growth.
SCAG also credits smart growth principals for its role in reducing air quality impacts
from regional transportation emissions, and states “This RTP/SCS successfully
achieves and exceeds our greenhouse gas emission‐reduction targets set by ARB …
This RTP/SCS also meets criteria pollutant emission budgets set by the EPA...This air
quality benefit is made possibly largely by more sustainable planning, integrating
transportation and land‐use decisions to allow Southern Californians to live closer
to where they work and play, and to high‐quality transit service.”5 By bringing
light rail to highly urbanized, densely populated areas, the Washington
Boulevard alternative better achieves smart growth principles, which will
result in greater reductions in air pollutant and GHG emissions than the SR‐60
alignment.
The Washington Boulevard Alignment Alternative directs growth to areas
more suitable for residential land use, by encouraging future TOD outside the
local influence of harmful air pollutant emissions associated with major
transportation corridors with substantial diesel‐engine use. As stated above,
CAPCOA guidance can be used to quantify the reduction in air pollutant and GHG
emissions from locating high quality transit in close proximity to residential and
4

5

California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation
Measures, Land Use Transportation (LUT) Measure 5, pp. 171-175, August 2010.
Ibid, page 9
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mixed‐use development. CAPCOA acknowledges such benefits decrease sharply
when the distance that separates residents and transit options increases.6 The
proposed stations under the SR 60 alternative would locate stations in areas with
low levels of residential and commercial density. For instance, under the SR‐60
alternative, the proposed stations located near Paramount Boulevard‐San Gabriel
Boulevard, Santa Anita Avenue, and Peck Road would be in areas with very low
density to the south due to the presence of open space and park uses. There are
little to no residential uses directly to the south of these proposed station locations,
which results in a lost opportunity to capture additional ridership. In contrast,
stations along the Washington Boulevard alternative are within densely populated
areas, many adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods and commercial
developments on all sides. As a result, the stations along the Washington Boulevard
alternative would realize greater foot traffic and increased ridership.
Future development of residential uses in close proximity to the stations along the
SR‐60 alternative would be incompatible with residential land use siting guidelines
drafted by the State of California. According to the ARB, “Recent air pollution
studies have shown an association between respiratory and other non‐cancer health
effects and proximity to high traffic roadways. Other studies have shown that diesel
exhaust and other cancer‐causing chemicals emitted from cars and trucks are
responsible for much of the overall cancer risk from airborne toxics in California.”
Therefore, ARB recommends residential uses should be placed at least 500 feet or
more from a freeway or urban roads carrying 100,000 vehicles/day.7 According to
the most recent available data from the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans), within the study area of the EIR, the SR 60 carries approximately
250,000 vehicles per day. Caltrans also estimates approximately 6‐7% of these
vehicles are trucks, the overwhelming majority of which, according to ARB models,
are powered by diesel fuel. Diesel‐powered trucks emit particulate matter at
substantially high rates, and diesel particulate matter is considered a carcinogenic
toxic air contaminant by the State of California and has been proved harmful to the
human respiratory system and known to cause or contribute to respiratory
infections, and the number and severity of asthma attacks. For these reasons, it is
inappropriate to encourage TOD development along the SR‐60 alignment within
close proximity to a highway with substantial numbers of daily diesel‐powered
truck traffic.
ARB states, “We believe that with careful evaluation, infill development, mixed use,
higher density, transit‐oriented development, and other concepts that benefit
regional air quality can be compatible with protecting the health of individuals at
the neighborhood level”.8 We believe that careful evaluation will demonstrate that
6
7
8

Ibid
http://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/landuse.htm
Ibid, page ES-2
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the Washington Boulevard alternative can safely encourage TOD development
within closer proximity to proposed stations outside the influence of local
sources of harmful air pollutants from the region’s major trucking routes.
This analysis seems to be missing from the Draft EIS/EIR.
SECTION 4.12 – WATER RESOURCES
The determination of impacts on an open channel west of Greenwood Avenue
is unsubstantiated and may constitute improper deferral of analysis. The Draft
EIS/EIR, in Section 4.12, Water Resources, states of the SR 60 alternative alignment,
“the v‐ditch located directly west of Greenwood Avenue is the only drainage that
would have to be relocated for construction.” This discussion does not confirm that
drainage is not jurisdictional (i.e., wetlands or “other waters” of the United States
under the jurisdiction of a state or federal agency), yet says later that there would be
no impacts on this drainage under CEQA or NEPA. This determination is
unsubstantiated and constitutes deferral, and thus possible understatement,
of impacts on this drainage, should the agencies with jurisdiction over this
resource disagree.
The Draft EIS/EIR Project Description states vaguely that portions of a number
of storm drains and “drainage features” will be impacted, but does not
acknowledge – and nor does Section 2.12, Water Resources, that even open
concrete channels are often regulated as Federal and/or State waters,
triggering the possible need for regulatory permits. Consequently, the related
impact determinations are unsubstantiated and impacts on these resources may be
understated and associated analysis improperly deferred.
Section 4.17, Water Resources, of the Draft EIS/EIR states of the SR 60
alternative that all construction impacts are solely from abutments over river
“above OHWM” (Ordinary High Water Mark) but offers no basis for this
conclusion and does not indicate that its identification of the OHWM is based on
formal concurrence from the USACE. Moreover, there is no discussion of temporary
impacts that could occur within US Army Corps‐regulated within the OHWM. These
conclusions are therefore unsubstantiated and constitute improper deferral of
analysis and possible mitigation.
Dewatering impacts appear to be understated and analysis improperly
deferred. Section 4.17, Water Resources, of the Draft EIS/EIR states that there
could be dewatering required during construction of the SR 60 alternative, and
further states that that could be covered through compliance with Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) regulations and LARWQCB Municipal National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) permit requirements, but this is an oversimplification of the
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potential impacts. In fact, a RWQCB dewatering permit could be required, unless
dewatering needs can be shown to meet the appropriate thresholds for the region,
and construction impacts would likely require adequate mitigation with a proper
baseline/project testing and treatment program.
Section 4.17, Water Resources, of the Draft EIS/EIR, claims there is no practicable
alternative to locating the proposed Santa Anita Station and parking lot within the
selected location within the flood control basin. However, there is no mention of an
alternative station and parking lot location outside of the flood control basin, and
therefore the dismissal of a practicable alternative to the selected location
appears to be unsubstantiated and may constitute the deferral of analysis. If
some other location was previously evaluated, such as during the AA project phase,
that should be noted herein, but absent that, this conclusion is unsubstantiated.
Mitigation 4.12‐I in Section 4.17, Water Resources, is a complete deferral of
mitigation to an unknown future technical analysis and evaluation for
compliance with Regulation 1000‐2‐1 (this should properly be cited as Regulation
1110‐2‐1) and Policy Guidance Letter No. 32. There is insufficient detail in the
EIR/EIS to conclude whether or not the mitigation measure could reduce the impact
of construction within the floodplain to a less than significant level.
Section 4.17, Water Resources, does not mention how many structures would
be placed within the Whittier Narrows Flood Control Basin, nor does it
provide any description or even a conceptual site plan indicating where the
structures will be placed. Section 4.17 states that the Santa Anita Station will be
elevated and will displace flood storage capacity, but there is no mention of whether
the park and ride lot will also be elevated (it is mentioned only in Mitigation
Measure 4.12‐ii), nor does the Draft EIS/EIR discuss how riders would drive to the
station, which would necessarily also be within the Flood Control Basin. Mitigation
Measure (4.12‐ii) also defers the discussion of where, or even how, the project
would replace the loss of 83 cubic yards of flood storage capacity. Although we
recognize that plans remain conceptual for both LRT alignments in the Draft
EIS/EIR, it is irresponsible, and inaccurate, to base the determination of impacts,
and more importantly, the comparison of alternatives and selection of an
environmentally superior alternative, on such cursory analysis, unsubstantiated
conclusions, and lack of mitigation. It is entirely possible, even likely, that these
constitute adverse and potentially unavoidable significant impacts for SR 60
alternative. Please refer to our comment on page 4 regarding redesign of the
SR‐60 alignment to avoid the landfill.
We request that Metro consider Atlantic Boulevard as a possible alternative
alignment to, or variation on, Garfield Avenue for the Washington Boulevard
alternative as it turns south from the SR 60 right‐of‐way. The segment of
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Garfield Avenue between Via Campo, immediately south of SR 60, and Washington
Boulevard, much of which is within the City of Montebello, is underlain by a major
underground storm drain (DDI 0023, Garfield Lateral) which is owned and operated
by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District and conveys runoff from the
surrounding areas in Montebello as well as upstream areas. The construction of an
aerial LRT structure may require substantial reinforcement or relocation of this
infrastructure, which is not explicitly disclosed in the EIS/EIR, and the presence of
this infrastructure may preclude or make cost‐prohibitive a subway alignment for
this segment, which could avoid the significant adverse visual character,
shade/shadow, social/physical character and community resource, and intersection
impacts of an aerial structure on the neighborhoods lining Garfield Avenue. In
contrast to the predominantly residential character of much of the proposed
Garfield Avenue alignment, particularly inside Montebello City limits, Atlantic
Boulevard is predominantly lined with commercial uses and does not appear to be
underlain by a major storm drain requiring relocation or precluding an aerial or
subterranean structure. Given that a disproportionate number of the
unavoidable significant adverse impacts associated with the Washington
Boulevard alternative as a whole are associated with this Garfield Avenue
segment, it seems imperative that Metro consider alternatives to this segment.
We therefore request that an aerial or subterranean LTRT alignment be
considered as an alternative to or variation of the Garfield Avenue segment of
the Washington Boulevard alignment.
SECTION 4.17 – PARKLANDS AND OTHER COMMUNITY FACILITIES
The Draft EIS/EIR does not discuss the Emerald Necklace Forest to Ocean
Expanded Vision Plan, and the SR 60 LRT Alternative may impede connectivity
of the planned greenway network through Los Angeles County. The Emerald
Necklace Vision Plan was first introduced in 2005 to outline the strategy for
development of a 17‐mile system of parks and green‐ways interconnecting the cities
along the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Rivers watershed areas in eastern Los Angeles
County. This plan was expanded in 2008 to include the Emerald Accord, which was
supported by the 62‐member Emerald Coalition, including the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors, the Cities of Whittier and Pico Rivera, El Rancho Unified
School District, the State Rivers and Mountains Conservancy, the Sierra Club and
others as member agencies/signatories. The Emerald Accord pledges its signatories
to work collaboratively to preserve and restore the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
watersheds and their rivers and tributaries for recreational open space, native
habitat restoration, conservation and education.
When complete, the Emerald Necklace Regional Park Network will unify a vast
region of Southern California, from the desert through the San Gabriel Mountains to
the Pacific Ocean, by linking more than 1,500 acres of parks and open spaces along
an interconnected greenway around Rio Hondo, San Gabriel and the lower Los
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Angeles Rivers. In Table 4.19‐1 of Section 4.17, Parklands and Other Community
Facilities, within the Draft EIS/EIR, the Emerald Necklace was included as a future
development project in the vicinity of the SR 60 alternative; however, there was no
discussion provided regarding potential impacts of the SR 60 alternative on the
Emerald Necklace in Section 4.15 of the Draft EIS/EIR. The Emerald Necklace was
also not listed as a related future project for the Washington Boulevard LRT
Alternative. In consideration of the pledge made by the Emerald Accord
signatories, and the potential impacts of the SR 60 LRT Alternative on this
planned regional recreational amenity, a discussion of potential effects upon
this important greenway network must be discussed and disclosed in the
Draft EIS/EIR.
SECTION 4.18 – ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
The fact that the Draft EIS/EIR does not quantify accessibility benefits to low‐
income, transit‐dependent communities disadvantages those most in need of
transit opportunities, including the unemployed population, along the
Washington Boulevard alignment. The fact that the Washington Boulevard
alignment would serve a larger population in the proximity of the rail corridor and
stations means this alternative would much more effectively achieve the project
objectives to “Serve the large number of transit‐dependent and low‐income
populations in the project area” and “Provide transit alternatives to alleviate
roadway congestion, improve mobility options for enhanced quality of life, and
provide a convenient and reliable alternative to the automobile.” This is not
disclosed or considered in the EIR’s Evaluation of Alternatives.
Moreover, the Draft EIS/EIR states that the Washington Boulevard alignment would
pass through areas with an estimated unemployed population of 6,834 versus 3,571
for the SR 60 alternative, a 52% greater population, and the Washington Boulevard
stations would serve 4,246 unemployed persons compared to 1,965 for the SR 60
stations, a 46 percent increase. These statistics are not taken into consideration
in the Evaluation of Alternatives, which simplistically ranks the two
alternatives as equivalent (“Yes”) in terms of their respective abilities to
achieve the two project objectives that address service to transit‐dependent
and low‐income populations and improved mobility options for enhanced
quality of life. The treatment of the two alternatives as equivalent in their
achievement of these project objectives is not supported by the evidence in
the Draft EIS/EIR’s own data and analysis. For this reason, it is an
inappropriate basis for selection of the environmentally superior alternative,
which does a serious disservice to the disadvantaged populations of the
surrounding communities.
Finally, the physical accessibility of the stations to pedestrians and those
approaching by bicycle affects the ability of transit‐dependent populations to take
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advantage of light rail. Appendix P of the Draft EIS/EIR, the Community and
Neighborhood Impacts Technical Memorandum, acknowledges the difficulties
inherent in freeway‐adjacent stations, stating, “…freeway‐adjacent stations are not
ideal for community access and connectivity due to the automobile‐oriented nature
of freeway facilities,” and “Stations along major commercial streets, such as most of
the proposed stations for the Washington Blvd LRT Alternative, would provide
greater community mobility benefits.” But these important facts about the
superiority of the Washington Boulevard alignment in terms of service to low‐
income, transit dependent populations – critical facts for the cities of
Montebello, Commerce, Whittier, Pico Rivera, and Santa Fe Springs – are
buried in this technical appendix and not even mentioned in the Draft EIS/EIR
section, much less taken into consideration in the Evaluation of Alternatives.
See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (pp. 8‐9), for further
comment on and analysis of this issue.
CHAPTER 6 – EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Two of Metro’s stated policy objectives for the project are “enhancing service
to transit‐dependent/low income communities” and “increase access to
activity and employment centers,” but the Draft EIS/EIR alternatives analysis
does not compare how well each alternative meets these objectives. Instead,
the Draft EIS/EIR inappropriately limits its consideration of the affected
communities and neighborhoods solely in terms of negative impacts relating to
construction and operation, which are not the only criteria under NEPA or CEQA for
the comparative evaluation of alternatives or selection of an environmentally
superior alternative. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum (p.
8), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
** The Evaluation of Alternatives overemphasizes the importance of adverse
impacts of the two build alternatives, underemphasizes community and
regional benefits, and all but ignores the comparative abilities of the two
alternatives to meet project objectives. ** The Draft EIS/EIR, particularly in the
Evaluation of Alternatives, demonstrates a consistent tendency to judge the
alternatives based almost entirely on their comparative adverse impacts, with
surprisingly and inappropriately little consideration given to their comparative
abilities to meet critical project objectives that serve the very project purpose and
need that are the reason for this important project in the first place. In fact, many of
the impacts determined for the Washington Boulevard alternative are related to
construction, and those as well as most operational impacts are mitigable, an
important fact not considered in the evaluation of alternatives. While the
Washington Boulevard alternative was determined to result in some
unavoidable significant impacts, as is expected in a heavily urbanized setting
versus the SR 60 alternative’s freeway‐running alignment, the corresponding
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benefits of the Washington Boulevard alternative are not weighed against its
impacts. Likewise, the absence of unavoidable significant impacts for the SR
60 alternative is not balanced by disclosure that it falls far short of the
Washington Boulevard alternative’s ability to achieve all of the project
objectives.
As a result, the affected cities and users of transit are denied the opportunity to
evaluate the tradeoffs between the two alternatives’ impacts and benefits, which is
essential to any environmental review process, but is particularly critical when the
action being evaluated represents a major public works project. By nature, such
projects are disruptive of the environment, sometimes on a large scale, during
construction and in some instances permanently. But such projects are also meant
to confer major benefits for large numbers of users over long durations, and should
be judged equally if not more heavily on their success in doing so.
By this measure, the findings of the Draft EIS/EIR do not support elimination
of the Washington Boulevard alternative as the Locally Preferred Alternative
at this time, and we are confident that a more detailed analysis of its benefits,
together with a more sophisticated quantitative method for ranking its
achievement of objectives, would clearly demonstrate this fact and further
demonstrate that it is the best candidate for the Locally Preferred Alternative.
** The highly simplistic, non‐quantitative comparison of the alternatives,
particularly the SR 60 and Washington Boulevard build alternatives,
inappropriately overemphasizes impacts and inaccurately measures ability to
meet project objectives, leading to an unsupported conclusion that the SR 60
alternative is environmentally superior. ** Table 6‐3, in its comparison of the
ability of the alternatives to achieve project objectives, simply notes “Yes” or “No”,
and “High” or “Low” with respect to the objective “Leverage transit investments to
provide connections farther east”.
Stretching credulity, Table 6‐3 states that both the SR 60 and Washington Boulevard
alternatives meet all project objectives, in apparently equal measure, a conclusion
that is certainly not supported by the evidence presented in the Draft EIS/EIR, and
as stated in some of our previous comments in this letter, is flatly contradicted by
data and conclusions contained in technical appendices to the Draft EIS/EIR – but
those data and conclusions are frequently not carried over into the corresponding
Draft EIS/EIR technical sections and therefore do not factor into the Evaluation of
Alternatives. The “Yes” and “No” method of representing the alternatives’
ability to meet project objectives utterly ignores – and masks – the widely
disparate degrees to which the alternatives do so, and does so in favor of the
SR 60 alternative and at the expense of the Washington Boulevard alternative,
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which is highly unequable and a serious distortion of what the comparison of
alternatives is meant to accomplish under CEQA and NEPA.
The Draft EIS/EIR prepared by Metro in 2010 for the Westside Subway Extension
does use numeric metrics in its tabular comparison of the degree to which the
alternatives would achieve the project objectives, as does the 2012 Final EIR
Westside Subway Extension in its comparison of the Locally Preferred and No
Project alternatives. We request an explanation as to why a similar ranking method,
or some other equable, quantitative ranking method, was not used to assess the
Eastside Extension Phase 2 alternatives in this Draft EIS/EIR. Absent this, we
request that the Washington Boulevard alternative be selected as the Locally
Preferred Alternative and carried forward for further analysis and a more nuanced
discussion of its benefits. See Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum
(p. 9‐11), for further comment on and analysis of this issue.
“Leverage transit investments to provide connections farther east” is included
in Table 6‐3 as one of the key project objectives, but curiously, this is not one
of the objectives presented in Chapter 1, Purpose and Need, and is therefore
an inappropriate method of comparing the alternatives. Chapter 1 of the Draft
EIS/EIR presents the project purpose (“provide area residents, businesses, and
transit‐dependent populations with a transit alternative connecting them to Metro
Gold Line Eastside Extension and the regional rail system”) and four objectives:


Serve the large number of transit‐dependent and low‐income
populations in the project area;



Increase access to major employment centers, activity centers, and
destinations in the project area and Los Angeles County;



Provide regional transit connectivity with the Metro Gold Line
Eastside Extension and Measure R projects; and



Provide transit alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion, improve
mobility options for enhanced quality of life, and provide a convenient
and reliable alternative to the automobile.

The Washington Boulevard alternative would facilitate greater connections to
Orange County (i.e., to the southeast) and not just to the northeast and
northwest as the SR 60 alternative alignment would. With a connection to
Orange County, which has already demonstrated willingness and ability to provide
rights‐of‐way to accommodate LRT linkages, the Washington Boulevard alternative
would likely result in even greater ridership than the current 2035 projections for
this alignment, increasing the utility of the line to residents of Los Angeles County as
well as Orange County. This would much more fully achieve SCAG’s Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) goals to
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“Preserve and ensure a sustainable regional transportation system” and
“Preserve and ensure a sustainable regional transportation system.” Again,
this is not considered in the Draft EIS/EIR.
Chapter 1 also presents seven “themes” that it says “articulate the purpose for
transit improvement” in the project area, but none of those directly or indirectly
mentions “Leverage transit investments to provide connections farther east” (NOT
to the west, where the current Gold Line terminates, and not to other Measure R
projects). The apparently “eleventh‐hour” inclusion of this apparently new
project objective in Chapter 6, Table 6‐3, without having originally presented
it in Chapter 1 or even in the introduction and narrative restatement of
project objectives at the beginning of Chapter 6, is disingenuous,
inappropriate under CEQA and NEPA, and since it appears to favor the SR 60
alignment, distorts the equable comparison of alternatives in terms of their
ability to meet the original project objectives.
The other project objectives as presented in Table 6‐3 are gross
simplifications of the original project objectives as presented in Chapter 1,
such that the alternatives comparison is so simplified that it calls into
question the validity of the comparison.








The original project objective, “Serve the large number of transit‐
dependent and low‐income populations in the project area”, is
reduced to “Enhance service to transit dependent/low‐income
populations”;
The original project objective, “Increase access to major
employment centers, activity centers, and destinations in the project
area and Los Angeles County” is reduced to “Increase access to
activity and employment centers”;
The original project objective, “Provide regional transit connectivity
with the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and Measure R projects”
is missing altogether from the table, and the new objective
“Leverage transit investments to provide connections farther
east” is apparently substituted in its place; and
The original project objective, “Provide transit alternatives to
alleviate roadway congestion, improve mobility options for enhanced
quality of life, and provide a convenient and reliable alternative to the
automobile” becomes three separately stated objectives. This
provides a potentially disingenuous opportunity to characterize
the number of project objectives each alternatives achieves,
which again distorts the process of identification of the
environmentally superior alternative.
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We once again reiterate our formal request that Metro and the FTA select the
Washington Boulevard alternative as the Locally Preferred Alternative. Not
continuing the provision of light rail into our cities will have profound, long‐lasting,
adverse consequences for the cities and the citizenry who have so much at stake in
this process.
We trust our comments will receive the serious consideration they deserve by the
Metro Board, staff, and EIS/EIR consultants before the Locally Preferred Alternative
is selected in just three weeks.
The Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition sincerely appreciates this
opportunity to provide comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and looks forward to
continued cooperation with Metro as this project progresses and the Final EIR is
prepared. Please contact Ronald Bates, Ph.D., Washington Boulevard Light Rail
Transit Coalition Consultant, at (323) 983‐3680 or ronaldrbates@gmail.com with
any questions.
Sincerely,
WASHINGTON BOULEVARD LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT COALITION

Hon. Tina Baca Del Rio
Mayor
City of Commerce

Hon. Brent A. Tercero
Mayor
City of Pico Rivera

Hon. Juanita Trujillo
Mayor
City of Santa Fe Springs

Hon. Cathy Warner
Mayor
City of Whittier

cc:

Diane DuBois, Chairperson, MMTA Board of Directors
Art Leahy, Executive Director, MTA
Hasan Ikharta, Executive Director, SCAG
Richard Powers, Gateway Cities Council of Governments
Karen Heit, Gateway Cities Council of Governments

Attachment 1, HR&A Advisors Technical Memorandum

WASHINGTON BOULEVARD LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT COALITION

ATTACHMENT 1, HR&A ADVISORS TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

13230 Penn Street  Whittier, CA 90602  Phone: 562.567.9301

MEMORANDUM
To:

Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transition Coalition

From:

Paul J. Silvern and Benton Heimsath

Date:

October 17, 2014

Re:

Review of Metro Eastside Transit Corridor Phase II Draft EIS/EIR

At the request of the Cities of Commerce, Pico Rivera, Santa Fe Springs and Whittier, which
collectively comprise the Washington Boulevard Light Rail Transit Coalition, HR&A Advisors, Inc.
(HR&A) reviewed the presentation and analysis of economic and fiscal, land use and
development, community and neighborhood impacts, and evaluation of alternatives in the Metro
Eastside Transit Corridor Phase II Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Report (Draft EIS/EIR), prepared by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (“Metro”) and the Federal Transit Administration, dated August 2014. More specifically,
we focused our review on two of the “build” alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR, namely:
(1) SR 60 LRT Alternative, which is a light rail line with four stations that parallels State Route 60
(hereinafter, “SR 60”); and Washington Boulevard LRT Alternative, which is a light rail line with six
stations that would run through Montebello, Commerce, Pico Rivera, Santa Fe Springs and Whittier
(hereinafter, “Washington Blvd”). Both of these alternatives are assumed to be operational by
2035, and therefore the analysis of socio-economic impacts relies on the Southern California of
Governments’ (SCAG) 2035 regional growth forecast.
We further focused our review of the Draft EIS/EIR on the following Chapters and Sections:
• Chapter 1, Purpose & Need
• Section 4.2, Land Use & Development
• Section 4.4, Economic & Fiscal Impacts
• Section 4.5, Community & Neighborhood Impacts
• Section 4.17, Growth-Inducing Impacts
• Section 4.18, Environmental Justice
• Chapter 6, Evaluation of Alternatives
• All of the Technical Appendices associated with the above Chapters and Sections

1

Based on a thorough review of these Draft EIS/EIR Chapters and Sections, we find that the
analysis of the Washington Blvd and SR 60 alternatives is incomplete in its assessment of
economic/fiscal, land use/development, and community/neighborhood impacts. Furthermore,
the analysis that is performed is not properly reflected in the final evaluation of alternatives.
Because of this, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze the extent to which the alternatives
achieve some of the project’s objectives. We recommend that Metro remedy these deficiencies
by conducting additional analysis, as discussed below, and develop a weighted and scored
environmental impact matrix for a more accurate comparison of the Washington Blvd and SR
60 alternatives, and then recirculate the results for further public comment.
Economic and Fiscal Impacts
The Draft EIS/EIR’s calculations used to estimate the economic and fiscal impacts of these build
alternatives do not present a full picture of the economic impacts that would result from the
introduction of such an important new transit line. The Draft EIS/EIR calculates the effect of
construction and operating spending on “jobs” and “earnings” for Los Angeles County and for the
Los Angeles Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). The resulting values are determined by applying
simple multipliers to the total construction and operating expenditures for each alternative. 1 In
addition, the Draft EIS/EIR estimates the value of time saving and the tax losses from acquiring
properties needed for construction. This analysis does not capture the full range of economic
impacts, for several reasons:

1

•

Development Benefits Not Accounted For in Economic and Fiscal Impacts. Both alternatives
would clearly generate increased property, sales and other tax revenues from additional
development proximity to their respective transit corridors and stations, and from a faster
pace of development supported by the proposed transit. The Draft EIS/EIR’s Land Use
and Development analysis, further discussed below in this memo, concludes that there
would be greater development potential for the Washington Blvd alternative, due to the
larger number of stations and the fact that the route traverses five cities rather than
primarily skirting them along SR 60. An attempt should have been made to quantify the
resulting economic and fiscal (i.e., property tax, sales tax and other local tax revenues
associated with new development) benefits using regional and national experience with
other LRT lines, and the results should have been acknowledged in the economic/fiscal
impact analysis. Lacking such analysis, the economic and fiscal benefits that would result
from the project are significantly understated.

•

Earnings and Jobs Not Calculated for Localities. The earnings and employment impacts and
value of time savings are only calculated for Los Angeles County and Los Angeles MSA,
not for the individual cities most affected by the potential transit project. Use of IMPLAN
or other comparable static equilibrium economic impact models could have been used to

Economic and Fiscal Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix AA, p. 13-14.
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do so. Thus, economic impacts within the cities most directly and profoundly affected by
the alternatives are not considered in the Draft EIS/EIR.
•

Differences in Value of Time Savings Not Significant or Supported by Evidence. The technical
memorandum in Appendix AA concludes that the value of the time savings for the SR 60
alternative ($128.3 million) is “modestly greater” than those for the Washington Blvd
alignment ($125.5 million). 2 However, this difference is less than 3% over the span of 30
years. The travel demand forecasting reporting does not provide a margin of error for
the travel demand predictions, upon which the value of time savings is based, and so the
range of outcomes remain unknown to the public and decision makers. But, given the high
degree of uncertainty inherent in performing long-term transportation ridership forecasts,
it is not appropriate for the Draft EIS/EIR to draw important conclusions about an
environmentally superior alternative from such minor differences.

•

Cost of Parking Not Included. The SR 60 alignment requires almost twice as many parking
spaces per station, despite a lower overall projected ridership. The Draft EIS/EIR analysis
does not account for the additional cost of constructing or operating the parking spaces.
The following counts were totaled from Tables 5-15A and 15-9 of the Transportation
Impacts Technical Memorandum in Appendix M1:
Proposed Parking for LRT Station Alternatives
SR 60 3
Washington Blvd 4
Total station parking
3,454
2,702
Parking per station
864
450

Difference
702
414

Metro would bear the cost of constructing and operating an additional 702 parking
spaces. The added parking construction would also decrease the amount of developable
land in close proximity to the SR 60 stations. In addition, the auto-oriented nature of the
stations would require proximate redevelopment projects to construct a substantial number
of parking spaces to accommodate the higher share of trips made by car, which would
raise the cost of development. By contrast, neighborhood-adjacent LRT along Washington
Blvd would allow more people to arrive on foot or by bicycle, and could more effectively
serve the transit-dependent populations of the cities served.

Economic and Fiscal Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix AA, p. 33.
Table 5-15A, SR60 Proposed Parking Spaces, Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix M-1, p.54.
4 Table 15-9, Washington Blvd Proposed Parking Spaces, Transportation Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix
M-1, p.149.
2
3
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Land Use and Development
Transit-oriented development projects around the country have shown that transit infrastructure
can increase property values and accelerate development, especially when accompanied by
regulatory changes that encourage transit-oriented development. 5 Examples of such changes may
include streamlined permitting and environmental review, development incentives and density
bonuses or other regulatory flexibilities. Localities can benefit through higher property and other
taxes, more construction and permanent jobs, and a larger resulting overall tax base from
increased economic activity. However, these impacts are not reflected in either the Draft EIS/EIR’s
Economic and Fiscal Impact analysis or the Evaluation of Alternatives.
The Draft EIS/EIR technical appendices include information that show several factors that indicate
significantly greater development opportunities for the Washington Blvd alternative than the SR
60 alternative, especially for development that is transit-oriented and not auto-dependent.
•

Higher Likelihood of Re-zoning by Local Cities. The Draft EIS/EIR assumes no development
beyond what is currently allowed by local zoning: “The opportunities for economic
revitalization and growth are consistent with (not in addition to) the applicable land use
plans, policies, and regulations of agencies with jurisdiction over the project area.” 6 This is
a highly questionable assumption. Local jurisdictions in Los Angeles County have already
demonstrated their willingness to rezone to allow higher density around transit corridors
and stations. And, the Draft EIS/EIR itself, states that “…revitalization initiatives in
Commerce and Montebello and the Whittier General Plan’s encouragement of mixed-use
developments and residential growth in and around commercial activity centers and
transportation node corridors make this a more transit-friendly corridor than the SR 60
alignment from a policy perspective.” 7 Recent evidence elsewhere in Los Angeles County –
for example, the Exposition Transit Corridor Phase 2 in the City of Los Angeles – points to
a high likelihood that rezoning would occur to allow for more development surrounding
transit stations. Even under existing land use and zoning regulations, however, the Draft
EIS/EIR analysis shows that the Washington Blvd alignment is preferable from a land use
and development perspective.

•

Higher Potential for Transit-Oriented Development. The Draft EIS/EIR’s analysis indicates
that future development along the Washington Blvd alternative would be better oriented
towards transit users. The Draft EIS/EIR states that “the proximity of rail stations would
encourage land uses that are not auto-dependent and not as likely to induce auto trips,

5 R. Cervero and M. Duncan, “Benefits of Proximity to Rail on Housing Markets: Experiences in Santa Clara
County,” Journal of Public Transportation Vol. 5, No. 1 (2002A): 1–18; T. Parker, G. Arrington, M. McKeever, and J.
Smith-Heimer, “Statewide Transit-Oriented Development Study: Factors for Success in California.” Sacramento:
California Department of Transportation, 2002; R. Cervero and M. Duncan, “Land Value Impacts of Rail Transit
Services in San Diego County”, report prepared for the National Association of Realtors and the Urban Land Institute
(Washington, D.C.: June 2002).
6 Chapter 4-17 Growth Inducing Impacts, p.16.
7 Chapter 4.17 Growth Inducing Impacts, p.10.
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which is consistent with regional and local environmental goals.” 8 Transit oriented
development can decrease dependence on the automobile and serve car free and car
light households.
Conversely, the SR 60 alternative presents fewer opportunities for transit-oriented
development because of several factors: (1) its proximity to the freeway right-of-way; (2)
its relative lack of potential development opportunities within the 1/2 mile station areas;
and (3) its need for additional parking spaces to accommodate a park-and-ride oriented
ridership base. Users of the SR 60 alignment would likely arrive primarily by car and
park at the station park and ride lots, which reduces the benefits of and opportunities for
transit-oriented development and/or significantly increases the cost of development to
accommodate both park-and-ride demand and the parking needs of new development.
•

More Development Opportunities at Station Areas. The Draft EIS/EIR’s Land Use and
Development Opportunities Technical Memorandum identifies developable land within a
½ mile radius of each proposed station (“station areas”), such as vacant parcels and
surface parking lots. These opportunities for redevelopment of existing older or lowerdensity uses provide an indication of the potential for redevelopment to occur. The Draft
EIS/EIR analysis finds that the Washington Blvd alignment presents more opportunities for
future development. To illustrate this disparity in development potential, the two following
charts compare the development opportunities, as summarized in the Draft EIS/EIR’s
Growth Inducing Impacts Technical Memorandum, within the station areas for both LRT
alternatives.

Station Name
Garfield Ave
Shops at Montebello
Station
Santa Anita Station
Peck Road Station

SR 60 Station Areas 9
Redevelopment Opportunities
Redevelopment of existing land uses
Potential for additional net new development
Limited potential for development (USACE flood
control basin)
Redevelopment of existing land uses

According to the Draft EIS/EIR, there are limited redevelopment opportunities at three of
the four stations. In addition, some existing uses in proximity to the SR 60 alignment
present an inherent conflict with any development attempts or potential for future
rezoning. For example, the Santa Anita station is directly adjacent to the Whittier
Narrows Dam Basin Area. While the identified mitigations will help with the flood storage
space within the flowage easement, it does not help with incompatible land uses. Other

8
9

Chapter 4.17 Growth Inducing Impacts, p.9.
Land Use and Development Opportunities Technical Memorandum, Appendix CC. p.24-25.
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incompatible land uses include a school at the South El Monte terminus and the former OII
landfill site south of SR 60 in the city of Monterey Park.
By contrast, the Draft EIS/EIR finds more opportunities for redevelopment surrounding the
potential Washington Blvd alignment stations. As stated in the DEIS/EIR, “opportunities for
future development on underutilized parcels, vacant sites, and surface parking lots are
present in the vicinity of station locations along the SR 60 LRT Alternative alignment.
However, less opportunity exists for future development along this alignment compared to
the Washington Blvd LRT Alternative Alignment.” 10 This is because the Washington Blvd
alignment would have six new stations, all of which are surrounded by urban
development, as compared to four SR 60 stations. Additionally, there are opportunities for
higher-density uses or new development on vacant sites at four of the six station areas
along the Washington Blvd alignment, with redevelopment having already occurred at a
fifth station.
Washington Blvd Station Areas 11
Station Name
Redevelopment Opportunities
Garfield Ave
Redevelopment of existing land uses
Whittier Blvd
Opportunity to redevelop lower-density commercial
uses to higher-density and transit-oriented uses
Rosemead Blvd
Redevelopment has already occurred
Greenwood Blvd
Opportunity to redevelop lower-density commercial
uses to higher-density and transit-oriented uses
Norwalk Blvd
Redevelopment of existing land uses and a few
vacant sites
Lambert Rd
Redevelopment of existing land uses and a few
vacant sites
The development opportunities identified in the Land Use and Development Section of
the Draft EIS/EIR show significantly greater development opportunities associated with
the Washington Blvd alternative. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the
opportunities identified around the Washington Blvd alignment stations would lead to
revitalization and beneficial economic and fiscal outcomes even under existing land use
regulations. The Draft EIS/EIR should have acknowledged these important differences in
the development opportunities in its economic impact and fiscal analysis and in its
comparison of the build alternatives.
To illustrate this point, consider the current zoning for the ½ mile radius around each
station, as presented in the Draft EIS/EIR:

10

Land Use and Development Opportunities Technical Memorandum, Appendix CC. p.48. (Emphasis added).
Use and Development Opportunities Technical Memorandum Technical Appendix CC. p.27.

11Land
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Current Zoning, ½ Mile Station Areas – SR 60 Alignment 12
The current zoning for
the SR 60 station
areas indicates the
existence of
incompatible land
uses. A significant
portion of the ½ mile
station areas are
currently designated
“open space & public
lands”, shown in
green, which are
conflicts that reduce
the potential for
rezoning.

Current Zoning, ½ Mile Station Areas – Washington Blvd Alignment 13
The current zoning
map for the
Washington Blvd
station areas
indicates a good mix
of allowable uses
and intensities,
indicating greater
potential for
revitalization, even
under existing
zoning.

12 Figure 5-4. SR-60 LRT Alternative Stations – Zoning. Land Use and Development Opportunities Technical
Memorandum, Appendix N-1, p.35.
13 Figure 5-8. Washington Blvd Alternative Stations – Zoning. Land Use and Development Opportunities Technical
Memorandum, Appendix N-1, p.54.
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Community and Neighborhood Impacts
Two of Metro’s stated policy objectives for the project are “enhancing service to transitdependent/low income communities” and “increase access to activity and employment centers,”
but the Draft EIS/EIR alternatives analysis does not compare how well each alternative meets
these objectives. Rather, the Draft EIS/EIR limits its consideration of the affected communities and
neighborhoods in terms of negative impacts relating to construction and operation. It does not
quantify or compare accessibility benefits that would accrue to low-income, transit-dependent
communities.
Numerous studies have shown that people are more likely to use transit when located within a ¼
to ½ mile radius of transit stations. 14 The Draft EIS/EIR provides some data that allow for a
comparison of the characteristics of the communities within a ½ mile corridor of the alignments
and the ½ mile radii of the station areas for each LRT alternative. We draw from the Draft
EIS/EIR’s station area demographics (based on updated 2010 Census data) to compare the two
LRT alignments in terms of providing access to communities.

Population
Households
Jobs

LRT Station Areas (1/2 mile radius) 15
SR 60
Wash Blvd
Difference
50,244
99,526
49,282
15,034
27,989
12,955
11,207
18,931
7,724

% Difference
98%
86%
69%

Population
Households
Jobs

LRT Corridor (1/2 mile) 16
SR 60
Wash Blvd
Difference
79,221
136,234
57,013
23,659
37,993
14,334
17,102
28,738
11,636

% Difference
72%
61%
68%

Based on the LRT Station Areas table, it is evident that the Washington Blvd alignment would
provide station area accessibility for 49,282 more people, 12,955 more households, and 7,724
more employment opportunities than the SR 60 alignment, which is not reflected at all in the Draft
EIS/EIR’s Table 6-3, Alternatives Evaluation Results, reproduced on page 10 of this memorandum.
These figures were calculated by adding the total population, households, and employment
projections for each station area. Moreover, based on the LRT Corridor table, the Washington
Blvd alignment would pass through considerably greater concentrations of population, households,
and employment than the SR60 alignment, even beyond the station areas. These differences are
significant, even without taking into account potential increases resulting from potential
future redevelopment, and should have been included in the evaluation of how well each
14 Lund, Willson and Cervero. 2006. A Re-Evaluation of Travel Behavior in California TODs. Journal of Architectural
and Planning Research.
15 Environmental Justice Technical Memorandum Appendix DD, p.16-18, 24-26
16 Environmental Justice Technical Memorandum Appendix DD, p.16-18, 24-26.
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LRT alignment achieves project objectives and highlighted in the evaluation of alternatives.
This is particularly important in light of the project objectives to “Serve the large number of
transit-dependent and low-income populations in the project area” and “Provide transit
alternatives to alleviate roadway congestion, improve mobility options for enhanced quality of
life, and provide a convenient and reliable alternative to the automobile.”
Furthermore, the Washington Blvd alignment would serve a greater unemployed population.
According to the Draft EIS/EIR’s Environmental Justice Technical Memorandum, the Washington
Blvd corridor would serve an unemployed population of 6,834, versus 3,571 for SR 60, which
represents an increase of 91%. Similarly, the Washington Blvd station areas would serve 4,246
unemployed persons, as compared to 1,965 at the SR 60 station areas, an increase of 116%. 17
Finally, a transit station’s configuration affects the ability of transit-dependent people in nearby
communities to access the transit line. In Appendix P, the Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges the
difficulties presented by freeway-adjacent stations such as those proposed in the SR 60
alignment: “…freeway-adjacent stations are not ideal for community access and connectivity due
to the automobile-oriented nature of freeway facilities.” 18 The SR 60 alignment’s proximity to the
SR 60 would require transit patrons to arrive at the station by automobile, as opposed to on foot
or by bicycle, and therefore would limit the utility of this line to low-income, zero-car households.
Washington Blvd performs much better from this perspective, because of the neighborhoods that
surround the six stations in the four cities. “Stations along major commercial streets, such as most of
the proposed stations for the Washington Blvd LRT Alternative, would provide greater community
mobility benefits.” 19 But the implications of this observation are not included in the community or
economic sections of the Draft EIS/EIR. Based on Draft EIS/EIR analysis, it is reasonable to
conclude that mobility benefits for the affected communities would be greater for the
neighborhood-adjacent Washington Blvd alternative than for the freeway-running SR 60
alignment alternative.
Evaluation of Alternatives
From the above discussion and review of the Draft EIS/EIR we conclude that there are significantly
greater economic, fiscal, land use, development, community and neighborhood benefits associated
with the Washington Blvd alternative, as compared to the SR 60 alternative. The Draft EIS/EIR,
however, draws an opposite conclusion because its alternatives comparison is based on a very
general, non-quantitative and unsubstantiated set of judgments as shown in the comparison chart,
reproduced in part below.

Environmental Justice Technical Memorandum Appendix DD, p.16-18, 24-26.
Community and Neighborhood Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix P, p.45.
19 Community and Neighborhood Impacts Technical Memorandum, Appendix P, p.45.
17
18
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Portion of Table 6-3, Alternatives Evaluation Results 20

This alternatives comparison chart is cursory in its evaluation of project objectives, stating simply
that both SR 60 and Washington Blvd LRT alignment alternatives “meet all project objectives.” 21
Though the conclusion states that the mobility and land use benefits would be greater for the
Washington Blvd alternative than the others, 22 no attempt is made to describe or quantify the
trade-offs between the two LRT alternatives with respect to project objectives. The conclusions
drawn from this chart do not reflect the differences discussed above.
A more complete alternatives comparison should have included a weighted and scored matrix for
a range of potential impacts and benefits. For example, as discussed on pages 8 and 9 of this
memorandum, the Washington Blvd alignment corridor and stations would serve significantly
greater concentrations of population, households, and employment, as compared to the SR 60
alignment. This large disparity, which is fundamental to the abilities of the two build alternatives
to achieve project objectives, is not taken into consideration in the Draft EIS/EIR’s Alternatives
Evaluation Results. The simplistic “yes” or “no” analysis presented in Table 6-3 does not
communicate – and in fact masks – the degree to which each alternative achieves given
objectives. Categories such as development potential or increased accessibility could have been
scored with a numerical ranking on a scale of 1to 5. For example, a comparison based on the
areas highlighted in this memo could be constructed as follows:

Chapter 6 Evaluation, p. 6-9.
Chapter 6 Evaluation, p. 6-11.
22 Chapter 6 Evaluation, p. 6-9.
20
21
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Total Economic and
Fiscal Impacts
Service to TransitDependent
Population
Access to
Employment
Opportunities
Availability of
Development Parcels
Transit-Oriented
Development
Potential

Possible Weighted Matrix Layout
No Build TSM
SR 60
Wash
Blvd
1 to 5
1 to 5
1 to 5
1 to 5

Weighted
Value
0 to 1

Total
Score

An analysis along these lines would more fully and fairly account for the project’s economic, fiscal,
land use, development community and neighborhood impacts and benefits, and thereby provide
a better picture of how each alternative fulfills the project objectives. Based on the information
included in the Draft EIS/EIR and presented in this memo, a more rigorous and thorough
comparison of this type would likely conclude that the Washington Blvd alignment does a
much better job of meeting project objectives, and would do so in a way that provides more
economic and environmental benefits to the affected communities.
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